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”Adversity has the effect of eliciting talents which,
in prosperous circumstances, would have lain dormant.”
– Quintus Horatius Flaccus, Roman poet.
”La adversidad tiene el don de despertar los talentos,
que en la comodidad hubieran permanecido dormidos.”
– Quintus Horatius Flaccus, poeta Romano.
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”Begin at the beginning,”
the King said, very gravely,
”and go on till you come to the end: then stop.”
– Lewis Carroll, Alice in Wonderland
”Empieza por el principio,”
contestó gravemente el rey,
”y sigue hasta que llegues al final: Entonces te detienes.”
– Lewis Carroll, Alicia en el país de las maravillas.
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Resumen
En esta tésis se propone una nueva plataforma de simulación específicamente diseñada para
modelar entornos de computación en la nube, sus arquitecturas subyacentes, y la energía
consumida por los dispositivos hardware. Los modelos que consituyen los servidores se
encuentran divididos en los cinco subsistemas básicos: sistema de procesamiento, sistema
de memoria, sistema de almacenamiento, sistema de red, y fuente de alimentación. Cada
uno de estos subsistemas ha sido modelado incluyendo nuevas estrategias para simular su
consumo energético. Sobre estos modelos se despliegan los modelos de virtualización con la
finalidad de simular el hipervisor y sus políticas de planificación. Además, se ha realizado el
model del gestor de la nube, la pieza central de la plataforma de simulación y responsable
de la gestión de las políticas de aprovisionamiento de recursos. Su diseño ofrece interfaces
a los investigadores, permitiendo realizar sus estudios sobre políticas de planificación en
entornos de computación en la nube.
Los objetivos de esta plataforma de simulación son permitir el modelado de entornos
existentes y nuevos diseños arquitectónicos de computación en la nube, con un entorno
configurable que permita modificar valores de consumo energético de los distintos compo-
nentes. Las principales características de esta plataforma son su flexibilidad, permitiendo
una amplia posibilidad de diseños; escalabilidad, para estudiar entornos con gran número
de elementos; y proveer un buen compromiso entre la precisión de los resultados y su
rendimiento.
Se ha realizado el proceso de validación de la plataforma de simulación mediante la
comparaciń de resultados de experimentos realizados en entornos reales, con los resultados
de simulación obtenidos de modelar dichos entornos reales. Tras ello, se ha realizado una
evaluación mostrando la capacidad de preveer el consumo energético de un entorno de
computación en la nube que modela una aplicación real.
Finalmente, se han realizado experimentos para analizar la escalabilidad, con el fin de
estudiar el comportamiento de la plataforma ante la simulación de entornos de gran escala.
El principal objetivo de los test de escalabilidad consiste en calcular la cantidad de tiempo
y de memoria necesarios para ejecutar simulaciones grandes, dependiendo de el tamaño del
entorno simulado, y de la disponibilidad de recursos físicos para executarlas.
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Abstract
In this thesis we propose a new simulation platform specifically designed for modelling
cloud computing environments, its underlying architectures, and the energy consumed
by hardware devices. The models that consists on servers are divided into the five basic
subsystems: processing system, memory system, network system, storage system, and the
power supply unit. Each one of these subsystems has been built including new strategies to
simulate energy aware. On the top of these models, there have been deployed the virtuali-
zation models to simulate the hypervisor and its scheduling policies. In addition, the cloud
manager, the core of the simulation platform, is responsible for the provisioning resources
management policies. It design offers to researchers APIs, allowing to perform studies on
scheduling policies of cloud computing systems.
This simulation platform is aimed to model existent and new designs of cloud comput-
ing architectures, with a customizable environment to configure the energy consumption
of different components. The main characteristics of this platform are flexibility, allowing a
wide possibility of designs; scalability to study large environments; and to provide a good
compromise between accuracy and performance.
A validation process of the simulation platform has been reached by comparing results
from real experiments, with results from simulation executions obtained by modelling the
real experiments. Therefore, to evaluate the possibility to foresee the energy consumption
of a real cloud environment, an experiment of deploying a model of a real application has
been studied.
Finally, scalability experiments has been performed to study the behaviour of the sim-
ulation platform with large scale environments experiments. The main aim of scalability
tests, is to calculate both, the amount of time and memory needed to execute large simula-
tions, depending on the size of the environment simulated, and the availability of hardware
resources to execute them.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In the past decade, a new paradigm emerged from the scientific (and not scientific) com-
munity: cloud computing. Although the concept of cloud computing emerged in 2007, no
formal definition exists yet [1]. Cloud computing can be seen as a paradigm that provides
access to a flexible and on-demand computing infrastructure, allowing the user to request
dynamically virtual machines to solve a computational problem. However, the views of
different relevant actors in the industry appear to be irreconcilable concerning cloud com-
puting.
In July 2008, the Cloud Computing Journal cited the attempts to define Cloud Com-
puting of 21 independent experts, practitioners and academics [2]. A technical definition,
according to Michael Armbrust et al. define the term Cloud Computing as “a new term
for a long-held dream of computing as a utility, which has recently emerged as a commer-
cial reality” [3]. Although there are currently several definitions for explaining what is
cloud computing, the one provided by the U.S. National Institute of Standards and Tech-
nology seems to provide a precise definition including the key elements used in the cloud
computing community [4]:
“Cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand
network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g.,
networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly
provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider
interaction. This cloud model is composed of five essential characteristics,
three service models, and four deployment models.”
At present, computing architectures based on cloud computing are probably the most
cost-effective solution for final users: enterprises and scientists. As a result, this business
model has been adopted by the great majority of important companies like Amazon,
Google, Dell, IBM, HP and Microsoft. All of them have invested billions of dollars in
order to provide their own cloud computing solutions. However, the market is expected to
rise from $40.7 billion in 2011 to more than $241 billion in 2020 [5].
Migrating solutions to cloud computing environments has several advantages, such as
being able to offer end-users a flexible computing system with the possibility of varying
the number of CPUs and the memory size per job, even in runtime (if available). For the
user, the ability to request on-demand resources, together with the lack of infrastructure
1
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and administration results in ease of management and overall cost reductions. However,
cloud computing is not an ideal paradigm. The huge size of the data centers that supports
those systems requires managing resources efficiently, which entails the necessity of energy
efficiency as well as energy proportionality. Moreover, due to the continuous rise of power
consumption, a major cause of concern is the increasing power bills, carbon emissions,
and power supply limitations for data centers.It is true that one data center is still better
than the traditional disperse equivalent to scenario, but still efficiency is a problem to be
improved.
The energy crisis of the last years, jointly with the ever increasing conscience about
the negative effects of energy waste and climate change, have brought the sustainability
both into public attention and under industry and scientific scrutiny. Green, or sustainable
computing, has become the focus attention of initiatives such as Green Grid [6], a global
consortium dedicated to advance energy efficiency in data centers and business computing
ecosystems. This consortium has even established a metric called Power Usage Effectiveness
(PUE) [7], which aims to measure and compare the energy efficiency of data centers. As
demonstrated by the successful emergence of the Green500 list [8], which provides a ranking
of the most energy-efficient supercomputers in the world, energy has become as significant
as performance. Consequently, the performance-per-watt has been established as a new
metric to evaluate supercomputers.
Currently there are several proposals for detecting, adjusting, and even reducing the
main causes of energy consumption. Some of these are carbon footprint reduction [9], eco-
nomical savings in IT electricity bills [10], and increasing the life time of some data center
devices [11]. Thus, providing methods and techniques for analyzing the energy consump-
tion in cloud computing systems becomes of vital importance. However, this is specially
difficult and challenging because of the high number of users accessing the system concur-
rently and the wide variety of components that interact in the system, like communication
networks, multi-core CPUs, users, virtual machines and hypervisors, that have a direct
impact on both the overall system performance and energy consumption.
1.1 Motivation
Major requirements for cloud computing systems are scalability, elasticity, reliability and
low-pricing [12]. However, providing a system with such interesting features entails different
side-effects that have to be accordingly managed. One of the main issues currently faced by
the cloud community is the energy required to maintain data centers, because they contain
a vast number of computers and communication networks. Moreover, these systems are
designed to be scalable, so that adding resources is a must in order to increase the overall
system capacity, which addresses the ever growing need of energy supply.
Due to the fact that power consumption is one of the main issues in large scalable
distributed systems, the efficient management of energy without loosing performance is
currently a major concern in the field of cloud computing. In fact, there is a broad variety
of proposals to save energy by maintaining a reasonable power-performance ratio. Current
approaches for saving energy in cloud computing environments are widely different due
to the difficulty of saving energy without end-users noticing a performance loss. On the
one hand, it is necessary to perform a low-level consumption study of components such as
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CPUs, memories, disks, and networks. The objective is to analyze the impact of different
techniques in power consumption. On the other hand, it is necessary to study the behavior
of techniques that shut down systems while trying not to penalize customers and users.
To achieve these tasks, the problem of capturing power consumption data for each
node and for individual components must be faced. Depending on which technique is used,
one may be interested in the aggregate power consumption of each node, or the real-time
power consumption of the specific components in every node. In order to acquire power
consumption data, several methods exist with varying level of precision, intrusiveness, and
cost. The first consists in using power meter devices, which measure the aggregated power
use of a machine. These devices are fairly unobtrusive because no hardware modifications
are required to measure power usage. However, scaling this approach to large-scale systems
can prove to be impractical due to the increased cost in hardware and logistics, since
gathered data for every node needs to be stored and processed, which creates a big data
problem. In addition, these power meters do not provide fine-grained measurements or
component-level power usage data.
Another method involves directly instrumenting the motherboard with multimeters in
order to obtain each power connector’s voltage and current, thus obtaining real-time power
consumption [13]. While this method produces precise, fine-grained results, it becomes im-
practical for production environments, because every system would require to be modified.
The intrusiveness of these methods entails that in deployment is usually too aggressive
for the expensive equipment that constitute the data center. In fact, they quickly become
unmanageable, unfordable, and highly impractical when trying to scale this method to
even medium-scale systems.
Hence, in order to analyze the trade-offs between performance and energy consumption
in real cloud systems, one of these previous methods has to be used while executing a set
of experiments in the cloud. Unfortunately, due to the associated cost, of using additional
equipment and the intrusiveness required to analyze energy consumption in hardware-
based cloud systems, this strategy is unfeasible. In addition, it is difficult to ensure the
real capabilities of cloud computing architectures, or an improvement over an existing one,
until the environment is completely deployed.
These difficulties can be alleviated by using simulation techniques for predicting the
consumption of different hardware components in cloud architectures. In this case, the
same experiments are performed in a virtual environment that represents the behavior
of the real cloud system, that is, a simulated scenario. Basically, simulation uses existing
power consumption models without modifying the hardware device. Both methods, using
a real cloud with additional equipment for measuring energy consumption and simulation,
have their own advantages and disadvantages. Some of them are described below:
• Simulation is cheaper than performing experiments directly in a real cloud. Renting
machines from a public cloud requires a monetary investment, while executing a
simulation only requires a regular computer.
• The flexibility obtained by using simulation is much higher than the one using real
cloud systems. While in real clouds the users have to deal with the specific config-
uration of the system, simulation allows the users to quickly set up a wide range
of configurations. These configurations may involve network topology, cost policies,
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hypervisors, etc. For example, using simulation, users are able to design and test
different resource provisioning policies in order to balance the trade-offs between
performance and energy consumption. In the case of real clouds, users are not al-
lowed to configure the resource provisioning policies of the system.
• Simulation models can be shared with other researchers of the community. Since the
used simulation platforms are open source, they can be shared and freely modified
to the own purpose of researchers.
• Capturing real-time consumption of different hardware devices is a costly process.
The acquisition process of consumption values in real hardware-based systems con-
sists on modifying the devices to allow the energy measurements. Moreover, it re-
quires specific equipment. This problem is alleviated by using consumption models
in simulated environments.
• In many cases, simulation experiments require more time to be executed than hardware-
based tests. This problem can be alleviated by increasing hardware resources for the
simulation by using parallel simulation techniques.
• Results obtained from executions over hardware-based systems do not need to be
validated to ensure their accuracy. In a simulated environment it is necessary to
validate the results.
• Simulation allows to simulate last still nonexistent solutions, to design new clouds or
enhancing existing ones.
Hence, providing a simulation platform that supports to perform accurate studies of
power consumption in cloud computing systems is challenging.
1.2 Thesis statements
• Simulating cloud computing architectures with enough level detail provide a good
level of fidelity with its analogous hardware-based system. This requires that each
part has to be represented like models of hardware devices, energy consumption mod-
els for these devices, and software models responsible for the resource management,
imitating the correctly behavior of the target cloud to be simulated.
• Providing a method to simulate realistic workloads of cloud systems allows to foresee
the energy consumed by the hardware of data centers. A workload in a cloud consists
of a set of users that request resources for executing applications. This is specially
challenging due to the large amount of users that access to the system and request
resources in parallel.
1.3 Main objectives
This thesis addresses the challenges previously commented. Its main objective is to pro-
vide new contributions to model and simulate energy-aware cloud computing
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systems. Hence, in order to fulfill this objective we propose to satisfy the following more
specific goals:
1. Designing strategies for modelling and simulating the underlying archi-
tecture of cloud systems. These strategies have to deal with different challenges.
First, each hardware device that conforms the cloud must be modeled by accom-
plishing a good compromise between performance and fidelity with its analogous
hardware device. Second, the underlying architecture of the simulated cloud system
must represent the architecture of the target cloud system. Third, the modeled cloud
systems must provide scalability independent of the size of the cloud to be analyzed.
2. Designing non-invasive strategies for simulating the power consumption
of cloud systems. These strategies must be designed for analyzing, measuring and
managing the energy consumption in cloud systems. Moreover, this approach must
fulfill the following requirements: the analysis of energy consumption in cloud systems
must not require an additional equipment; performing energy consumption experi-
ments must be non-intrusive, that is, it is not required to access those hardware
devices that are modeled in the simulated cloud. Finally, this approach must be cus-
tomizable by users, that is, the proposed strategies must be easily modified by users
in order to allow the study of many scenarios.
3. Analyzing the impact of realistic workloads on the overall system energy
consumption in different simulated cloud systems. In order to perform a wide
variety of realistic experiments, different application models must be simulated. Ba-
sically these experiments include different realistic application models, the costs and
performance to execute them depending on users purchased resources, and the impact
on the energy consumption of the system by using different configurations. Moreover,
users must be simulated as owners of the applications, being distributed along time
for accessing the cloud, launching applications with their own task scheduling policy
over the purchased resources.
This thesis is focused on evaluating different workloads and its the impact on energy
efficiency over cloud computing systems. Using this approximation, we can analyze the
trend of energy consumption of the entire system using non-invasive strategies.
1.4 Structure of this document
The rest of this document is organized in six chapters whose contents are summarized in
the following paragraphs:
• Chapter 2, State of the art, is a review of current works about simulation and energy
aware cloud computing environments. This chapter describes the most relevant con-
cepts for power management, the consumption by components and energy models
and the techniques to save energy in cloud computing environments. Next, the most
relevant simulation tools for modelling cloud systems are summarized.
• Chapter 3, Modelling and simulating the underlying architecture for cloud computing
systems, shows a proposal for a flexible, scalable and expandable simulation platform
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for modelling and simulating energy aware cloud systems. The main objective of this
chapter is to design strategies for modelling and simulating different architectures of
cloud systems, covering goal 1 .
• Chapter 4, Modelling and simulating virtualisation of hardware resources, describes
the process for managing the virtual resources of cloud systems in a simulated sce-
nario. In this case, a module called hypervisor is in charge of managing the requests
of physical resources through virtual machines. Moreover, some algorithms for man-
aging the resource provisioning are presented using the simulation platform designed
in Chapter 3. This chapter covers the objective 2 .
• Chapter 5, Case Study, shows experiments for analyzing the impact of different work-
loads in different cloud architectures. In order to analyze the performance and energy
consumption of each system, we need to model different applications workloads, that
is, how users accesses to the cloud system requesting resources, how the performance
of applications vary depending on purchased resources, and how applications execu-
tions impact on the energy consumed by the data center. The full list of goals are
reached at this point by covering the objective 3 .
• Chapter 6, Conclusions and future works, presents the conclusions of this work and
also describes some future works.
Finally, the bibliography used during the elaboration of this work is provided.
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State of the art
This chapter exhibits the state-of-the-art of modelling and simulating cloud computing en-
vironments. Specifically, it is focused on energy-efficient techniques and simulation frame-
works, providing a classification of energy efficient solutions. The chapter finalises with a
brief description of the most relevant modelling and simulation tools in the scope of cloud
computing.
2.1 Cloud computing
In recent years, cloud computing systems are increasing their role due to the fast increase
of computer networks, communication technologies and the continuous price drop of com-
puter devices. A very clear proof of this fact is that important companies are investing
billions of dollars in order to provide their own cloud solutions [14]. The market for cloud
computing services estimates that the software as a service (SaaS) generated revenues of
$11.7billions/year, platform as a service (PaaS) $311 billion/year and infrastructure as a
service (IaaS) $1 billion/year in 2010. However, it is expected to rise $52 billions/year in
2020 to PaaS/SaaS market and $4 billions/year to IaaS market [15].
For the sake of clarity, the definition of cloud computing is provided by taking into
account two different perspectives: users and provider. First, from the end-users point of
view, cloud computing can be seen as a technology that gives the illusion of providing ac-
cess to infinite resources that are dynamically adapted to the user’s needs. Hence, users can
configure powerful systems depending on both the budget and requirements of computing
power, memory and storage. From the cloud providers point of view, cloud computing is a
business-model based on renting virtual resources to users by establishing a cost depend-
ing of the quality of these resources and the time-frame that users have access to them.
Generally, these resources are abstracted by using Virtual Machines (in short, VMs).
The term virtual machine is defined by Popek and Goldberg in 1974 as “an efficient,
isolated duplicate of a real machine” [16]. At present, the use of VMs has evolved. Smith
and Nair include in the definition of VM the possibility of “supporting individual processes
or a complete system depending on the abstraction level where virtualization occurs” [17].
This definition is closer to the existing virtualization in cloud computing environments.
Cloud computing covers a wide spectrum of areas, including research community,
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IT industry and entertainment companies. The main (ideal) motivation for using this
technology is the need by end-users to deploy their applications using a unsettled set of
resources, isolating themselves from infrastructure of the data centers, without maintaining
the system and paying only the resources that they use. Moreover, a very attractive feature
of cloud systems is the possibility of scaling convenient resources [18].
2.1.1 Cloud computing models
The ever-increasing computing power demands for large-scale applications entail the incre-
ment of maintenance costs. The cloud computing community has been deploying modern
computing systems by offering flexible ad-hoc systems in size and resources. Basically,
these cloud systems can be classified in two categories: cloud deployment model and cloud
service model. The former one focuses on the business model of the data center that hosts
the cloud computing environment, while the second one classifies cloud systems according
to the IT offers of infrastructures and network environments.
According to the cloud deployment model, each cloud system can be categorised in [19]:
public, private, hybrid, science and community cloud. The term known as public cloud
defines a business model where the cloud provider makes applications, storage and other
resources available over Internet, in a pay-as-you-go manner, to the general public. Instead
of made available to the general public, if the system is a single private data center used,
managed, and hosted by an organisation, it is called private cloud. With a composition of
both described before, if users are individuals and companies, a cloud is known as hybrid
cloud. Other deployment model is the science cloud [20]. The concept of science cloud
appears in 2008 as a project between Florida and Chicago Universities. K. Keahey started
this project that “allows members of the scientific community to lease resources for short
amounts of time”. A science cloud do not use the model pay-as-you-go, neither does require
that users pay for usage like private clouds. It is only verified that the person requesting
resources is indeed a member of the scientific community. Finally, the last deployment
model is called community cloud, where consumers have common concerns, such as policies,
goals and security requirements, and several organisations shares the infrastructure in order
to save costs.
The cloud service model consists of three categories [12]: Software as a Service (in
short, SaaS), Platform as a Service (in short, PaaS) and Infrastructure as a Service (in
short, IaaS).
SaaS defines the set of applications - commonly web based applications - given by
providers which run on a cloud computing infrastructure. In this layer, the infrastructure
is transparent to the end-user, limiting users to the management of the application; only a
few configuration settings are permitted from a client interface. On the contrary, PaaS and
IaaS are less focused on users. In the PaaS model, consumers can develop onto the cloud
infrastructure their own applications by using different tools (program languages, libraries,
and services) supported by the cloud provider. The infrastructure is transparent like SaaS
model with the exception that, in the PaaS model, consumers are able to manage the con-
figuration settings for the application-hosting environment. PaaS applications are deployed
by users, which usually offer those services to thirds. IaaS layer provides to end-users the
capability of managing the storage system, the processing system, the operating system
and applications. The cloud provider is in charge of managing the cloud infrastructure
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where, through virtualisation techniques, users receive VMs assigned to physical machines
of the data center. On request, once a VM is booted on a physical host, it can be used like
a dedicated physical machine. The cost of renting this VM is assigned depending of the
quality of the requested resources (number of CPUs, amount of RAM, etc.).
At present, there is a trend that consists in building acronyms with the suffix “aaS” to
whatever that can be sold by IT enterprises as services. Some examples of new appearing
layers in the cloud service model are HaaS [21], PraaS[22] and DaaS[23]. HaaS is the
acronym for Hardware as a Service and it refers to users that use IT hardware - or even
an entire data-center/computer center - as a pay-as-you-go subscription service. The HaaS
model can be flexible, scalable and manageable to reach their needs. PraaS stands for
providing the management of a complex process in the cloud. DaaS, Data as a Service is
the management of data in various formats from various sources. They can be accessed via
services to users on the network. Users can, for example, manipulate remote data just like
operate on local disk; or access data in a semantic way on the Internet.
2.1.2 Virtualisation techniques in cloud computing
The most popular technique to virtualise resources lies in a software which allows mul-
tiple operating systems instances (guests) over a host computer. This software - virtual
machine monitor - was described in 1973 by R. Goldberg [24]. Currently, in cloud com-
puting environments, the virtual machine monitor is named virtual machine manager or
hypervisor.
The hypervisor takes control over the VMs. A VM does not have access to the phys-
ical processor, nor does it handle its real interrupts. Instead, it has a virtual view of the
processor and runs in guest virtual address. The hypervisor handles the interrupts to the
processor and redirects them to the respective partition. According to Goldberg’s classifi-
cation, hypervisors can be categorised in hosted and native/bare metal:
• Hosted hypervisors run within an operative system. This operative system is still visi-
ble and usable by user. The main scheme consists of three layers: the native operative
system, the hypervisor, and the executed VMs. Some examples of this type of hy-
pervisors are VMWare Workstation [25], VirtualBox [26], Parallels Workstation [27],
and Qemu [28].
• Native hypervisors run with exclusive accesses on the host machine. The access ma-
nagement from VMs to hardware resources is responsibility of the hypervisor. This is
the case of XenServer [29], KVM [30], VMWare ESX/ESXi [31] (Elastic Sky X), and
Hyper-V [32], that are some of the most important virtualization vendors in cloud
computing.
Virtualisation techniques for getting the isolation of the virtual machine in computing
systems are classified in three categories, where each category refers to the responsibility
of hypervisor module when VMs invoke calls to hardware resources. These three categories
are:
• Full virtualisation with binary translation. The main target of a full virtualised hyper-
visor is the simulation of privileged operations as I/O instructions. Virtual operations
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are not allowed to alter the control program or the hardware. Some machine instruc-
tions can be executed directly on the hardware but controlled and managed by the
hypervisor. Full virtualisation does not change the guest operative system. This kind
of virtualisation allows the use of generic device drivers.
• Hardware assisted virtualisation. Virtualisation services were deployed on supported
hardware without additional hardware. The virtual machine monitor is integrated
with the hardware, leaving the Guest OS unchanged and allowing the use generic
device drivers.
• OS assisted virtualisation - Paravirtualisation. This model allows the guest operating
system to have knowledge about the tasks that the host is executing and vice versa.
The guest operating system, and its drivers, require to be adapted, that is, paravirtu-
alised. The paravirtualised scheme decreases the performance reduction, commonly
given by the execution of VMs inside the virtual-guests, more than other virtualisa-
tion techniques. In this case, the hypervisor is a thin layer which guest access to host
hardware.
2.1.3 Benefits and drawbacks of cloud computing
Enterprises, governments and research institutes have been striving to boost cloud com-
puting environments [12]. The benefits to adopt this paradigm are listed below:
• Self-service on demand. As it is defined by the National Institute of Standards and
Technology [19], self-service is the process through “a user can unilaterally provision
computing capabilities, such as server time and network storage, as needed automat-
ically without requiring human interaction with each service provider”. This process,
that may be viewed as a type of SaaS, is the capability by users to request the
resources that they want when they need.
• Accessibility. Cloud computing capabilities are available on Internet by network. Due
to the power of mobile phones, tablets and laptops, this access is promoted by using
heterogeneous platforms, and may be performed by different standard mechanisms.
This is due to the access is over the network through standard mechanisms.
• Elasticity. A cloud computing environment has the capacity of scale on demand.
Users can increment or decrement the resources as they need. This capability for
elastic provisioning, from the consumer’s point of view, appears to be an unlimited
resources solutions for their needs.
• Resources pooling. The resources of data centers are pooled to be served to multiple
users. Those users may request different physical and virtual resources, dynamically
assigned according to consumers demand, such as storage, processing, memory, net-
work bandwidth, virtual machines, and email services, among others. This resources
pooling allow to cloud providers the control of the resources that users are consuming.
• Pay-as-you-go. The resources usage is measured and controlled, providing trans-
parency for both providers and consumers. Cloud computing services use a metering
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capability which enables control over the use of resources. This implies that IT ser-
vices are charged per usage metrics, that is known as pay per use or pay-as-you-go
business model. In general, consumers and enterprises can avoid the following costs
for maintaining the infrastructures, recruiting qualified staff to manage the data cen-
ter, paying energy bills and the obsolescence of the hardware.
• Carbon footprint reduction. Virtualisation techniques allow to save energy from data
centers. These data centers offer the possibility to reduce the number of physical
servers by using several methods like server consolidation. It consists on switch off
the nodes that are not needed.
However, cloud computing is not an ideal paradigm. Generally, this paradigm is built
over clusters where the inherited drawbacks of these systems are not easy to avoid. Dis-
tributed system architectures is a field with decades of experience that clearly demonstrates
the critical factors of connection latency and bandwidth, the general consumption of the
nodes and the tolerance to hardware failures. To these inherited drawbacks, new ones given
by the underlying architecture of cloud systems must be added. Following, a summary of
these drawbacks are presented:
• Security. This is an important obstacle that concerns the cloud computing paradigm.
Some of the top cloud computing threats identified by the Cloud Security Alliance
(in short, CSA) [33] are the extraction of private cryptographic keys using the side-
channel timing information from a virtual machine; the unauthorised access to user’s
credentials, manipulation of data, falsification the information or redirection of clients
to illegitimate sites by traffic hijacking; and the typical denial of service (in short,
DoS) attack, when a server is blocked due to the excessive number of requests.
• Privacy. Ensuring the privacy of user’s data is important and complex to reach by
cloud services. Therefore, the cloud provider is responsible for managing the access
to the data by forbidding unauthorised users, causing users to be uncomfortable by
trusting their sensitive data to a third party. Furthermore, not only this dissatisfac-
tion by users or corporations, but also requirements and regulations must be provided
in order to move corporate data to a cloud computing environment.
• Offline. Applications and data are limited to on-line support. A failure by an Internet
provider can cause the lost of “the high-availability computing community” due to
the lack of accessibility of data and applications allocated in the cloud provider.
• Dependency. Users are not only dependent of their ISPs to maintain their cloud ser-
vices, in addition some Cloud Service Providers (in short, CSP) have quality problems
which cause user-CSP dependancy. Some of those CSPs dependency problems arise
by the following reasons: the cloud system do not provide tools to migrate to an-
other CSP, inexistent or uncompleted tools to backup and lack of restore or recovery
procedures.
• Performance unpredictability. The virtualisation layer hides the network links and
the physical state. It is very common that several VMs of different users are allocated
over the same physical node. These VMs request resources varying the performance of
the applications and decreasing the response times and data capacity of the network.
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M.Ambrust reflects that “the performance unpredictability in the cloud is in fact a
major issue for many users and it is considered as one of the major obstacles for
cloud computing” [3]. J.Schad also shows that there are several open issues - such as
performance variance on the cloud and static scheduling of MapReduce jobs - that
are not addressed yet and have a negative impact on performance of applications [34].
• Increment of energy consumption. Currently, an important drawback in cloud com-
puting systems has focused on the ever increasing energy consumption of its data
centers and their growing electricity bills by cloud providers side. In spite of a better
use of the equipment by using virtualisation techniques, the energy consumption is
focused in single areas, where the data centers are allocated. This entails the problem
of supply enough energy for the power consumed by nodes, and the power consumed
for refrigerating the room where nodes are running.
2.2 Energy-efficiency in computing systems
Currently, a high number of initiatives in both scientific community and industry have a
common aim: an energy consumption decrement in terms to do more operations per watt in
computer systems. Important IT companies such as AMD, HP, IBM, DELL, INTEL, Sun
Microsystems, VMWare and Microsoft are researching in energy-efficiency of data centers
to reduce the usage costs.
L. Barroso predicts that in the future ”if the power consumption per server continues
increasing, the cost of the energy consumed by a server during its lifetime will exceed the
hardware costs” [35].
The scope of energy-efficiency in computer systems can be categorised in energy back-
ground, power consumption by single components and energy models and power manage-
ment techniques.
2.2.1 Energy background
The definition of power consumption might be blurry depending on the field of science
that defines it: chemistry, physics, biology, astronomy, engineering, etc. Before describing
energy models and energy saving techniques in cloud computing environments, this section
focuses in the differences between the power/energy consumption, and the static/dynamic
power consumption in the context of computer science, which are the basis of several
energy-efficient policies.
V. Venkatachalam et al. suggest that power and energy are commonly defined in terms
of the work that a system performs [36]. Energy is the ability of an electrical device to
perform a work, while power is the rate at which a system performs that work. In other
words, how fast the energy is consumed. For example, lowering the CPU performance while
a program is executing involves a minor power consumption, but it does not guarantee a
reduction of the consumed energy. If that program needs more time to finish its execution,
the energy consumed by the CPU will be the same. This means that a reduction of the
power consumption not always entails a decrement in energy consumption.
The main consumption of a circuit is proportional to the flow of electric charge (Am-
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peres) transferred by it and the voltage given by power supply. A decrement in power
consumption entails a minor heat and, consequently, a major duration (life-time) of com-
ponents. The total consumption of a circuit consists of static power consumption and
dynamic power consumption.
The static power consumption depends on the state of the circuit, the volts given by
power supply, and details of the fabrication processes. A reduction of power consumption
in this scope entails hardware modifications in design processes [37].
The dynamic power consumption arises from circuit activity. It has two sources: short-
circuit current and switched capacitance. Short-circuit causes the 10%-15% of the power
consumption. It is produced in transistors during the transitions from active/inactive state
to the opposite one. The transistors are, in the short period of time when a transition
occurs, in short-circuit state. Due to the high number of transistors into a microprocessor
(more than one billion), and the high number of times that a transition is performed, the
consumption increases [38]. It is difficult to reduce this energy losses without comprising
the performance.
Switched capacitance is the consumption produced by charging/discharging the circuit
capacitors. There are two possibilities to decrease the switched capacitance consumption.
A reduction in the size of the transistors, dropping the performance, is the first possibility.
The decrement of switching activity is the second one. Switching activity can be reduced
by using the Dynamic Power Management (DPM) technique.
2.2.2 Power consumption in computer devices and energy models
Many components have a great influence on the power consumption of a datacenter. In
order to aim the analysis, the power consumption will be breakdown by following devices:
CPU, memory, power supply unit (PSU), storage, network, and cooling systems.
CPU system
Currently, the main part of the dynamic power range and power consumption in a server
is due to the CPU. There is a wide range of studies about its consumption.
L. Minas and B. Ellison, analysed the capabilities of servers and their power consump-
tion [39]. The main part of power consumed by a server is due to the CPU but it does
not dominate the total power consumption by a server. Newer processors support power
saving states being much more power efficient than previous generations. An Intel Xeon
Processor E5-5670 family can reach a peak performance of 146 GFlops using less than
10 kW of power [40]. Pentium processors in 1998 would have consume about 800 kW to
achieve the same performance.
The power consumption in CPUs is different depending on the type of processor. W.
Bircher and J. Lizy have performed a detailed study of power and performance on AMD
quad core Opteron and Phenom processors [41]. They measure power by using a serie
resistor, sampling the voltage across the resistor at 1KHz. The work takes a very close look
at power on two processor cores and off-core resources, but they lack of other manufacturer
processors and different micro architectures.
H. Esmaeilzadeh et al. report and analyse measured chip power and performance on
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fiveprocesstechnologygenerations[42].TheymeasureeightIntelprocessorswithtechnolo-
giesfrom130nmto32nmintroducedin2003through2010byexecuting61secuentialand
paralelbenchmarksindifferentlanguages.Theyexploretheeffectsofsimultaneousmulti-
threading(SMT),corecount(CMP),clockfrequency,dieshrink,grossmicroarchitectural
changes,TurboBoost,softwareparalelismandworkload.
X.Fanetal.detailtherelationshipbetweenCPUutilisationandtotalpowercon-
sumptionbyaserver[43].Theideaistouseanon-linearmodelwhere isthepower
consumptionbyanidleserver, isthemaximumpowerconsumptionbytheserver,
ushowstheCPUutilisationreportedbytheOSasanaverageacrossal CPUsandris
thecalibrationparameter.Thiscalibrationparameterminimisesthesquarederror.Au-
thorsrecommendforeachclassofmachinesdeployedonesetofcalibrationexperimentsto
producethefolowingmodel:
(2.1)
L.MinasandB.Elisonsimplifiedthismodel[39]to:
(2.2)
Anestimationofpowerconsumption(P)atanyspecificprocessorutilisation(n)can
becalculatedifpowerconsumptionatmaximumperformance( )andatidle( )
areknown.
SDRAMsystem
Thesecondpartofpowerconsumedbyaserverisdrawnbythememory[39].Memorychips
consumptionareincreasing,varyingfrom5Wto21WperDIMMinDDR3andFB-DIMM
memories[44].
K.Chandrasekaretal.improvedapowermodeltoestimatesthepowerconsumption
thatestimatespowerconsumptionduringthestatetransitionstopower-savingstates[45].
Theprocedureusedtoobtainthedataisgenericandapplicabletoal DDRXSDRAMs,
al memorycontrolerpoliciesandaldegreesofbankinterleaving.Thedataareobtained
byemployingaSDRAMcommandtracetogetthetimingsbetweenthecommandsissued.
Generaly,thememorybasiccommandsarepre-charge(PRE),activate(ACT),read
(RD),write(WR)andrefresh(REF)[46,47].Inadditiontothesecommands,ifthe
memoryisnotinuse,thetransitiontopower-downstatebydisablingtheclockatrun-time
isalsopossible,achievingareductioninpowerconsumption.Itisalsopossibletoretain
thememorycontentsinthepower-downstatebyemployingtheSelf-Refreshfeature,to
refreshthememoryatsignificantlylowerpowerconsumption.
Hence,afeasiblemethodforestimatingSDRAMpowerconsumptionconsistinusing
thecurrent,voltageandtimingconstraintsvaluesfromtheSDRAMdatasheets,which
arebasedonrealmeasurements.TherelationshipbetweenSDRAMutilisationandpower
consumptionishighlydetailedanditconsistsof20formulastomodelthestatesand
transitionsbetweenthem[45].
Thegrowthinfrequencyandcapacityparametersofactualmemorychipsentailsev-
eralproblemsinpowerconsumption,coolingsystemsandperformance.L.MinasandB.
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Elisonstudiesthisproblem[39].ADIMMunderdoublerefreshhasacasetemperature
specificationof ◦ ratherthan ◦ ,therebyenablingahigheroveralsafesystem
temperatureattheexpenseofasmalpowerloss,andslightlyincreasedpowerconsump-
tion.Theimpactofdoublerefresh( ◦ versus ◦ )isimprovingcoolingcapability
byapproximatelytwotothreewatts,resultinginasignificantimprovementinmemory
bandwidthcapability.
Powersupplyunitsystem
ThethirdpartofpowerconsumptionbyaserverisdrawnbythePSU.Itisresponsible
oftransformingalternatecurrent(AC)tolowvoltageregulated-directcurrent(DC).
Duringthistransformation,asignificantpowerislostinheat.EfficientPSU’srequiresless
airflowtoitscoolingefficiencyandalsotheenergylostasheatisminor.In2005computer
powersupplieshadanaverageof70%-80%[48].Alistofalcertifiedpowersuppliesand
manufacturersispresentedinaportalcaled80plus[49].Therefore,itispossibletoconfirm
thatin2013somePSUsexceeded90%efficiencyatmediumload.Forexample,HPserver
powersuppliescanreach94%efficiency,loosingefficiencyatworstloadlevels,falingto
87%-89%.However,itispossibletoseethatthosevaluesvaryfromamodeltoother.Itis
essentialfordatacenterstohaveconstantpowersupply.Efficientpowersupplyunitssave
electricityandemitlessheatbywastinglesspower.
Storagesystem
Theamountofdatageneratedandneededbyusersisgrowingcontinuously.Thisincrement
inthestorageneedsisoftensolvedbyaddingmoreHardDiskDrives(inshort,HDD),
whereasthesedrivesrequireanadditionalpower.Generaly,HDDsstatesareIdle,SATAor
SCSIBusTransfer,Read, Write,Seek,QuietSeek(additionaly,ifsupported),andStart.
ThereareseveralalternativestomodelHDDconsumption,liketheapproachdescribed
byD.Molaroetal.[50].Theauthorsofthisworkproposedamethodtoestimatethedisk
powerconsumptionusingareal-timestreamingworkloadtraceofaloperationsrequested
tothedisk.Theirmainassumptionistotreatseparatelythedatatransferandseekcom-
ponentofadiskrequest.
L.Minasetal.analysethepowerconsumptionandstoragemodels[39].Theaverage
powerconsumptionofaHDDcanbecalculatedbymeasuringthepowerconsumptionof
aHDDbothduringtypicaluseroperationsandduringintensive(constant)operations.
Foreveryusagemodel,theidleversusactivepercentageofHDDsdependofdiskcapac-
ity,applicationsinuseandrelatedworkloads.Averagepowerconsumptionformulaisan
estimationthatmayvarydependingontheHDDstateduration.Theformulasarebased
ontheassumptionthatread/writeHDDoperationsconstitutethe10%ofthetotaltime
fortheaverageofficeusageandover50%ofthetimefortheintensiveoperationsusage.
However,itdoesnotcontemplatemorethan50%data-intensivewritingandreading.
A.Hylicketal.instrumentedatafine-grainedlevelasetoftenHDDsvaryingitsage,
capacityandinterface[51].Theresultsshowthattheenergyconsumedbytheelectronics
ofadriveisjustasimportantasthemechanicalenergyconsumption.Theenergyrequired
toaccessdataisaffectedbyphysicallocationonadrive;andthesizeofdatatransfers
hasmeasurableeffectonpowerconsumption.Itexistsdisparitybetweenreading/writing
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operations,theenergyconsumedvaryingthelogicalblocknumbers(LBNs),andtheenergy
consumedofsame-sizetransferswithdifferentblocksizes.Theenergyconsumedduring
seekingis minimal,butrestrictingdiskaccessesbetweenlowandcentralLBNscould
aggregateintosavingsoverextendedusageperiods.
Therelationshipbetweenharddiskutilisationandtotalpowerconsumptionbya
serverusingperformancedatawasalsopresentedbyA.Hylicketal.[52].Theauthors
ofthisworkrelatethatthetradeestimatoroftheenergyconsumedbyaHDDcanbe
obtainedasacompositionofactiveenergy(read/writeoperations),seekenergyandidle
energy.Thetradeestimatorofthetotalamountofenergyconsumedbyadriveservicing
asetofNrequests,includingI(timeidle),andcomprisedofSseeks,maybemodeledas:
(2.3)
Where isthetotalenergy,inJoules; givenbyA.Hylicketal.andrep-
resentedbyaformulawhichconsidersthatseektimeincreaseswhendistancebetweenthe
accesseddataincreasestoo; isobtainedfromthedata-sheetprovidedbythemanu-
facturersofHDD; isobtainedbyknowingtheapproximatebandwidthatagiven
LBN.TheenergyconsumptionfordatatransfersbeginningatthatLBNisafunctionof
thetimespenttransferringthedata.
ThemostefficientHDDswilconsumeinaverage5W-6Winidlestate.Inaverage,
HDDswithSATAinterfaceconsumebetween7Wand10Winidlestate,andbetween10W
and15Wduringactivemodes[39].
Networksystem
Cloudcomputingenvironmentscanconsumemoreenergythanconventionalenvironments
duetothetransmissionandswitchingnetworksthatconnectuserstocloudservices.The
growthontheuseofnetworkproducesaresearchingareawhichisbasedonstudying,
modelingandsavingenergyofnetworksandcommunicationsystems.
J.Chabareketal.examinetheproblemofpower-awarenessinwire-linenetworks[53].
Theybuildanenergyconsumptionmodeltorouters.Themainconclusionofthisworkis
thatitisbesttominimisethenumberofchassisthatarepoweredatagivenpointsof
presence,maximisingthenumberoflinecardsperchasis.Altheexperimentsarerealised
overCiscorouters(CiscoGSR12008andCisco7507)[54].Otherwisetheydon’tperform
experimentsoverotherwel-knownvendorsasi.e.ProCurve[55]orBrocade[56].
P.Mahadevanetal.describethehurdlesinnetworkpowerinstrumentationbyper-
formingstudiesofnetworkingelementssuchashubs,edgeswitches,coreswitches,routers
andwirelessaccesspointsinstand-alonemodeandaproductiondatacenter[57].They
buildabenchmarkingsuitethatalowsthemtoachieveaconsumptionmodel.Themain
conclusionsshowedbyMahadevanaretheexistenceofagreatvariabilityamongstswitches
withrespecttotheirmaximumratedpower;theenergyconsumedbyaswitchincreases
linearlywiththenumberoflinecardspluggedintotheswitch;theenergyconsumedbya
switchislargelyindependentofthepacketsizeforafixedtrafficthroughput;andidealy,
devicesshouldconsumeenergyproportionaltotheirload,defininganenergyproportion-
alityindex(EPI)asmeasurementunitfornetworkdevices[58].
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J.Baligaetal.presentadetailedenergyconsumptionanalysisofcloudcomputing[59].
Thisanalysisconsiderstheenergyconsumptioninswitching,transmission,dataprocessing
anddatastorageofbothpublicandprivateclouds.Publiccloudstorageconsumestheorder
ofthreetofourtimesmorepowerthanprivateone.Thereasonistheincreasedenergy
consumptionduringthetransport.Asthenumberoffiledownloadedincreases,theenergy
consumptionusedduringthetransportandstoragegrows.Themodelofenergyrequired
totransportonebitfromadatacentertoauseratacorporatenetwork( )isdefined
by:
(2.4)
where , ,and arethecapacitiesofthecorrespondingequipmentinbitsper
secondrespectively. , ,and arethepowersconsumedbytheEthernetswitches,
smalEthernetswitches,anddatacentergatewayroutersrespectively.Thefactorsofthree
accountsare,forthepowerrequirementsforredundancy(coolingandoverheads)-factor
of2x1.5-andthefactorof3duetotheunderutilisationofacorporateLAN.The
authorsofthisworkassumethataprivatecloudwouldsignificantlyincreasenetwork
traffic.Therefore,intheirmodel,theyassumeanaverageutilisationof33%(lessthan5%
withoutusingacloudenvironment[60]).
Themodelrequiredtotransportonebitfromadatacentertoauserthroughthe
internet( )isdefinedby:
(2.5)
where , , , , , ,and arethepowersconsumedbytheEthernet
switches,broadbandgatewayrouters,datacentergatewayrouters,provideredgerouters,
corerouters,and WDMtransportequipment,respectively. , , , , , ,and
arethecapacitiesofthecorrespondingequipmentinbitspersecond.Powerconsump-
tionandcapacitiesofequipmentsaregivenbymanufacturersatdatasheets.
Thereareotherresearchstudiesinenergyawarenetworks.Y.Shangetal.makea
comparisonstudyontheenergyproportionalityofdatacenternetworks,basedonregu-
larroutingandenergy-awarerouting[61].Moreoverrecentresearchesarefocusedintwo
representativemethods:device-levelsleepingtechnology[62,63]andnetwork-wideenergy
awarerouting[64].
Coolingsystem
Usualy,datacentersaredesignedtoholdmaximumnumberofcomputersatmaximum
operationcapacity.Thesizeofthemmayvaryfromasmalroomtolargebuildingshosting
racksofcomputers.Eachrackisconnectedtoanuninterruptiblepowersupply(inshort
UPS)whichactsasabatterybackuptopreventenergyfailures.Thesedatacentersoperate
365daysayear,24hours,whereserversandUPSgeneratehugeamountsofheat.Thisheat
hastobesuppressedbycomputerroomairconditioningunitswhichconsistsoffans,cooling
coilsandaircompressors.S.Greenbergshowsintheresultsofbenchmarking22datacenters
thatabout30-40%ofelectricityconsumptiongoestothecoolingequipment[65].
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The analysis of cooling systems effectiveness for real time data center is unfeasible. The
data center IT load can vary from an instant to the next, as it is showed by M. Seymour
et al [66]. The authors of this work state that it is difficult to capture the IT cooling and
configurations with desired accuracy. Z. Rongliang et al. have developed thermal models
to data center cooling management and analysis [67, 68]. They perform physics base state-
space models describing the air flow transport and distribution within the data centers. The
parameters used in the models are obtained from measured data of system identification
experiments and hence, they are ensured to reflect the data center reality emphasised.
Furthermore, there are alternatives to improve the cooling system consumption, such
as using water to refrigerate the data servers. I. Madhusudan et al. developed a cooling
system which comprises of 100% liquid cooled server cabinet, and an outdoor dry cooler unit
for heat rejection to the ambient [69]. This configuration is used to reject the Information
Technology (IT) equipment heat load directly to the outside ambient air without the use
of a water-cooling machine. Using this technique they reach an energy saving of 25% at
the tested datacenter.
Several important companies and researching centers starts initiatives to mitigate their
heat problems. Some of those alternatives consists of allocate their datacenters in colder
geographic areas or emplacements. This is the case of Google, which allocate their servers
in Helsinki (Finland), using water of the Baltic sea to the cooling system [70], or Barcelona
Supercomputing Center, which uses an old abbey to emplace the supercomputer Mare
Nostrum [71].
2.2.3 Power management techniques
Power management techniques were born as a method to enlarge battery life of portable
devices - embedded systems and laptops. L. Benini et al. defined Dynamic Power Manage-
ment (in short, DPM) in 1999 as a design methodology that dynamically reconfigures an
electronic system to provide the requested services and performance levels with a minimum
number of active components, or a minimum load on such components [72]. They relate
the fundamental premises for the applicability of DPM in systems (and components).
Depending on where DPM techniques are used, they can be broadly divided into
several categories. However, focusing DPM in cloud computing, specifically in the layers of
a node, these can be classified in two categories: hardware-firmware level and virtualisation
level.
Hardware-firmware level
L. Barroso and U. Holtze relate that many techniques developed for mobile devices showed a
direct benefit on general-purpose servers [58]. The major part of these techniques manage
hardware resources to save energy. However, hardware transitions from a state to other
entail penalties. The transition from low power or deactivated state to high power state,
involves an additional power consumption. From high power to low power state, it entails
the re-initialisation of components, by comprising delays which not always can be assumed
by other components, or the applications that could be executing.
The application of DPM on hardware-firmware level consists of of two main techniques:
Power State Machine (PSM) and Dynamic Performance Scaling (DPS).
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L. Benini et al. model power-managed systems as a set of interacting power manageable
components controlled by a power manager [72]. The technique for energy management
is represented by a state machine named as Power State Machine (PSM). This simple
abstract model holds for many single-chip components like processors and memories, as
well as for devices like disk drives, wireless network interfaces, and displays which are more
heterogeneous and complex than a single chip. PSM is the core of serveral studies [73, 74].
With the advent of multiprocessors new strategies appeared. M. Curtis et al. pro-
posed different approaches for energy saving, namely processor deactivation and execution
contexts, based also in PSM techniques [75]. They use physical experimentation on a real
simultaneous multithreading system (in short, SMT) and a power estimation model. The
authors of this work are based on the die areas of processor components, and component
activity factors obtained from a hardware event monitor. The processor deactivation al-
ways ends up in power savings, whereas thread deactivation within active processors may
or may not result in power savings. Power consumption is linear to the number of active
processors. Depending on the processor architecture, threads deactivation within a pro-
cessor reduces power (or not). On multicore processors, thread deactivation will always
result in power savings, since entire cores, each occupying significant area of the die, will
be powered down. On SMT processors, which share a common pipeline between multiple
threads, power savings are not necessarily linear to the number of deactivated threads, since
the remaining active threads may still occupy the released resources to maximise their own
instruction-level parallelism (ILP). Deactivating threads on SMT entails a power reduction
only if the load for critical thread-shared resources, such as the caches, is reduced.
CPU is not the only device that support the PSM technique. It is also supported by
HDDs, but storage entails the problem of redundancy. Pinheiro et al. present a method
that consists in placing data and parity on different disks, deactivating parity disks by
during light loads and staging parity updates in non-volatile RAM [76].
PARAID [77, 78] and e-RAID [79] are works focused on modifying the disk architecture
to increase their power efficiency. PARAID is a power-aware disk array architecture that
exploits the unused storage space of active disks by replicating blocks from inactive disk.
e-RAID usage transforms reads for RAID-1 and RAID-5. Hence, it allows system accesses
to the contents of inactive disks from cache, other active disks, or both.
At present there are several algorithms to group sets of disks and switch on/off them
depending on the predefined conditions to save energy. An example of this is ISRA (Im-
mediate Successor Relationship Amount). The main idea of this work, developed by L.
Xue-Liang et al., is to group the disks by frequent successive accesses [80]. They define the
concept of Immediate Successor Relationship Amount (in short, ISRA) to represent the
successor relationship of data blocks, based on an undirected graph. Data blocks that have
frequent successive accesses are grouped and sorted by using a merge-sort-like algorithm
to determine the position of every group, as well as the new position of every block within
these groups. Their results show that both disk seek time and the energy needs could be
reduced by about 50%.
The wide spectrum of techniques and algorithms for PSM technique over disks are
summarised by T. Boston et al. in [81].
The second hardware-firmware level technique for energy saving is Dynamic Perfor-
mance Scaling (in short, DPS). Motivated by emerging battery-operated application in 90s
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decade,AP.Chandrakasanetal.presentedtherootofDPS,thelow-powerCMOS[82].
TherearefourmajorsourcesofpowerdissipationinCMOScircuits,whicharesummarised
inthefolowingformulaofthedynamicpowerconsumption( ):
(2.6)
Whereaistheswitchingactivity,Cisthephysicalcapacitance,Visthesupplyvoltage
andfistheclockfrequency.Thechangesinsupplyvoltageorclockfrequencyparameters
arethebasisofDynamicVoltageandFrequencyScaling(inshort,DVFS).Themainideaof
DVFSistodecreasethevoltageandfrequencyoftheCPU,down-scaleCPUperformance
whenitdonotaffecttoexecuteapplications.Inotherwords,thelessvoltageorfrequency
isusedbyCPU,thelesspowerisneededtoexecute,butalsothelessperformanceis
obtained.
Atpresent,DVFSstudiesaredividedintoseveralresearchingareas.Someofthe
mostrelevantscopesofDVFSaretheprocessor[83,84],architecture[85,86,87]and
algorithms[88,89].
AspecifictypeofDPMalgorithmimplementedinthehardwareasapartofthe
electroniccircuitwasaddressedin1996byIntel,MicrosoftandToshiba.Theypublisheed
thefirstversionoftheAdvancedConfigurationandPowerInterface(inshort,ACPI)which
attempttounifytheexistingpower/configurationstandardsforthehardwaredevices.
ThegoalofACPIistoprovideaninterfacethatcanbeusedtoapplyDPMtechniques
intotheoperatingsystembyadjustingthepowerstates.ACPIstandarddefineC-states
(Processorstates),P-states(performancestates),D-states(Devicestates)andG-states
(Globalstates),asthedifferentworkingstatesofaprocessor.INTELprovidesiASL,an
ACPISourceLanguajeOptimizingCompilerandDisassembler,whichisafuly-featured
translatorfortheACPISourceLanguage(ASL),andACPIbinarydatatablestothe
operatingsystem[90].
Virtualizationlevel
Thehighestlevelcategoryofenergysaving(virtualizationlevel)appearswithcloudcom-
putingenvironments. Withtheaimofsaving-energy,VMsare migratedtootherpre-
selectednodeswiththegoalofswitchofftheunusedservers.However,thosetechniques
haveanadverseeffectontheperformance.VMsmigrationisaprocessthatconsumetime
andresources.
Beforecloudcomputingenvironments,processmigrationwasahottopicinsystems
researchduring80s[91,92,93].In2003,A.Spelmanetal.relatethatconsolidationefforts
canprovidesignificantsavingsinITexpenditures,likelowerthetotalcostofownership,
improvedservicelevelsandavailability,andreducedbusinessrisks,resultingfromconsis-
tentbusinessmanagementandresilience[94].Theirworkisfocusedonsoftwarescalability
foranalysingtheperformanceimpactofconsolidatemanyserversontoafewserversby
movingprocesses.
S.Srikantaiahetal.relatethatwiththeadventofcloudcomputingenvironments,the
grainofconsolidationserversistheVM[95].Thisisbecauseincloudcomputingapproach
multipledatacenterapplicationsarehostedinacommonsetofservers.Thegoalofenergy
awareconsolidationistokeepserverswelutilised.Forexample,theidlepowercostshave
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to be efficiently amortised, but without taking an energy penalty (performance degradation
and power variation) due to internal contentions.
C. Clark et al. describe the process of moving transparently a VM from one physical
host to another physical machine, while the VM is still powered on [96]. They named
the process: “Live Migration of VMs”. It has become a significant gear of load balancing
algorithms and power management strategies to servers consolidation. Nowadays, virtual
machine live migration is considered a default feature in hypervisors.
During the process of VMs live migration, four parts need to be considered: memory
state, cpu state, storage content and network connections. The in-memory state and the
content of CPU registers are copied. Then, this content is sent to the another hypervisor to
be loaded into the VM. If source and target nodes are connected to a centralised storage,
the storage content does not have to be migrated [97, 98]. With a decentralised storage,
the migration process could overload the network, needing several minutes to move all the
data from host to target node. Network connections that VM could have before the live
migration do not present problems if VMs are not in different subnets. Otherwise, the
applications could present disruption due to network changes.
The main requirement of VMs migration is the necessity of a Network Attached Stor-
age (in short, NAS) uniformly accesible from all hosts. This technique does not allow VM
images on local disks. The problems that a VM migration entails is the performance loss
and the energy overhead. In order to improve those lacks, there is a wide scope of research-
ing works in cloud computing environments. They can be classified into VM migration
costs, processes and algorithms.
VM migration costs analyse the performance and energy consumed by the entire pro-
cess of perform this action. In that context the total migration time and the downtime are
the main tested parameters. The time passed from the start of migration process, until the
virtual machine is resumed on destination host is the total migration time. It depends on
the network bandwidth between host and target, and the total amount of memory that
will be transmitted from source to target hypervisor. Total migration time is usually in a
range from 10 to 120 seconds. Downtime is defined by C. Clark et al. as the last phase
of VMs live migration process where the virtual machine is not running (stop-and-copy
phase) [96]. Downtime is dependent on the workload of the application running in a VM.
For specific workloads, downtimes can be of 60ms.
W. Liu et al. present a linear model to calculate the energy consumption of live
migration [99]. They argue that if the amount of memory copied during migration increases,
the energy increase linearly too. The model is validated based on five different benchmarks
running on the migrated VM. The experiments show an estimation error below 10% and
verify the effectiveness of the approach. However, Liu et al. did not recognise all parameters
that may influence power consumption like the assumption of no co-located VMs on source
as well as target host and therefore, no background load.
Huang et al. show that energy model increases non-linearly with the increment of the
entire CPU utilisation of source and target host [100]. This work shows a new energy model
for migration overhead which take the server entire CPU utilisation into account.
There are several works in VMs migration describing the improvement on existent mi-
gration techniques. Following research works show a reduction in downtime and migration
time without decrease the performance of the applications.
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W. Liu and T. Fang present a live migration approach based on checkpointing/re-
covery, trace/replay technology and an interactive mechanism with CPU scheduling [101].
They have built a model, implemented a prototype in Xen and achieved a performance
evaluation in real applications. Also, they show a better average performance compared
with pre-copy scheme (62.12% on downtime and 43.84% on total migration time).
J. Yang presents the framework Magician optimisation migration, based on the anal-
ysis of the memory transfer in real-time migration of current Xen virtual machine [102] .
Yang adds a layered copy module and a memory compression module to the Xen VM. It op-
timises the time and space complexity to perform real-time transfers, improving migration
performance of the VM.
L. Haikun et al. adopt checkpointing/recovery and trace/replay technology in CR/TR-
Motion [103]. This technique provide a fast VMmigration for LAN andWAN environments.
With an execution trace logged in the source host, a synchronisation algorithm is performed
to orchestrate the running source and target VMs, until they reach a consistent state. The
migration overheads reduction is compared with memory-to-memory approach in a LAN:
up to 72.4% on application observed downtime, up to 31.5% on total migration time, and up
to 95.9% on the data to synchronise the VM state. The application performance overhead
due to migration is kept within 8.54% on average. The results also show that for a variety
of workloads migrated across WANs, the migration downtime is less than 300 ms.
VM migration algorithms analyse the best placement for VMs. The best placement
depends on the criteria selected. Energy saving, the reduction of the carbon copy, or a
better performance, are the most common parameters to optimise.
F.F. Moghaddam presents an intelligent live migration of VMs [9]. This work is focused
in the calculation of the carbon footprint and energy consumption for the whole network
and its components. Simulation results show that using the proposed Genetic Algorithm
(GA)-based method for live VM migration can significantly reduce the carbon footprint of a
cloud network, comparing it to an individual datacenter server consolidation. In addition,
the WAN data center consolidation results show that an optimum solution for carbon
reduction is not necessarily optimal for energy consumption, and vice-versa.
M.Cheng et al. propose a VM sizing approach called effective sizing [104]. It simplifies
the problem associated to VMs dynamic load with a fixed demand. Effective sizing decides
a VMs resource demand through statistical multiplexing principles. The authors of this
work have designed a polynomial time VM placement algorithms for VM migration cost
and cost-aware scenarios, which reach a 10% to 23% more energy savings.
S.K. Bose et al. propose strategies to optimise the placement of VMs, depending upon
the cost of computation and the load at these locations [105]. They combine VM scheduling
strategies with VM replication strategies. In particular, a selective replication of VM image
across different cloud sites is proposed. Those replicas (primary copy), are updated with
incremental changes. The replica placement strategies are based on factors that influence
long-term costs such as the average per-unit cost of storage and the average per-unit cost of
computation at different cloud sites besides the end-user latency requirements associated
with the VMs. With the purpose of minimising migration latencies, associated with live
migration of VMs across WAN, they design a replica placement algorithm that minimises
additional storage requirements. The authors called it CloudSpider.
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2.3 Modelling and simulating cloud computing architectures
In computer science, simulation is the technique for representing the real world by a com-
puter program, which should imitate the internal processes and not merely the results of
the thing being simulated. Robert E. Shannon defines simulation as the process of design-
ing a model of a real system and conducting experiments with this model for the purpose of
understanding the behaviour of the system and/or evaluating various strategies for the op-
eration of the system [106]. Simulation models can be classified along different dimensions.
A continuous simulation uses differential equations (either partial or ordinary), im-
plemented numerically. These type of simulations are most appropriate if the material or
information that is being simulated can be described as evolving or moving smoothly and
continuously, rather than in infrequent discrete steps or packets. Discrete-event simulation
concerns the modelling of a system as it evolves over time, by a representation in which
the state variables change instantaneously at separate points in time. These points in time
are the ones at which an event occurs.
If a simulation model does not contain any probabilistic component, it is called de-
terministic. In a deterministic simulation, a system is simulated under well determined
conditions. In this kind of simulations, only one run is needed and there is no truly random
variable involved. Furthermore, the output is determined once the set of input quantities
and relationships in the model have been specified. Otherwise, stochastic simulation is used
when random input values are needed. Stochastic simulation models produce output that is
itself random, and must therefore be treated as only an estimate of the true characteristics
of the model.
Simulations may be local or distributed. A local simulation is executed on a single
computer. Distributed models run on a network of interconnected computers. Simulations
dispersed across multiple computers are often referred to as “distributed simulations”.
Generally it is difficult to ensure the real capabilities of cloud computing architectures,
or an improvement over an existing one, until the environment is completely deployed. For
this reason, it is very important to obtain an early accurate estimation of which will be
the future performance of the new system. In order to achieve these goals, a widely used
solution by the research community is to use models and simulation techniques.
2.3.1 Simulation tools for modelling distributed systems
During last years, simulation techniques are increasing their role becoming a widely using
tool by the research community [107]. At present, simulation tools are essential for car-
rying out research experiments in distributed systems. These tools go from very specific
component simulation to very large systems, like cloud computing systems.
For instance, in the networking scope we can find NS-2 [108], DaSSF [109], OM-
NET++ [110], and OPNET [111], among others. These simulators are focused on network
details, such as network protocols, path discovery, latencies, or IP fragmentation, but lack
the details to simulate virtualisation-enabled computing resources and applications.
Some examples of frameworks for simulating hosts completely are Simics [112], Gems [113],
and SimFlex [114]. Simics is a full-system simulator developed by Swedish Institute of Com-
puter Science (SICS). Simics is capable of simulate systems such as Alpha, x86-64, IA-64,
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ARM, MIPS (32- and 64-bit), MSP430, PowerPC (32- and 64-bit), POWER, SPARC-V8
and V9, and x86 CPUs. Simics is also used as virtual platform for prototyping embedded
hardware or new processors. Gems and SimFlex are simulators that depend on Simics.
Gems is a simulation toolset to characterise and evaluate the performance of multiproces-
sors systems. SimFlex is a simulation framework which uses a component-based design and
a rigorous statistical sampling, to enable the development of complex models. Also, this
framework ensures representative measurement results with fast simulation times. Those
simulators have detailed multiprocessor memory systems, but they lack of multiple-system
capabilities.
SIMCAN is a simulation platform for modelling High Performance Computing (in
short, HPC) architectures [115]. This platform is aimed to test both existent and new de-
signs of HPC architectures and applications. SIMCAN has a modular design that eases the
integration of the different systems on a single architecture. The design follows a hierarchi-
cal schema that includes simple modules, basic systems (computing, memory managing,
I/O and networking), physical components (nodes, switches, etc) and aggregations of com-
ponents using racks and blades.
In the past decade, Grids [116] grew up for give high-performance services to the
scientific community. To support the researching scope, another set of simulators have been
developed, such as GridSim [117], OptorSim [118], MicroGrid [119] and GangSim [120].
These tools can simulate brokerage of resources and the execution of different types of
applications on different types of computing resources, but they also lack the details to
simulate a cloud environment.
2.3.2 Cloud computing simulation frameworks
In cloud systems there are many factors that have a direct impact in the balance between
the cost of energy/carbon footprint emissions and performance, such as the energy con-
sumption of each component, the management of the virtual machines that are executed
in the computing nodes and the algorithms for saving energy. However, predicting the im-
pact of the energy consumption, even when small changes are applied in cloud systems,
is a very difficult and non-trivial task. In general, the existing methods for measuring the
energy consumption of individual hardware-component are non-scaling and intrusive, and
in some cases, additional equipment is needed. Consequently, calculating the total energy
consumption of executing a set of applications requires a lot of effort. Moreover, these
methods quickly become impractical when scaling to large scale systems due to the cost
of buying power measurement hardware and instrumenting each computing node. This re-
sults in trade-offs between cost, ease of management, performance, and power measurement
detail.
The inherent complexity of cloud systems make simulation techniques of capital im-
portance for acquiring knowledge about the elements that impact both the overall system
performance and energy efficiency.
Due to the fact that cloud computing is a relatively new research area, there are few
simulation frameworks that focus on modelling these systems. Some of them are Grid or
HPC simulators that have evolved to simulate cloud computing capabilities - virtualisation
and resources management. On the contrary, very few simulators have been created from
scratch.
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Next, some of the most well-known simulation frameworks are classified and described
(see table 2.1). In order to perform this classification, nine relevant features for simulating
cloud systems have been chosen to give a comparison of the simulation frameworks: Lan-
guage represents the programming language used to program the simulation framework;
Open Source means that the code is licensed to free redistribution and access; GUI in-
dicates if the simulation framework have a Graphical User Interface (in short, GUI) for
helping users to model and configure simulated environments; Physical models represent
if the simulator provides mechanisms for modelling the hardware components of a node;
Communication model refers to the communication components to perform simulations of
distributed systems, such as data centers and cloud federation; Virtualization model indi-
cates that the simulator has a virtualisation layer to define and simulate virtual machines;
User model means that the simulator considers the possibility of multi-tenancy, i.e. sim-
ulating several users and giving the possibility of defining the resources and jobs for each
user; Scheduling model indicates that the simulator provides methods for resource provi-
sioning and user-job provisioning/scheduling on virtual machines; Finally, energy model
refers to the possibility of performing simulations by measuring energy consumption.
To the best of our knowledge, the simulation frameworks that are best suited for the
purpose of modelling and simulating cloud computing environments are CloudSim [121],
MDCSim [122], GreenCloud [123], SimGrid [124], PVMsim [125], Virtual-GEMS [126] and
SPECI-2 [127].
In the case of CloudSim, there are several research articles showing the obtained results
on this simulator [128, 129, 130]. This tool was initially based on a grid simulator [121]
(this being GridSim [131]). A new layer was implemented on top of GridSim to add the
possibility of simulating cloud systems. Newer versions of CloudSim have been re-designed
from scratch, and do not rely on GridSim anymore. A good feature is that CloudSim
still has some drawbacks. For instance, there are no models for creating communications
between virtual machines in several data centers. Another drawback is the fact that it is not
possible to simulate overload in nodes. However, CloudSim provides CloudAnalyst [132],
a GUI which allows the configuration of high level parameters.
MDCSim is an event-driven simulator similar to CloudSim. It has been designed as a
pluggable three-level architecture. The simulator captures all the important design specifics
of the underlying communication paradigm, kernel level scheduling artefacts, and the ap-
plication level interactions among the tiers of a three-tier data center. MDCSim is capable
of measuring power consumption across the servers of a multi-tier data center. However,
this simulator provides mechanisms for modelling with a high level of detail disk drives,
communication networks, schedulers and the application layer. On the contrary, MDCSim
is not able to model with this level of detail components such as memories or CPUs. In ad-
dition, the main drawback when considering MDCSim is that it is not available for public
download since it is built on CSIM, a commercial product [133].
GreenCloud is an extension for the NS2 network simulator [108]. GreenCloud is focused
on simulating the communications between processes running in a cloud at packet level. In
the same way as NS2, it is written in C++ and OTcl, being a disadvantage for this tool,
since two different languages must be used to implement a single experiment. GreenCloud
provides plugins that allow the use of physical layer traces that make experiments more
detailed. For instance, a packet loss probability in the optical fibre depending on the
transmission range, which can be obtained via simulation of signal propagation dynamics
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andprovidedtoGreenCloud.
SimGrid[124]isasimulatorthatprovidescorefunctionalitiestosimulatealgorithms
anddistributedapplicationsindistributedcomputingplatforms,whichgofromworksta-
tionstogridenvironments.Theresourcesaremodeledbytheirlatencyandservicerate.
Thetopologyisconfigurablebyusers.Colectionsoflinksmaybeusedtosimulatecom-
plexmechanismslikerouters.Theuserisalsoresponsibleforschedulingcomputationsand
communicationsamongtheavailableresources.SimgridisfocusedonmodelingIaaSin
cloudcomputingenvironments.CloudsimulationswithSimGridinherittheshortcomings
ofthepreviousversionsofthissimulator.Duetothissimulatorlackshardwarecomponent
details,itisnotcapableofprovidingsimulationswhichincludedetailedaccesstohard-
warecomponentssuchasmainmemories,cachememories.Low-leveldevicedriverpolicies
canalsohaveanimpactonpowerconsumptionandperformanceonhardwaredevices.
However,SimGridiscurrentlyunderdevelopment.
Therearesomesimulationframeworksthatarefocusedontheresilienceofcloud
computing,representingeachnodeasasetofcloudservices.Themainissueofthese
simulatorsisthehighabstractionlevelofthecomputingnodes.Basicaly,ithindersthe
possibilitytoperformlow-levelexperimentsandtoobtainsignificantresults.Someofthese
simulatorsarePVMsim,Virtual-GEMS,andSPECI-2.
PVMsimisaparalelmulticoreuser-levelsimulatorbasedonmulti2sim[134].The
authorsofthisworkpresentmulti2simasasimulationplatformtostudythebehaviourof
VMsovermultiprocessorarchitectures.Themainblocksofthesimulationplatformarethe
hardwarevirtualisation,thecommunication,andthesynchronisationmechanisms.Each
virtualmachineisrepresentedbyaPOSIXthreadthatcanexecuteitsownapplications.
Thismechanismisachievedbylaunchingasinglefunctionalsimulator-m2s-fast-foreach
thread,inordertosimulateavirtualmachine.Howevermulti2simlacksmechanismsto
modelnetworks,focusingtheplatformonvirtualmachinesmanagementinsinglenodes.
Virtual-GEMShasbeendevelopedtosimulateseveralvirtualmachineswithmulticore
architectures[126].ItisbasedonSimics[112]andGEMS[135].Forthisreason,Virtual-
GEMSinheritsmoduleswritteninC,C++,Python,andRuby.LikePVMsim,Virtual-
GEMScreatesoneSimicssimulationprocessthatrepresentsavirtualmachinepereach
GEMSinstance-thememorytimingsimulation.Ontheonehand,virtual-GEMShasa
completestructuretosimulatecheckpointingprocessesandvirtualmachineconsolidation.
Ontheotherhand,thissimulatordoesnotincludesimulationnetworkingcapabilitiesand
multiprocessorsystemstosupportevaluationofcomplexcloudcomputingsystems.
SPECI[136]-SimulationProgramforElasticComputingInfrastructure-isasim-
ulatorbasedonSimKit,whichhasbeenwritteninJava[137].Itisfocusedonexploring
cloud-likescalingcapabilitiesindatacenters.SPECIconsistsoftwopackages.Thefirst
oneismeantfordatacenterlayout,nodes,andnetworktopology.Thesecondoneismeant
tosimulatecomponentsforexperimentingwithexecutionandmeasuring.SPECIisalight
framework(15MB))butitlackshardware-leveldetailsforalowinguser-customisation
whenperformingexperiments.TheframeworkwasupdatedinSPECI-2,whereadatacen-
terismodeledinahierarchicalmanner.Itcontainsaisles,orclusters;eachaislecontains
racks;eachrackcontainschassises;eachchassiscontainsblades;andeachbladerunscloud
services.SPECI-2isfocusedontheresilienceandtheelasticpropertiesofacloudcomput-
ingenvironment,withthesamedrawbacksasSPECItocustomiseexperiments.However,
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SPECI-2 does not provide a GUI to ease the parameters configuration of experiments, the
post-processing after simulation experiments, and the graphics creation from the output
files. It only provides a few scripts that support these functionalities.
CloudSimMDCSim Green
Cloud
SimGrid PVMsim Virtual
Gems
SPECI2
Features
Language Java C++/
Java
C++/
OTcl
C/
Java
C C/C++/
Ruby/..
Java
Open Source yes no yes yes yes yes yes
GUI yes yes yes yes yes yes no
Models
Hardware limited limited limited limited full yes limited
Communication limited limited full full no no full
Virtualization full no no limited yes yes yes
Users limited limited limited no no no no
Scheduling full no limited limited limited no limited
Energy limited limited limited no no no no
Table 2.1: Summary of simulators models for cloud computing systems.
Table 2.1 summarises the comparison of the previously described simulators for cloud
systems. Most of these simulators are focused on the behaviour of the networks in dis-
tributed environments, such as CloudSim, MDCSim, Green Cloud, and SimGrid. On the
contrary, the rest of them are designed (or adapted) to simulate a single node behaviour
and its virtualisation layer. Moreover, aspects like modelling the user’s behaviour, resource
management, and linking applications to resources to optimise performance are not taken
into account. The notation for the terms of table are grouped depending on the completion
of its implementation and models. If a simulator provides full implementation of given
feature, the value is marked as yes; limited is used to indicate that this feature is not
completely implemented; no, has been used for those features that are nor implemented
neither modelled by the simulator.
From the simulators previously analysed, only CloudSim, MDCSim and GreenCloud
offer mechanisms to perform experiments for measuring the electrical power. Moreover, the
energy models provided by these simulators do not provide enough level of detail to model
efficiently the energy consumption. Instead, they use different methods for measuring the
energy consumption, like using consumption forms for CPUs or considering the node as
an unitary consumption block. This is why the provided physical models are not suitable
to perform accurate cloud system simulations, hindering in most cases the possibility to
achieve energy experiments. In fact, the energy consumption of nodes is modelled linearly
when number of active CPUs grows as well.
2.4 Summary
Cloud computing is a business opportunity for big companies in computer science and
the chance for users shifting in a technology that offers elasticity, flexibility, and ad-hoc
solutions. Furthermore, users may save money by avoiding obsolescence and maintenance
of their own equipments.
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As a result of a major usage of big data centers providing cloud computing solutions,
the energy consumption is focused in a single point, the cloud providers. This ever increas-
ing energy consumption of the data centers causes the problem of supplying enough energy
for nodes, and also supplying enough energy for refrigerating each consuming node. Due to
this fact, the researching area of energy aware and green computing have shifted, turning
from increasing the performance of the data centers to minimise its energy consumption.
In this chapter we have shown the state of the art techniques and solutions for mod-
elling energy consumption in computing systems, and the major simulation techniques and
platforms existing currently for cloud computing systems.
One of the main issues for scientists and researchers is the complexity and cost of
equipments and tools for analysing their techniques for saving energy. In addition, the
measurement techniques may be invasive and costly. For this reason, it is necessary a sim-
ulation platform to model and simulate cloud environments and its underlying data center
with the corresponding energy models to calculate the hardware consumption. Considering
all the limitations exposed in existing tools for modelling and simulating cloud systems, a
new platform should be designed to provide functionalities that implement those uncovered
features.
Next chapter, Modelling and simulating cloud computing environments presents the
iCanCloud simulation platform, a proposal of a flexible and scalable simulator that aims
to study the trade-offs performance-energy consumption.
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This chapter presents our approach of a flexible and scalable simulation platform for mod-
elling energy-aware cloud computing systems. The design of this simulation platform is
aimed to build cloud models by configuring each part of the cloud system independently,
that is, the hardware part of the cloud, management policies, virtualisation and energy
consumption.
The new contributions presented in this chapter are propose a model for system ar-
chitecture and propose a model for energy of system. On one hand, this design provides
a cost-effective method to build a wide range of cloud configurations. On the other hand,
large systems, containing a vast number of nodes, can be modelled in order to analyse the
energy consumed by these nodes, and therefore, the total amount of energy required to
sypply the complete system.
3.1 Introduction
Cloud computing systems are commonly supported by large data centers containing a
vast number of nodes. Basically, those nodes provide two basic services: computing and
storage. While computing nodes provide powerful CPUs to execute several VMs, storage
nodes focusing on attending remote data accesses efficiently by using fast and high-capacity
storage devices.
However, maintaining these systems require great amounts of energy. In this scope, a
small reduction of the energy consumed by nodes may be reflected as great economic saving.
Although data-sheets provided by manufacturers facilitate the calculation of the theoretical
energy consumed by each node, the characterisation of the total energy consumed by the
entire data center is a complex and difficult task. Also, the high and unpredictable number
of users requesting resources concurrently hampers this task.
This problem is not linear and neither new for the scientific community. Several stud-
ies focusing on characterising the energy consumed in data centers are usually intrusive. In
some cases, these methods involve directly instrumenting the motherboard with multime-
ters in order to obtain each power connector’s voltage and current, thus obtaining real-time
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power consumption [13]. The decision of performing internal modifications on nodes for
saving money against the possibility of damaging, or ever loosing, the modified nodes, is
difficult to take by the owners of a data center.
The raising complexity of cloud systems has made simulators a very helpful alter-
native for designing and analysing large and complex architectures. Dimensioning a data
center, calculating its trade-offs or studying both actual and non-existent cloud computing
architectures are some of the issues alleviated by using simulation tools.
Since the underlying architecture of cloud computing environments is transparent for
users, main interest of these users rely on the pair costs-resources for executing applications
and managing data. In the scope of cloud computing, where pay-as-you-go business model is
the main link between user and the cloud, the quantity of rented resources and/or the time
to complete executions may acquire great importance. Hence, simulators are specially useful
for estimating the trade-offs between cost and performance, allowing users to estimate the
best fitting of their requirements for a given budget.
In order to alleviate the previosly described drawbacks, a simulation platform, called
iCanCloud, have been designed and modelled. The iCanCloud simulation platform is aimed
to study and analyse the trade-offs between energy consumption and performance in cloud
systems. The main advantages provided by iCanCloud are following summarised:
• Scalability: the size of the underlying cloud architecture can vary from several com-
puters to thousand of machines grouped in racks.
• Flexibility: users can model and simulate a wide range of cloud computing configura-
tions. Since the cloud system can be modelled by configuring each part of the cloud
independently, its easy to combine pre-defined parts of the system in order to build
different cloud models.
• Non-existent systems: users are able to model both actual and non-existent cloud ar-
chitectures to estimate the trade-offs between performance and energy consumption.
• Costless: using the proposed simulation platform does not require specific hardware
to be executed. Also, a cloud is not required for experiments.
• Ease of use: iCanCloud provides a GUI where the users can easily and quickly model
complete cloud environments.
The simulated cloud systems are modelled by using a collection of modules represent-
ing the behaviour of actual components of real cloud systems. These modules focusing on
modelling physical devices, like CPUs, disks, networks and memories, and software ele-
ments, like applications, VMs, file systems and scheduling policies. All these components
are hierarchically organised within the repository of iCanCloud. Moreover, the scalable
design of iCanCloud allows to include new models in this repository, widen the range of
possible cloud systems built using iCanCloud. Thus, figure 3.1 shows the layered schema
of the simulation framework.
The bottom layer of the figure consists of the hardware models layer. This layer basi-
cally contains the models that are in charge of modeling the hardware parts of a system, like
disk drives, memory modules and CPU processors. Using those models, entire distributed
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Figure 3.1: Basic layered schema of iCanCloud architecture 
systems can be modeled and simulated. In turn, this layer consists of four groups, where 
each corresponds to a specific basic system: processing system (CPU), memory system, 
storage system, and network system. 
The hypervisor is the layer on the top of the physical resources that is responsible for 
managing resources purchased by users. Therefore, it provides to users the abstraction layer 
that virtualise hardware, allowing to schedule VMs requests for accessing the devices, being 
the key of cloud computing systems. Thus, hypervisor scheduling policies that orchestrate 
accesses to hardware, may be created by users to analyse the impact of sharing the hardware 
system due to virtualization layer environments. 
Upper layer consists of a VMs repository. This repository contains a collection of VMs 
defined by the user. It is possible to customize or add VMs models created by users defining 
non existent or existent VMs images, such Amazon EC2 instances, to the VMs simulation 
repository. Each VM is modeled by configuring the corresponding virtual resources pur-
chased by users. 
In a cloud system, the VM one of the ma.in modules that defines a cloud computing 
system. Similarly, it is modeled as a building block for creating experiments by users. In 
these systems, as t he schema exhibits, VMs are in charge of hiding the hardware details, 
providing to users a logic view that corresponds with the user requirements. Thus, the 
VMs models defined in this layer use the previously defined hardware components defined 
in the bottom layer. 
Otherwise, the application repository contains a collection of pre-defined applications 
customized by users. Similarly to the repository of VMs, initially this repository provides 
a set of pre-defined applicat ion models. Those models will be used in order to configure 
the corresponding jobs that will be executed in a specific instance of a VM in the system. 
Moreover, new application models can be easily added to the system, because iCanCloud 
provides an API in order to ease the development of new application models. 
The basic system's API module is directly connected with the hypevisor model layer. 
Basically this module contains a set of system calls which are offered as an API (Appli-
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cation Programming Interface) for all applications executed in a VM model. Thus, these
system calls provide the interface between applications and the services provided by hard-
ware models managed by hypervisor. Moreover, it is possible to write applications to be
simulated in the simulation platform using this API. In order to maintain a certain degree
of compatibility, this API pretends to be a subset of POSIX. Moreover, a high level layer
for developing distributed applications is designed. This layer is placed in the application
component and provides standard interfaces for executing MPI applications.
Upper layer, called cloud manager, consists of a module in charge of managing in-
coming requests for purchasing resources as instances of VMs, where user’s jobs will be
executed. Once a job finishes its execution, the VMs where jobs have been executed are
set as idle, and then re-assigned as available resources to execute the remaining jobs. This
module may contain costs policies to assign VMs into specific servers by the corresponding
heuristic.
Finally, at the top of the architecture is the cloud system. This module contains a
definition of the entire cloud system, which basically consists on the definition of the man-
ager, the definition of each VM that composes the system, and the definition of hardware
that composes the underlying architecture of the data center.
However, all these components are hierarchically organised. Moreover, the model has
been designed to be scalable, allowing to include new models in this repository, widen the
range of possible cloud systems.
Moreover in order to show the architectural structure of the simulation platform at
design level, Figure 3.2 shows main blocks and relationships which build up iCanCloud. It
has been designed using submodels that contains a essential part of a Cloud Computing en-
vironment. Each submodel that represents a basic subsystem, that is, computing, memory,
storage, PSU (Power Supply Unit), and network, is connected to an Energy Meter module.
Basically, this module calculates the energy consumed by the hardware device linked to it.
In turn, each Energy Meter is linked to the Energy Manager, which is in charge of gather-
ing the amount of energy consumed by every component in the cloud system. Therefore,
the Energy Manager manages the energy consumed by individual hardware components,
the aggregated consumption of each computing node and the overall energy consumption
in the entire cloud system.
Each node contains a Hypervisor module. The underlying design of the Hypervisor
module achieves resource virtualisation and multi-tenancy, where jobs of different tenants
that are running on the same computing node can share resources, while their jobs are
isolated from each other.
The Cloud Manager is the master key of the simulation core. This module is directly
linked with the Energy Manager and with each VM in the cloud. The main objective of
the Cloud Manager is to allocate VM’s, requested by tenants, in the available computing
nodes in the cloud. Also, due to Cloud Manager contains information about the energy
consumption of each node, it can use different intelligent scheduling algorithms in order
to optimise trade-offs between energy consumption and performance. In fact, the design
of this module allows users to interchange different scheduling policies, or even write new
ones, to analyse both performance and energy consumption of the cloud system.
From now on, the term user is used to refer the person who uses the simulation
platform, and tenant refers to the person who purchases services of the modelled cloud
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Storage 
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in a simulated environment. Each tenant in the system is individually modelled by using 
the Tenant module, where a tenant is defined by its behaviour and the set of jobs that 
are executed in VM's. Basically, this behaviour represents how each tenant executes jobs 
in VM's. For example, we define FIFO tenant as a tenant that uses a FIFO policy to 
map their applications to VMs, such that the first VM purchased is used to execute the 
first job defined by this tenant. On the contrary, we can also define intelligent tenant as a 
tenant that selects the most powerful purchased VM to execute the job that requires more 
resources. Finally, the Tenant Generator module is aimed to create tenants following an 
statistical distribution to simulate their arrival in the cloud system. 
In order to provide a high level of flexibility, those models representing actual cloud 
systems, built using iCanCloud, have been structured in four independent sections: physical 
resources, energy consumption, virtualisation of resources, and management of the cloud 
system. 
3.2 Modelling the basic subsystems of a node 
Cloud systems consist of several components, both hardware and software, such as CPUs, 
memories, communication networks, hypervisors, VMs and resource provisioning policies. 
These components are combined to build nodes, it being those nodes also combined to 
build data centers. In order to properly simulate realistic cloud systems, the models that 
simulate these components are combined to build nodes, using the same schema as the real 
cloud systems. 
These nodes are connected through a communication network, allowing users to con-
figure the topology of each modelled cloud. Generally, large systems group nodes in blades, 
and these are grouped in racks. Hence, different cloud configurations can be easily modelled, 
like private scientific clouds and large storage data centers. 
Figure 3.3 shows the section of iCanCloud focusing on modelling the hardware part 
of cloud systems, which is highlighted with dark grey boxes. Those models, that represent 
the main hardware devices of a node, are CPU, Memory, Storage, Network, Power Supply 
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Figure 3.3: Class diagram focusing on the design of a node in iCanCloud 
Unit (in short , PSU) and the Energy Meter. 
Storage 
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A has 
The physical view of a node containing t he basic systems, modelled using iCanCloud, 
is depicted in Figure 3.4. In order to process the requests sent by the applications, the 
Operating System (in short, OS) has been modelled as a module that contains the software 
components for managing each basic systems. The OS API is the center module of the OS, 
focusing on redirecting each request to the corresponding service. All physical subsystems 
are linked to the PSU, which is responsible for managing their main energy states depending 
on the global state of the node. For example, if the node is in off state and it is required 
to switch it to on, the PSU will send a signal to each device in order to change its state to 
active. 
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Since iCanCloud allows to fully customise the configuration of each node, heteroge-
neous cloud architectures can be modelled in order to represent the behaviour of realistic 
cloud systems. Figure 3.5 shows an example of an heterogeneous data center. This data 
center consists of three different types of nodes. The right part of the schema shows each 
node type and its internal parts. Usually, T his heterogeneity of a data center is caused due 
to several reasons, like the obsolescence of equipments or a dimensioning of a data center. 
In both cases more computational resources must be added to the system. These new nodes 
are targeted to provide a basic service, such as data storage, where computational resources 
are minor but storage resources needed are higher, or on the contrary, attempting more 
computational resources where storage are less important against a powerful computing 
system. 
Figure 3.5: Example of an heterogeneous cloud system modelled using iCanCloud 
3.2.1 CPU Model 
The model that represents the CPU system in iCanCloud consists of three parts: a sched-
uler, a set of cores and a processor controller. The main objective of this model is to 
calculate the time required to execute a specific number of instructions. In iCanCloud, 
these instructions are grouped in c.omputing blocks, which are measured in millions of in-
structions (in short, Mis). Thus, different applications may request to execute different 
computing blocks in a shared CPU. 
The CPU scheduler manages those computing blocks that arrive to the CPU system, 
in order to execute them in a CP U core. Thus, the main objective of this module is to select, 
following a pre-defined strategy, both the computing block and the CP U core where this 
computing block is going to be executed. Hence, the strategy used by the scheduler may 
allow parallelism between applications, for example, executing different blocks in different 
CPU cores, or interleaving computing blocks in a single core. 
iCanCloud provides three different scheduling strategies for managing computing blocks: 
FIFO, Round-Robin, and priority-based. Moreover, new strategies can be added to the sim-
ulation platform [138, 139]. 
Each CPU core calculates the time required to execute computing blocks. The portion 
of each computing block to be executed is set by the CPU scheduler. The computing power, 
measured in millions of instructions, is calculated for each CPU core by the following 
formula: 
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(3.1)
whereMIPSarethemilionsofinstructionspersecondthatthecoreisabletoexecute
and isthefrequencyofthecore.Thisfrequencydefinesthetimeintervalbetween
ticks,whichisthemaximumamountoftimethatablockneedstobeprocessedbyacore
withoutbeinginterrupted.
However,aCPUcorecanchangeitsexecutionstate.Dependingoftheloadofagiven
core,theeffectsofthosestatesmayvary:switchingon/offthenodeentailsthesameeffectin
thestateofeachcore;C-Statesattempttoobtainconsumptionfluctuationsturningon/off
partsoftheprocessor,bymovingthecorestatesbetweendifferentpowersavingmodes;
P-Statesmodifythefrequencyofprocessinginordertoobtaindifferentperformancesand
variationsofenergyconsumed.Thesestatesfluctuationshavebeenmodeledwithinthe
CPUControler,whichmanagesondemand,thestatesandthetransitionsbetweenthem
foreachcore.
TheCPUControlerusestheconceptofdependencyformanagingthesestates.In
aCPU,dependencyisdefinedasthecohesiongradebetweenonecoreandtherestof
coresthatcomposestheprocessor.Therefore,ifacorechangesitsstate,thischangemay
affecttotherestofthecores(dependent),itdoesnotaffects(independent),andonlysome
changesaffectstoalthecores(partial).Thedependencybetweenthestatesofthecore
canbecustomisedbyusers.
Besidesthedependencybetweencores,thebehaviourofP-Stateshasbeenmodeledto
changethe ofthecorethatisbeingmodified.Forexample,a reductionincrements
thecycleoftickspersecondand,consequently,lessIPSareexecutedbyeachcore.This
techniqueisappliedinlowworkloadstates,producingalowerenergyconsumption.On
thecontrary,increasingthefrequencycausesafastprocessingofcomputingblocks.
ThedesignoftheCPUsystemalowsusertocreatenewCPUmodelsbydefining
asetofstates,thenumberofperformedtickspersecondandthepowerrequiredtoset
theCPUineachstate.Thus,thisstructurealowstomodelbothexistentarchitecturesof
CPUs,suchasdual-core,quad-core,orhexa-core,andnon-existentones.
Inordertoilustratethebehaviourofeachmodeledsystem,differentdiagramshave
beenprovided.Forthesakeofsimplicity,thesamenotationhavebeenusedinthese
diagrams.Thisnotationisdescribedasfolows:circlesshowanentrypointofsub-state
machines,wherethecircleplacedatthetoprepresentsthebeginningofthediagram;the
concentriccircleisthefinalisationofthediagram;unitarysquaresshowactions;squares
containinganinitialpointshowdifferentusecases;arrowsshowthetransitionsbetween
differentactionsortransitionsbetweenanactionandanothermodule;diamondsrepresent
conditions;finaly,thicklinesrepresentparalelactions.
Figure3.6describesthebehaviourofthecomputingsystemusedintheiCanCloud
simulationplatform.Thisdiagramisdividedinthreemainparts:aCPUScheduler(left),
aCPUControler(bottom-right)andCPUcores(top-right).Themoduleplacedatthe
topoftheCPUschedulercontainstheschedulingpolicy.Basicaly,thismoduleprocess
theeventshandledbytheschedulerandthenitcalculatesthenextcomputingblocktobe
executed.
ItisimportanttoremarkthatCPUCoreandCPUControlercontainsdifferent
sub-statemachinesthatareonlyactivatedbythosedecisionstakenbyCPUScheduler.
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Figure 3.6: Modelling of the computing system 
The sub-state machine allocated within CPU Core, called Recalculate IPS, shows how 
the performance states of each core are modulated by modifying their frequencies. The 
equation used to perform this task is defined as: 
1 
IPT = MIPSx k 
tic s newState 
(3.2) 
where IPT is the new value (Instructions Per Tick) used in the new state of the CPU 
core, and ticks_ new State is the number of ticks per second performed by the core in its 
new performance state. 
Figure 3. 7 shows an example of how our proposed simulation plat form simulates the 
computing system using a FIFO algorithm. Basically, the computing system is charac-
terised by using three components, a CPU scheduler (left), a CPU controller (right) and 
CPU cores (bottom). In order to represent the state of each computing block we use two 
different colours, while black represents the part of t he computing block that has been 
executed, white represents the part of the building block that has not been executed yet. 
Those computing blocks allocated in the scheduler are waiting to be executed in any of the 
CPU cores. On the contrary, those computing blocks allocated in a CPU core are being 
executed. 
Figure 3.7.a shows a snapshot of the computing system where both Core1 and Core3 
are executing a computing block. The CPU scheduler contains two computing blocks, B1 
and B2. The CPU controller manages the state of each CPU core. At this point, Core1 
and Core3 are in A state, while Core2 and Core4 are off. The CPU scheduler ask for 
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Figure 3. 7: Example of the CPU system modelled using iCanCloud 
an available core to the CPU controller Q). Hence, CCYT'e2 is assigned to execute the next 
computing block, that is, B1 @. Finally, a new computing block arrives to the computing 
system, it being this block B3 @. 
Next , a new computing block arrives to the computing system, B4 @ (see Figure 
3.7.b) . The CPU Controller changes the frequency (/cLk) of CCYT'e2 , setting its state to B 
state, in order to increase the number of instructions executed per tick@). Both CCYT'e1 and 
CCYT'e3 continue their execution in A state. The CPU scheduler assigns Core4 to execute 
the next computing block, that is, B2 @. 
Figure 3. 7.c shows the last snapshot of this example. At this point, both Core1 and 
Core3 have finished to execute their computing blocks. Therefore, these blocks are sent 
back to the operating System Ci). The CPU scheduler checks for an idle core ® and then 
it assigns Core1 to execute B3 ®· 
3.2.2 Memory model 
The memory system has been modelled using two different modules: a memory module and 
a memory manager. The memory module represents the physical characteristics of the main 
memory, it being responsible for simulating features like the size of t he memory, bandwidth 
and latency times. The memory manager is in charge of modelling the structure of the 
memory, that is, the blocks that contains data. This module is also in charge of managing 
requests for allocating, and freeing, memory pages. Moreover, the memory manager could 
deny a request if the quantity of free memory is minor than the memory requested by the 
application. On the contrary, when the manager receives a request for freeing memory, it 
updates the number of free blocks in the system. 
Basically, the main memory has modelled as a finite set of contiguous blocks. Using 
this logical view, each memory block represents a memory page. The size of the memory 
page and the total number of pages define the total size of the modelled memory. More-
over, different latencies have been also considered for modelling the main memory, such as 
reading, ·writing and searching for a memory page. 
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Using this model, the analysis of the scaling up of applications by calculating the 
amount of memory requested by each application is possible. Figure 3.8 shows the modelling 
of the memory system used in iCanCloud. 
3.2.3 Storage model 
The iCanCloud simulation platform provides a customisable storage system that consists 
of different modules (see Figure 3.9): a virtual file system (in short, VFS) , file systems, 
a volume manager and storage devices. Each one of these modules can be customised 
individually. Therefore, iCanCloud allows to create a wide range of storage configurations, 
including parallel file systems, remote storage partitions and RAID systems. The basic idea 
for modelling the storage system lies in the translation of the data requested by applications 
to the list of blocks that contain such data. The complete behaviour of the storage system 
modelled in iCanCloud is described in Figure 3.10. 
Virtual file system 
The provided model of a virtual file system allows tenants to use different file systems. 
Basically, the main objective of this module is to filter data requests from different tenants 
Arrives a new 
memory request 
RAM memory operations 
1/0 Operations 
Send request 
to storage system 
Figure 3.8: Modelling of the memory system 
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and redirect each request to the corresponding file system. Since each file system is mounted 
in a specific path in a shared directory t ree, this task can be easily achieved by analysing 
the absolute path generated by the incoming request. 
Since the storage system would be used in a virtualised environment, it must allow 
tenants to create and destroy file systems each time a VMs is deployed in a node to be 
executed or, by the contrary, when VMs are shutting down. This design provides a high 
level of flexibility to create customised storage configurations, allowing to mount different 
file systems in remote storage servers, in run-time. The virtualisation part of this system 
is explained in more detail in Chapter 4. 
F ile system 
A file may be defined as the set of data blocks that composes of unitary logical structure 
created by user to storage data. Accordingly to this definition, the file system is the part of 
the storage system responsible for translating data requests into a list of blocks containing 
such data. 
Since iCanCloud has been designed towards providing a high level of flexibility, this 
storage system allows the development of different modules that implements the func-
tionality of a file system. Thus, different strategies can be implemented to perform this 
translation. Similarly, in other simulation platforms, different models to simulate file sys-
tems have been developed in the past [140]. 
However, in the current version of the simulator, a basic strategy has been implemented 
to represent the behaviour of file systems. Basically, this strategy consists in calculating 
the amount of blocks required to satisfy a given data request. The main advantage of this 
strategy is performance. Instead of using a list of those physical blocks containing the 
requested data, only the number of blocks are required, which avoid a lot of computation 
for each data request. Consequently, the level of fidelity provided by using this strategy 
may be slightly decreased. 
The main reason to use this strategy is the complexity of the modelled systems. Since 
cloud systems may consist of thousand of nodes, using a list of blocks per data request 
in each file system may slow down the simulation considerably. Also, since iCanCloud 
provides a detailed layer of virtualisation, implementing and debugging highly detailed file 
systems may require a considerable effort in both debugging and testing phases. 
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Volume manager
The Volume manager is the part of the storage model responsible for managing read and
write operations of data blocks. Basically, this component receives data block requests from
file systems and locates the data to perform a read or write operation. In iCanCloud, the
volume manager has been modelled using four modules: a cache memory, a scheduler, a
storage manager and a storage controller.
The model of the cache memory consists on maintaining the most frequently used
data blocks managed by the volume manager. Then, those blocks requested from the file
system that are stored in this cache, will be processed in this module, performing faster
the incoming requests from file system. This models implements an statistical strategy to
calculate if current processed block cached using a customisable hit ratio.
The scheduler manages requests of those data blocks that are not stored in cache.
Depending on the modelled architecture, this policy may be customised by the user to build
the behaviour of strategies such as FIFO, elevator algorithm, CSCAN and new strategies
for managing data blocks.
The block manager is in charge of redirecting each data request to the device containing
such data. This module can be configured for using several storage devices. For example,
if the storage system contains several hard disks, this module may operates using those
disks as a single volume, like a RAID system.
Finally, the Storage Controller is responsible for controlling the states of the physical
devices. Similarly as CPU controller manages the state of CPU cores, Storage Controller
manages the states of storage devices. Moreover, the user may customise the transitions
between states, adding or removing states, in order to configure a specific storage device.
Physical devices
Finally, the physical part of the storage system consists of physical devices. The main task
of these modules is to calculate the time required to operate with the set of the requested
data blocks. Basically, these modules performs two different operations, read and write.
Thus, once a request arrives, the device analyses the operation. While read operations
demands returning the read block, write operations only return the result of performing
this operation.
The iCanCloud physical device model allows to simulate any storage device by defining
the corresponding set of parameters that represents its physical features. Those parameters,
that are usually provided by manufacturers, have to be included in the simulator by users
in order to model different physical drives.
3.2.4 Network interface model
The network is paramount to a cloud computing environment. The INET framework [141]
has been leveraged in order to simulate a network system accurately. It provides a com-
plete set of modules for simulating a complete network stack, architecture models, and
configurations to simulate wired networks. However, its main drawback is the complicated
configuration and use. In order to ease the use of network services, we provide a POSIX-like
API. This API is used by tenants to manage their virtual machines and applications. The
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cloud manager uses this API as wel when manage resources, such as remote data storage. 
3.3 Modeling the energy system of a node 
At present, the energy consumption and its management in cloud computing environments 
is one of the main chalenges faced by the research community. In order to model the energy 
consumption, several alternatives have been explored to adequate this charastecristic to 
the simulation platform. 
An easy energy consumption model consists in including a global consumption estima-
tion of the nodes depending on their states: idle, of, and running applications. Although 
this method is easy to model and provides a good performance, the results provided contain 
a significant error. This is mainly caused because this model only consider a uniform work-
load, which does not represent real cloud systems. Other methods consist in embedding 
average consumption values of hardware components to perform experiments. This method, 
however, does not take into account varying resource utilisation because it only works with 
constant averages. As shown by Barroso and Holzle [58], resource utilisation greatly influ-
ences the energy eficiency and energy proportionality of computing systems. In addition, 
neither of the described methods are flexible and scalable to alow user-customisation of 
simulation experiments by changing how power consumption values are calculated. 
The model of iCanCloud, aimed to improve these gaps, is based on calculating power 
consumption values by modeling each component separately, in order to obtain the total 
power consumption of each hardware device in the cloud system. This, of course, not only 
includes computing systems, but also networking equipment, it being al of them simulated 
as wel. Thus, each model that simulates a hardware device in the cloud consists of two 
modules. The first module, caled component model, simulates the underlying behaviour 
of the modeled device. The other module, caled energy meter, calculates the amount of 
energy consumed by the modeled device. In turn, the energy meter consists of two diferent 
modules: energy states and a consumption calculator (see Figure 3.11). 
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Figure 3.11: Energy consumption mechanish 
3.3.1 Energy states 
Every real hardware device such as memories, hard disk drives, network interface cards (in 
short ,NIC), power supply units (in short, P SU), and CPUs, have a set of states. Some of 
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thebasicstatesinthecaseofthememoryarepre-charge,activate,read,writeandrefresh.
Theharddiskdrivesstatesarewriting,reading,seeking,starting,transferring,idleand
off;thePSUandNICportshaveon/offstates.InthecaseoftheCPU,statescanbe
groupedintwosubsets:C-states,whichsaveenergybycuttingtheclocksignalfromidle
unitsinsidetheCPU,andP-stateswheretheclockfrequencyismodified.Thelatteralso
affectstheperformanceoftheCPUwhenexecutingcomputationalblocks.Inaexecution
overarealsystem,ahardwaredevicecanuseonestate,severalstates,ornone.Inorder
tosimulaterealisticcloudsystems,thehardwaremodelsiniCanCloudusedifferentstates,
likerealhardwaredevices.Hence,iCanCloudcalculatestheenergyconsumptioninevery
hardwaredevicemanagingandprocessingthesestates.Inordertoperformthistask,three
parametersmustbeconfigured:thestatesofthecomponent,thetimethatthecomponent
residesineachstate,andthepowerconsumptionofeverystate.
3.3.2 Energy meter
Theenergymetermoduleisresponsibleforloading,managing,andcalculatingconsump-
tionvaluesandstatesofhardwaredevices.Beforeasimulationisstarted,theuserhas
theoptiontoactivatetheenergymetertoenableenergyconsumptioncapabilitiesofeach
component.Ifthisoptionisactivated,thecloudmanagermodulecreatesanenergymeter
modulepercomponentduringtheinitialisationphase.Oncetheenergymeterisinitialised,
itloadstheconsumptionstatesandvaluesthatwereconfiguredbytheuser.Hence,once
asimulationisperformed,thetimethatthecomponentstaysineachstateisrecorded.
Moreover,theenergymeterhasbeendesignedtoalowusersmodelingtheirown
hardwaredevices.Thus,entiredatacenterscanbemodeledbyusingbothactualand
non-existentdevices.Inordertomodelexistentdevices,datasheetsprovidedbythemanu-
facturerofthesedevicesareneededtoconfigurebothperformanceandenergyconsumption
valuesinthesimulatedmodel.
Next,wedescribethemodelsforcalculatingtheenergyconsumedbyeachsysten.
CPUenergy model
ThemodelforobtainingtheCPUpowerconsumptionisbasedonL. MinasandB.El-
lison[39].Inthis model,thepowerconsumedbyeachstateoftheCPUiscalculated
accordingtothefolowingformula:
_ (3.3)
Hence,theestimationoftotalconsumedenergy( )givenaprocessorutilization
rate( ),iscomputedusingthemaximumpowerconsumptionvalue( )andtheidle
state( ),accordingtotheformula3.4.TheenergyconsumedbytheCPUforagiven
stateisobtainedbycalculatingtheintegralofthepowerconsumedbytheCPU,usingas
integrationlimitsthefirstinstantoftime (recordedbytheenergymeter),andthetotal
amountoftimethattheprocessorremainedinthatstate( ).
_ _ (3.4)
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ThetotalamountofenergyconsumedbytheprocessorineachoftheSstatesis
modeledwiththefolowingequation:
_ (3.5)
Memoryenergy model
ThemostfeasiblemethodforestimatingSDRAMpowerconsumptionistousethecurrent,
voltage,andtimingconstraintvaluesfromtheSDRAMdatasheets,whicharebasedon
realmeasurements.TherelationshipbetweenSDRAMutilizationandpowerconsumption
ishighlydetailed.Itconsistsof20formulastomodelthestatesandtransitionsbetween
them[45].Inordertoobtainthememorypowerconsumption,themodelisbasedonthe
datasheetsspecificationsfortheDDRstandard,whichhasacurrentestimationusedto
performeachstate[46,47].TheiCanCloudestimationofenergyconsumedbymemoryis
modeledas:
(3.6)
Theenergyconsumedbymemorydevices( )iscalculatedusingtheSDRAM
memorystates,whicharepre-charge(PRE),activate(ACT),read(RD),write(WR),
andrefresh(REF).Thepowerconsumptionforeachstate isobtainedwithOhm’s
law .Dataareobtainedfromtheinstantthememoryisactivated()tothe
momentthesimulationends,timeatwhichthetotalaccumulatedtimeofeachstatehas
beenrecorded( , , , and ).
Networkenergy model
ThepowerconsumptionofaNIChasnegligiblevariability.It mostlydependsonthe
numberofactiveandinactiveports,asdescribedinthe802.3azstandard,andthenetwork
bandwidthrate[142].Thus,powerconsumptionofaNICiscalculatedby:
(3.7)
Theestimationofenergyconsumed( )foraNICconsistingof interfaces,is
calculatedasthepowerconsumptionduringthetimeitremainsactivated ,from
to .
Diskenergy model
Duetothegrowingamountofdatageneratedbyscientistsandresearchers,savingenergy
indiskdrivesisahottopic.Thereareseveralalternativestomodelingharddiskdrives[50,
39,51].ThemodelusedbyiCanCloudtocalculateanestimationoftheenergyconsumed
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bytheharddiskdrivesisbasedonthemethodologyproposedbyA.Hylicketal[5].They
detailtherelationshipofharddiskutilizationandtotalpowerconsumptionbyaserver
usingperformancedata.Hylickrelatesthatthetradeestimatoroftheenergyconsumedbya
harddiskdrivecanbeobtainedasacompositionofactiveenergy(read/writeoperations),
seekenergyandidleenergy.Theseekenergyislessthan. .Therefore,ithasbeen
discardedfortheenergymodelofiCanCloud.Theenergyduringactivestateisobtained
fromthefolowingequation:
(3.8)
where isenergyin oules;Sisthelesizein MB;Bisthebandwidthin
MB/s,and istheactivepower,inwattsprovidedbythemanufacturer. isthe
timeduringwhichiCanCloudconsidersthatthedriveremainedinactivestate.Theenergy
consumedwhenthedeviceisintheidlestateiscalculatedfrom:
(3.)
where ispublishedbythedrivemanufacturerinthedatasheet,andrepresents
thetimethatthediskisneitheractiveorpoweredo.
Thetradeestimatorofthetotalenergyconsumedbyadriveservicingaset( )of
Nrequests,includingI(timeidle)isobtainedfrom(3.8)and(3.).Itiscalculatedby:
(3.1)
3.4 Theenergyloss. Modelingthepowersupplyunit
ThePSUrepresentsthethirdpartofpowerconsumptionbyanode.Itisresponsible
fortransformingalternatecurrenttodirectcurrent. uringthisprocedure,asignicant
fractionofpowerislost.Forthisreason,mostcommercialPSUsareclassiedbyenergy
eciency[4].ThisclassicationisusedtocalculatetheconsumptionmodelofPSUs.
Inordertoobtainapowerconsumptionmodel,thepowerconsumptionofthehardware
components,theratedoutputpowerofthePSU,andthepercentagesofeciencysupplied
byPSU,arerequired.Thus,PSUsaremodeledusingthefolowingformula:
(3.11)
wherethepowerconsumptionusedbyhardwarecomponents( )isobtainedfrom
(3.5), from(3.), from(3.),and from(3.1).Thisoperationisrequired
duetothefactthattheobtainedenergyisin ules,while shouldbetheaveragepower
in atts.Percentageofload( )iscalculatedusingthefolowingformula:
(3.1)
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3.5Energy manager model
iCanCloudcalculatestheenergyconsumedbyPSU( )usingitsratedoutput
power,whichisdetailedinthemanufacturer’sdatasheet.Thedatasheetshowstheenergy
efficiency( )atdifferentpeakloadutilizationrates(20%,50%and80%),and
therealloadthathardwareproduces( ).Therefore,therangesselectedtoobtainthe
energyefficiencypercentagesare:
if ,
if ,
if .
(3.13)
Finaly,theenergyconsumedbyPSU( )ismodeledusing(3.11)and(3.13).The
resultis:
(3.14)
TheiCanCloudconsumptionmodelforeachcomponentisfulycustomizablebythe
user.Itispossibletomodify,changeorcreatenewmodelsbyincreasingcomplexity(or
simplifying)dependingonthedesiredaccuracyoftheexperiments.
3.5 Energymanagermodel
Itisneededmechanismstocolecttheenergyconsumedpernode.Energymeterslinked
toeachcomponentprovidetheconsumptionbasedonaccumulatedvalues.Theenergy
managerisresponsibleformanagingtheunderlyingarquitecturalsystempower,colecting
theconsumptionvaluesofeachdevicethatcomposesofanode.Thismodulehastwofold:
itisinchargeofobtainingtheinstantpowerthatanenergymeterismeasuring,anditis
capableofcalculatethetotalpowerconsumptionofanodeusinghistoricaldatagathered
fromeachenergymeter.
Inordertocalculatetheaggregatedpowerconsumptionofanode,theenergymanager
colectstheconsumptionvaluesfromeachhardwarecomponent.Theconsumptionmodels
forthehardwarecomponentsaredescribedatSection3.3.2.Using from(3.5),
from(3.6), from(3.7), from(3.10),and from(3.14),themodelforthe
global,aggregatedpowerconsumptionofanode( )isobtained.Theaggregatedpower
consumptionofacomputingnodeismodeledusingthefolowingformula:
(3.15)
where representstheenergyconsumedbythemotherboardandthenode’sinternal
coolingsystem,beingcalculationsobtainedbyapowermeterorbyamathematicalmodels.
Wedefinenodestateasatransitionthat,whenitisproduced,alinternalhardware
componentschangetheirstatetoanotherone.Forexample,ifanodeisinoffstate,when
thecloudmanagerstartsitup,theCPU,memory,disk,NICandPSUchangetheirstates
fromofftotheequivalentstatethateachcomponenthas,suchas:idleoractive,depending
onthecomponent.Thestatesmanager,aspartoftheoperativesystemofthenodeis
responsibleforperformingthistask,notifyingstatechangestoalhardwarecomponents.
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The energy manager offers an API to be used to perform different resources provision-
ing policies depending on consumption values, QoS, or/and calculate performance values
of each node.
3.6 Summary
This chapter presents the models for simulating a flexible and scalable simulation platform
for modelling energy-aware cloud computing systems. The models exhibited presents the
models for performing
This chapter presents our approach of a flexible and scalable simulation platform for
modelling energy-aware cloud computing systems. The design of this simulation platform
is aimed to build cloud models by configuring each part of the cloud system independently,
that is, the hardware part of the cloud, management policies, virtualisation and energy
consumption.
The new contributions presented in this chapter are propose a model for system ar-
chitecture and propose a model for energy of system. On one hand, this design provides
a cost-effective method to build a wide range of cloud configurations. On the other hand,
large systems, containing a vast number of nodes, can be modeled in order to analyse
the energy consumed by these nodes, and therefore, the total amount of energy required
to supply the complete system. Moreover, iCanCloud has been designed to measure the
energy consumption of each modelled hardware device, it being customisable for including
new models, widen the possible scenarios built using iCanCloud. Therefore this allows to
perform experiments with different level detail focused on different areas of the scope of
distributed systems.
An autonomous energy management has been included jointly with hardware compo-
nents. Thus, theoretical models from different researching studies has been incorporated
into component models, measuring the energy consumed of each component. This tech-
nique avoid invasive or costly techniques to measure the energy consumed by hardware
devices.
Moreover, virtualisation of physical resources is the main aim of cloud computing sys-
tems. The optimization of hardware resources usage in these systems involves saving energy,
reducing the carbon footprint. Otherwise, it may entail to harm applications performance
due to the servers overloaded. In order to ease the study of techniques for improving physical
resources usage in cloud computing environments, next chapter Simulating energy-aware
virtual environments in cloud systems exhibits the simulation models for virtualisation
layer of the iCanCloud simulation platform.
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Chapter 4
Simulating energy-aware virtual
environments in cloud systems
This chapter presents the models for simulating the virtualisation layer in cloud comput-
ing environments. Basically, these models exhibits the management of tenant requests,
network addresses, physical resources hostage, and how to obtain energy-efficiency mea-
surements from physical devices. The inclusion of virtualization models into the simulation
environment will allow to analyse existing/new scheduling techniques, improving servers
performance, and saving energy from cloud computing systems.
The new contributions presented in this chapter are the techniques for modelling
virtualisation in cloud computing environments, it being implemented in the iCanCloud
simulation platform. Commonly, performing experiments on real hardware may be costly,
invasive to the hardware and difficult to be fulfilled without harming users performance.
This proposal is focused on providing techniques to perform studies in those elements that
have a direct impact on both performance and energy efficiency of data centers, such as
hypervisor scheduling policies, virtual machines management policies, and different user
workloads.
4.1 Introduction
Cloud computing offers to users a pool of interconnected resources through the Internet,
hindering the physical layer that supports the computational load. The usage of virtual-
isation techniques boost the growth of cloud computing, offering to both providers and
users capabilities that are not possible at bare-metal computers. Thus, the main benefits
for exploiting virtualisation in large systems, such as cloud systems, are summarised as
follows:
• Accessibility: users data are always available to be accessed from different devices
and any geographical area.
• Uptime increment of applications: live migration, storage migration, fault tolerance,
and distributed resource scheduling techniques allow to increment applications up-
time.
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• Improvement of disaster recovery: by removing dependencies between applications
and hardware vendors/server models, no longer maintaining identical even obsolete
hardware in order to keep the production environment.
• Ease applications prototyping: due to the possibility of build self-contained labs into
virtual machines, working over isolated networks.
Server virtualisation techniques allow to isolate applications into virtual machines.
Thus, a single physical server using virtualisation techniques, permits several virtual ma-
chines allocation on it, even executing different operating systems. This technique is known
as virtual machines management (in short, VMM). An example of VMM is server consol-
idation, which aims to reduce the energy consumed by servers and the overall footprint
of the entire data center. Basically, it is focused on allocating as much virtual machines
as servers can support, in order to reduce the number of active servers. Consequently, it
requires less servers running, less networking gear, and less number of racks needed, being
translated to less space required at a data center room. The final result is a reduction of
monthly electricity bills, invested on supplying servers and cooling system of the data cen-
ter. Unfortunately, once a server reaches its full operating capability, this causes a direct
performance decrement on applications executed at hosted virtual machines. Therefore,
archiving a balance between energy consumption reduction by using VMM techniques and
performance reduction is a current challenge and hot topic.
Providers of public cloud computing environments offer virtualisation services to be
purchased by users. The problem arises when thousands, or even millions of users, access
concurrently to the system. It hampers system modifications due to the impact on perfor-
mance and energy efficiency. On the one hand, a change at provisioning resources policy
may have a positive impact by saving energy and improving the performance of servers,
such as server consolidation techniques. On the other hand, applying different techniques
on data centers to reach a fair balance between energy consumption and performance may
be difficult, being conditioned to several factors. Some of these factors are: the workload
variability of users, the hypervisor management techniques to virtualise physical devices
of servers, the selection of servers from data center to host VMs, the quantity of VMs that
are placed at each node, and the technique (commonly) costly/invasive to servers that is
applied to obtain power consumption metrics.
In order to alleviate these factors, the simulation models for virtualising cloud com-
puting environments have been designed. In addition, these models are included into iCan-
Cloud simulation platform allowing to simulate virtual machines, hypervisors, VMM tech-
niques, and the trade-offs between performance-energy impact by using different scheduling
policies. Therefore, physical resources model previously described in Chapter 3 supports
the virtualisation layer models.
Figure 4.1 shows a basic schema of virtual resources and management systems in
iCanCloud. Due to the underlying dynamic nature of cloud environments, the core piece
responsible for managing physical resources, interacting with tenants, and brokering virtual
resources, is the cloud manager. It links tenants with physical data center resources. The
tenants represented by the left box at figure, need the cloud manager to attend their
requests for resources. Thus, cloud manager is responsible for attending a set of incoming
petitions by following a previously set-up scheduling policy. In order to provide flexibility
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and usability to the simulation models, these scheduling policies may be customized or 
new-designed by users, including them at simulation repository. 
Tenants 
....... -···· 
. . .r-···· 
......... --· ....... -
__.....,., •.. --· 
. ....--·.,., .. --· 
Figure 4.1: Global schema of iCanCloud virtualisation model 
The Energy Manager, that is a part of Cloud Manager, manages the energy data of 
nodes. It links the node energy meters to obtain the power consumption of physical devices 
built-in each server. 
The link between the Cloud Manager and the Physical Resources exhibits the re-
sponsibility for managing physical resources, creating Virtual Resources for the Tenants 
to interact with them. The Virtual Resources are: computing power, amount of storage, 
amount of memory, and bandwidth network, that can be purchased by Tenants. Therefore, 
these Virtual Resources correspond directly to virtual machine images allocation offered 
by cloud provider, and deployed at system by Tenants. 
Next, iCanCloud models in charge of virtualisation layer of computing systems are 
shown, being hypervisor responsible for node physical resources management, and the 
cloud manager responsible for servers resources provisioning. 
4.2 Modelling the hypervisor 
Virtualisation techniques isolate physical resources from software. Applications, operating 
systems, and system services, are usually encapsulated inside virtual machines in order to 
get better physical resources usage. The abstraction level offered by virtualisation liberates 
software from being tied to specific hardware components. Thus, logical environments that 
composes virtualisation techniques are independent from underlying architectures, giving 
to applications performed at virtual machines the capability to be executed on a wide 
variety of computer systems. 
Currently, multiple alternatives can be found for building the virtualisation layer such 
as: KVM, Microsoft Virtual Server and Virtual PC, User Mode Linux, VMWare, Xen, 
Virtual Iron and Parallel Workstation. In spite of the great variety of software aimed 
to virtualise physical resources, the main concept of all these alternatives is to manage 
the applications requirements to perform operations, respecting the isolation imposed by 
virtual machines. Hence, the model for simulating virtualization is inspired by these al-
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Figure 4.2: Class diagram focusing on virtualisation layer of iCanCloud 
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ternatives. This model achieves the following tasks: to orchestrate accesses to hardware 
devices by using a fully customized policy, and to offer a set of virtualized resources to 
perform applications over physical resources. 
Figure 4.2 highlights with dark grey boxes the virtualization layer of the iCancloud 
class diagram. The VM box represents single virtual machine images requested by tenants. 
Moreover, the logic for managing the physical resources requested by VMs is responsibility 
of the Hypervisor. 
Virtual machines accesses are managed by Hypervisor, that allows multiple tenant ap-
plication instances defined as Jobs at Figure 4.2. These applications run concurrently within 
virtual machines on each single computer. The resources are dynamically partitioned shar-
ing available physical hardware such as: CPU, storage, memory, and network devices. Each 
Node model has been designed to support the virtualisation layer management performed 
by hypervisor. 
The Hypervisor has been modeled as special type of application. It is a container 
of applications, more precisely virtual machines. Main responsibilities for hypervisors are 
managing available physical resources, creating new virtual machines, releasing resources 
when virtual machines has finished, and scheduling operations performed by jobs running 
into virtual machines. 
Figure 4.3 represents the internal structure of a node from a virtualisation perspective. 
The bottom area represents the physical resources: CPUs, memory, hard disk drives and 
network cards, that are described previously at Section 3. 2. 
Middle area of schema shows the virtualization layer, being the hypervisor the core of 
the model because it controls all the accesses to physical devices. All the operations issued 
by applications has to be scheduled passing through the hypervisor. Four parts composes 
on the hypervisor model: the storage manager, the network manager, the memory manager, 
and the CPU manager. Each manager handles a specific type of operations, depending on 
the resources that are requested by applications: the storage manager controls instructions 
issued to the storage devices; the network manager administers the communication between 
nodes; the memory manager supervises the input/ output operations to main memory de-
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Figure 4.3: Global schema of the virtualisation model in iCanCloud 
vice; finally, the CPU manager controls requests to perform computational accesses. These 
managers handle the amount of resources previously assigned to virtual machines are is-
sued by requests. In order to control physical resources that have been assigned to virtual 
machines, each manager is specialized by a scheduler. These schedulers are responsible for 
priorising the accesses from virtual machine requests to the hardware layer. When several 
requests arrive at same manager simultaneously, the hypervisor selects the request or re-
quests that will be performed by it scheduling policy. The requests that are not selected 
by scheduler, are enqueued until enough physical resources will be released. 
Virtual machines are at the top layer of the virtualisation schema. A virtual machine 
is a set of physical resources purchased by tenants to launch applications. Currently appli-
cations and operative systems have been designed to run directly on bare-metal hardware, 
assuming that they fully 'own' the computer hardware. This schema has been adapted to 
the virtual machine simulation model, isolating user applications and its operative systems 
from node internals. Virtual machine model provides to tenants the total functionality of 
a complete computing node, but lacking of physical resources. Therefore, the operating 
system of virtual machines is mapped directly to the hypervisor. This entails that when a 
tenant application performs a request for resources, it passes through the operating system 
of the virtual machine, being redirected to a concrete hypervisor manager depending of 
the physical devices demanded by application. From tenants and applications perspective, 
when a request passes through the operating system it accesses directly to the physical 
resources. However, virtual machines only see the amount of physical resources that were 
assigned by hypevisor. 
Users may create and customize hypervisor scheduling policies. Besides, manager inter-
nals and the methodology to create new management policies for node devices is described 
to each hypervisor manager. 
4.2.1 Modelling hy pervisor CPU management 
The hypervisor CPU management is responsible for selecting a CPU core to execute in-
coming compute requests from tenant applications. It is divided in two parts: hypervisor 
CPU manager and hypervisor CPU scheduler. While hypervisor CPU manager is respon-
sible for the background of the CPU management, performing tasks such as to separate 
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(prioritise) between tenants and system requests, the CPU scheduler may be modeled using
the hypervisor API, handling tenant application requests, and managing the CPU cores
states. The basic idea to supply flexibility to the hypervisor model, consists on providing
an API allowing to users modeling existent scheduling strategies, and creating new ones.
Figure 4.4 shows the set of methods provided by hypervisor CPU scheduler. For the sake
of clarity, only the most relevant functions are listed.
1 i n t hyperv isor_cores_quant i ty ( ) ;
2 long i n t hypervisor_get_maxSpeed ( ) ;
3 long i n t hypervisor_get_currentSpeed ( i n t coreIndex ) ;
4 i n t hypervisor_number_of_states ( ) ;
5 i n t hypervisor_get_core_state ( i n t coreIndex ) ;
6 double hypervisor_get_cpu_power ( ) ;
7 double hypervisor_get_cpu_energy ( ) ;
8 void hypervisor_core_change_state ( i n t coreIndex , i n t s t a t ePo s i t i o n ) ;
Figure 4.4: Hypervisor CPU scheduling API
Operations from this API can be grouped by two subsets. The first one groups oper-
ations to check CPU physical features from processing unit:
• hypervisor_cores_quantity obtains the total number of cores that build-in the control
processing unit. This information allows to calculate which will be the core selected
by the scheduling policy to perform a computational request.
• hypervisor_get_maxSpeed needs to receive which core is the focus of the operation.
It returns the maximum speed that the core can reach to perform computational
operations. The maximum speed of a core is measured as the highest number of
Instructions Per Tick (in short, IPT) that a core is able to execute at 100% of its
computing power.
• hypervisor_get_currentSpeed needs a core as parameter. It returns the current IPTs
that selected core is able to perform.
The second group is designed to check CPU energy measurements, performance states,
historical data of energy consumed, and to change the state of the core.
• hypervisor_number_of_states allows to know the performance states that a core
may reach to execute a computational request. Therefore, the states of a core can
be modified or completely redefined by users, modeling their own energy features for
different models of CPU, as it is described at Section 3.3.
• hypervisor_get_core_state needs the core that will be the focus of the operation. It
returns the performance state position at energy states structure. This information
allows to the scheduler to perform decisions depending of the power consumption
that the system is supplying to the core.
• hypervisor_cores_power and hypervisor_cores_energy are connected to the energy
meter. These methods allow to know the energy measurements from CPU devices.
The first operation allows to know the instant power that the CPU is wasting to feed
the device. Moreover, second one obtains the amount of energy that CPU have been
consumed from the beginning of a simulation experiment.
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• hypervisor_core_changeState changes the state of the core coreIndex. This operation
is the unique that modify the state of the CPU. It needs the core index that is the
focus of the operation, and the state that will be its new performance state. Moreover,
the performance state of a core may be modified by CPU scheduler depending on
the workload. Therefore it is scheduler responsibility to select the correct states if a
change is performed.
In order to exhibit how to implement a scheduling policy for virtualising the CPU,
besides two different strategies for managing CPU requests in a virtualized node are showed.
Concretely, the credit strategy and pools of CPUs. Both strategies has been modeled using
the CPU hypervisor API.
Modelling the credit based CPU policy
The credit scheduler is CPU scheduler designed to minimize the CPU sharing fairly between
requests for virtual resources proposed by Xen Project [29]. Xen Project is an enterprise
that provides the open-source virtualisation solution Xen hypervisor, including the credit
CPU scheduler as scheduling policy. Xen hypervisor is capable for virtualising ARM, x86-
64, and x86 instructions, running over standard guest OS like Linux, Windows, and Solaris.
Credit CPU policy has been designed to minimize the wasted CPU time by having
computing resources always working. The scheduler defines an abstraction level for the
virtual resources requested by virtual machines as virtual CPUs (vCPU in short). Each
virtual machine is owner of a vCPU that are managed by physical CPUs (pCPU in short).
The pCPUs structure consists on a source of computing power and a local run queue of
runnable vCPUs sorted by priority. Those priorities are sorted by Domains. Furthermore,
between all domains, it exists a management domain, also known as driver domain or
Domain 0, depicting basically a virtual machine with high level permissions accessing
the hypervisor. It can perform extra operations such as the creation, destruction, and
configuration of virtual machines.
Xen credit CPU policy has been modeled by three main states: when a request for
resources arrives at CPU manager (see Algorithm 1), when a request has been computed
and it returns from the CPU (see Algorithm 2), and when credits are burned and a compute
request is sent to the CPU (see Algorithm 3).
Algorithm 1 exhibits the main structures creation and management due to the arrival
of an application request for computing resources. The first step that credit scheduler
performs is to obtain information about the domain associated to the arrival (line 6). If it
does not exists, the domain structure is created by scheduler. Most remarkable details of
this step is the assignation of parameters cap and weight for the new domain. The credit
scheduler assigns to each domain a weight, and optionally a cap. The weight is a value for
the relative CPU allocation of a domain; a weight value of 512 will receive as much CPU
time as a domain with the default weight of 256. The cap parameter sets the absolute
amount of time limit that a domain can receive. It is expressed in hundredths of a CPU
which can be upper than 100 for multiprocessors. The importance of both values is due
to scheduler uses the weight and cap parameters to obtain the amount of credits for each
vCPU. Hence when a vCPU is executing, it is consuming credits.
Subsequently to the domain creation, the set of vCPUs are created for the correspond-
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Algorithm1CPUCreditbasedpolicy-Computerequestfromapplication
Require: CoreshookedaspCPUstructure.
Ensure: Eachcorehasaninitialisedlocalrunqueue.
1:Let hypervisor_cores_maxSpeed()
2:Let hypervisor_cores_quantity()
3:Let message.getVmId()
4:Let message.getUserId()
5:if( )then
6: if( existsDomain( ))then
7: getNumberCPUs( )
8: vCPUSpeed( )
9: CreatetheDomainstructure
10: createDomain( )
11: .credit (-(1«30))
12: .cap (
13: .weight 256
14: for( to )do
15: .name ( )
16: .Domain
17: .tSlice 30ms
18: .lastUpdate (-1)
19: .pCPU get_pCPU_with_less_domains()
20: .Priority IDLE
21: insert( , )
22: endfor
23: insert( , )
24: endif
25:
26: if( )then
27: if( .credit (-<(1«30)))then
28: .credit .weight
29: endif
30: .tSlice 30ms
31: if( .Priority==BOOST)then
32: .Priority UNDER
33: else
34: .Priority BOOST
35: endif
36: else
37: vCPUminLoad( )
38: endif
39: enqueue( , )
40: insertOrderedRunQ( , )
41:endif
ingvirtualmachine(line14).ThevCPUneedsanameanddomainparameterstoidentify
it,andasetofparameterstoknowitsstateinordertoprioritizeoperationsbetweenvirtual
machinesrequests.
vCPUpriorityvalueisIDLE(line20)duetothesimulatormanagementstructure.
SimulationmodelrequiresastatethatrepresentsthemanagementphaseforthevCPU
recentlydefined,andwaitingtoexecuteaCPUloadmessage.Theprioritiesestablished
byXencreditschedulerareclassifiedintoactiveandnon-active.Activesprioritiescanbe
OVERandUNDER,representingavCPUthatdonotexceededthepreviousassigned
shareofCPUresources(tSliceparameter)byperiod.Otherwise,whenanon-activevCPU
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isexecuted,itisinsertedatrunqueueofapCPUsettingitsprioritytoBOOST,which
maintainsitastheheadoftherunqueue,overvCPUswithprioritiesofUNDERand
OVER(line31).
OncetheDomainandvCPUsarecreated,theincomingrequestisenqueuedatpending
messagesofvCPU(line39),andthevCPUisenqueuedintoapCPUqueueorderedby
credit(line40).
SecondstateofcreditschedulermodelsacomputedrequestarrivalfromtheCPUto
thehypervisor(seeAlgorithm2).Thisphaseshowstheschedulingdecisionsperformed
dependingoftheavailabilityofthecredits,thetimeslice,ortheincomingmessagecom-
pletion.
Algorithm2CPUCreditbasedpolicy-MessagearrivalfromCPU
1:if( _ )then
2: Let get_vCPU( .getVmId())
3: Let getDomain( .getUserId())
4: Let identifyCore( )
5: false
6: if(finishCompute( ))then
7: hypervisor_return_message( )
8: if( hasPendingMessages( ))then
9: if( .pCPU )then
10: migrate_vCPU( , .pCPU)
11: endif
12: .Priority
13: insertToIdle_vCPU( )
14: ChangethestateoftheDomainifalvCPUsareIDLE
15: if( , .Priority= )then
16: migrate_vCPU( , .pCPU)
17: endif
18: endif
19: else
20: burnCredit( , )
21: if( .credit 0)then
22: .credit (-1)
23: .Priority OVER
24: endif
25: if( 0)then
26: enqueue( , )
27: setMessageToExecute( ,getMessageHead( ))
28: endif
29: .tSlice 30ms
30: if( .Priority==BOOST)then
31: .Priority UNDER
32: endif
33: pushBackRunQ( , )
34: execute_pCPU_head(getMessageHead( )
35: endif
36:endif
FirstactionconsistsinsetthepCPUthathascomputedthemessageasfreeatline5.
Afterwards,therearetwopossibilitiesdependingifthemessagehastotalyfinished,orif
ithasconsumedthetimesliceassignedbyschedulertobeperformed.Inthecasethat
therequesthasbeencompletelyperformed,theschedulerreturnstheexecutionresultsto
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the application that demanded for computing services (see line 7). Therefore, if vCPU has
pending messages, the process to restructure vCPUs priorities is initiated before a new
request will be chosen to be computed.
Moreover, if the message has been dislodged before its completion, the scheduler ini-
tiates a process to burn credits (see line 20). It is described at third phase, Algorithm 3.
In addition, if the vCPU wasted all its credits, its priority turns into OVER state.
Otherwise, if message slice is over, it is enqueued at last of vCPU messages. Subse-
quently, new message selection to be computed is the head of vCPU queue (see line 27).
Once a vCPU is scheduled, it receives a new time slice of 30ms.
Finally, the vCPU owner of incoming message is positioned at last position of pCPU
running queue (line 33). Therefore, the head of pCPU is chosen to perform one of its
messages. As a consequence, if there is more real CPU available than the demanding user
domains, all domains get all the CPU they want. When there is contention, which means
that the domains in aggregate want more CPU than actually exists, the scheduler arbitrates
fairly between the domains that requires CPU.
The Algorithm 3 exhibits four main processes internals: the credits burning (line 1),
the migration of vCPUs from a busy pCPU to a free pCPU (line 14), and finally the
migration process to return a vCPU to its original pCPU (line 22).
The pCPU run queues are sorted by domain priorities, in fact vCPU priority rather
than credit. On each pCPU, no matter what scheduling decision is made during the common
path of the scheduler, the next vCPU is picked off from the head of the run queue. As a
vCPU runs, it consumes credits of 100 every 10ms (line 11).
If a pCPU does not find a vCPU priority UNDER at its local run queue, a vCPU
allocated into other pCPU run queue is migrated to be executed on it (see line 14). This is
a mechanism for load balancing that guarantees a fair share of computing resources to all
virtual machines. Moreover, when a pCPU changes its state to IDLE, the scheduling policy
checks the local running queues from other pCPUs. If there is an overloaded vCPU, it will
be migrated to a pCPU local run queue at idle state, as it is shown at line 18. This avoid
the possibility of maintain a pCPU at IDLE state while may be runnable work waiting for
executing at system.
Furthermore, when a pCPU reach IDLE state, a process to return the vCPUs to their
initial pCPUs begins (line 22). When a vCPU is at OVER state, and its pCPU allocation is
not the pCPU initial allocation, it is moved to the pCPU owner of it. This action allows to
equilibrate the system as the original scheduling calculations, avoiding extra operations to
recalculate new allocations of vCPUs, dealing with situations like an overhead of incoming
messages.
When the time slice of a running vCPU expires, if this vCPU is still runnable, it will
be put after all other vCPUs of equal priority to it (see lines 20 and 29).
Modelling the pools of CPU policy
Xen 4.2 offers a scheduling policy known as CPU pools. The main idea of this policy
consists in grouping the processing units as different pools. These pools may be configured
by users, modifying a set of configuration parameters to define their own scheduling policies.
Moreover, logical CPU allocation into a concrete pool is performed dynamically. Therefore,
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Algorithm3CPUCreditbasedpolicy-Burncreditsandexecute
1:Let[ ] emptyqueuetoalocateidleandoffcores.
2:Let[ ] queuetoalocatedomainswithmorethanonependingrequeststoexecute.
3: Burncreditsevery10ms
4:for( to )do
5: get_pCPU()
6: GetidlestructuresatpCPUandoverloadedcoresduetovCPUs.
7: if((hypervisor_get_core_state()==IDLE) (hypervisor_get_core_state()==OFF))then
8: [ ]
9: else
10: getExecuting_vCPU( )
11: burnCredit( , )
12: endif
13:endfor
14: migratevCPUsoverloadedtopCPUqueuesatidlestate
15:while(([ ].size()>0) ([ ].size()>0))do
16: [ ].pop()
17: [ ].pop()
18: migrate_vCPU( , )
19: setMessageToExecute( ,getMessageHead( ))
20: insertOrderedRunQ( , )
21:endwhile
22: returnvCPUstotheirinitialpCPU
23:for( to )do
24: foral( .runQueue)do
25:
26: if( .priority==OVER) ( )then
27: migrate_vCPU( , )
28: setMessageToExecute( ,getMessageHead( ))
29: insertOrderedRunQ( , )
30: endif
31: endfor
32:endfor
avirtualmachineisonlyassignedtoonepool,butitcanbemovedfromonepooltoother.
ThepoolsofCPUpolicyoffersaccessestoanisolatednumberofCPUsbyasetof
VMs.Inspiteofprovidersmayincrementthepriceofrentedresourcesusingthisscheduling
model,clientshavetheguaranteeforaccessinganexclusivesetofphysicalresources.This
providestousersQoSbenefits,havingthepossibilityforselectingtheirownscheduling
parameterssuchasthetime-slice,rate-limit,ordifferentschedulingpoliciesfortheirhired
resources.Forexample,aclientwithsixvirtualCPUsmayrenttheequivalentfortwo
coresinordershareitscomputingpoweronlybyhisVMs.
Whenauserappearsatsystem,apoolofCPUsiscreatedtohim.Thus,theset
ofCPUsthathepaidforwilbebookedandlocatedashispool. Moreover,eachpool
scheduleronlymanagethecoresathispool.Themodelforthepoolsofcpuscheduling
policyispresentedatAlgorithm4.
Poolsschedulingmodelhasbeendividedintotwomainfunctionalitiesdependingon
therequirementsofthearrivalrequest.Botharethepoolscreation(line9),andtheactions
performedwhenarequestdemandingforcomputationalpowerarrives(line35).Thefirst
one,thepoolscreation,needstoensurethatthenumberofrequestedpoolscanbesupplied
byphysicalsystem(seeline12).Itisresponsibilityofthehypervisortocontroltheavailable
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Algorithm4CPUpoolsschedulingpolicy
Require: AnewoperationpoolCreation.
Ensure: Whenapoolcreationisrequested,itisresponsibilityofthehypervisortocontrolthatthereare
atleasttheresourcesrequestedbytenant
1:Let hypervisor_cores_quantity()
2:Let Emptyvectorforalocateuserspools.
3:Let Operationfromarrivalmessage
4:Let TenantIDfromarrivalmessage
5:Let Requestedphysicalcoresfromarrivalmessage
6:Let Poolcreatedtoalocatephysicalresources,andtenantIDformanagingtheresources
fromonetenant.
7:Let VariabletoalocatethecoresatIDLEorOFFstate
MessageArrival
8: .getOperation()
9:if( poolCreation)then
10: .getUserId()
11: .getOperationSize()
12: if( )then
13: .setResult( _ _ )
14: else
15: createPool( )
16: for( to , )do
17: if( =unassigned)then
18:
19: -1
20:
21: endif
22: endfor
23: if( )then
24:
25: else
26:
27: endif
28: Configuringinternalsub-schedulerusingmessageparametersfromtenant.
29: .SchedPolicy getSchedPolicy(message)
30: .SchedParameters getSchedParameters(message)
31: .setResult( _ _ )
32: endif
33: hypervisor_return_message( )
34:else
35: Incomingmessagerequestforcompute.
36: .getUserId()
37: .getVmId()
38: 0
39: for(= to , .tenantID )do
40: get_vCores( .vCores,vmID)
41: subSchedule( , , )
42: true
43: hypervisor_core_compute( , )
44: endfor
45: if( )then
46: .setResult( _ )
47: hypervisor_return_message( )
48: endif
49:endif
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physical cores in order to distribute the computational power.
Afterwards, the pools creation begins by the pools selection, grouping the unassigned
cores to pick up the quantity requested by tenant (see line 16). The number of requested
cores are allocated in a structure that is identified by using the tenant unique identification
(tenantID) to his pool. Besides, the core is set that it owns to the tenant (line 20).
Moreover, if the tenant could have any other pool at same node, the new pool is joined
to previously purchased pools at preceding scheduling executions (line 23).
Finally, last actions performed to create a pool consists on the scheduling policy con-
figuration. The user may choose his own scheduling policy by defining some parameters
obtained from the incoming message (line 28).
Second functionality consists in processing a message arrival that demands for com-
putational resources. The aim of this case is to find the tenant pool between the existent
ones, selecting one core to execute the request (line 39). This selection depends of the
selected policy defined by user. It is represented at algorithm by subSchedule operation
at line 41. Note that the function subSchedule mask the tenant scheduling policy for his
pool. Therefore this scheduling policy has to choose the core where the message will be
computed.
4.2.2 Modelling hypervisor memory management
The memory virtualised by hypervisor involves sharing the physical system memory by
dynamically allocation of virtual machines requirements. Hence it is necessary to ensure
that each virtual machine will have the amount of memory it requires, guaranteeing a cor-
rect functioning of the virtualization layer. The hypervisor is the responsible for providing
to each VM an adequate amount of memory. But it is also responsible to do not assign
more memory to a VM than it really needs. An excessive memory reservation for each VM
limits directly the quantity of VMs that hypervisor is able to allocate on the same server,
and it can even have a negative impact on its performance.
Alternatively, the physical memory defined by VM image is not entirely available to its
usage. The memory management model include elements based on the overhead due to the
virtualization layer. The memory overhead model may be customized by users depending
on real hypervisor models. It is composed by the amount of memory needed by hypervisor
software to be run at system, that will be different depending on the deployed services;
the amount of memory needed for hosting the operative system at root partition, that
hypervisor may use for its own application management, allowing the possibility to run
extra applications or extend VM memory in the parent partition; and finally an amount of
memory representing the overhead that a VM needs to be deployed at system. Each VM
performed in a server needs to reserve a small quantity of memory representing integration
services and virtualization-processes. This is about 32MB of memory each GB of RAM
that a virtual machine image requires to be allocated by hypervisor.
The level detail of the hypervisor memory virtualization may be customised by users
in order to create new management models or modifying existing ones. Therefore, the
hypevisor memory API has been modeled for managing memory operations. Most relevant
methods are listed at Figure 4.5:
Operations from this API can be grouped by two subsets. First subset groups opera-
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1 double hypervisor_get_total_physical_memory ( ) ;
2 double hypervisor_get_available_physical_memory ( ) ;
3 double hypervisor_get_total_VM_memory ( i n t vmID) ;
4 void hypervisor_set_total_VM_memory ( i n t vmID, double newAmount) ;
5 double hypervisor_get_total_VM_memory ( i n t vmID) ;
6 void hypervisor_set_available_VM_memory ( i n t vmID, double newAmount) ;
7 double hypervisor_memory_power ( ) ;
8 double hypervisor_memory_energy ( ) ;
Figure 4.5: Hypervisor memory scheduling API
tions to check physical features of memory device. These operations are described before:
• hypervisor_get_total_physical_memory returns the total amount of memory (in
Mega Bytes) that the physical server has built-in.
• hypervisor_get_available_physical_memory obtains the quantity of available mem-
ory from the physical memory system of the node. This operation is allows to calculate
if a VM may be deployed at the server. This operation has not setter associated due to
the information is extracted directly from the physical memory model. It is physical
memory model responsibility to manage correctly the available physical memory.
• hypervisor_get_total_VM_memory operation is analog to obtain the physical mem-
ory but directly oriented to a VM. Due to this fact, the identifier from the VM to
obtain the result is required.
• hypervisor_set_total_VM_memory sets the maximum amount of physical memory
that the VM with identifier vmID has available to perform IO operations.
• hypervisor_get_available_VM_memory returns the amount of free memory that a
VM has for performing operations when the operation is invoked. It is required the
VM identifier to locate the VM from hypervisor structures.
• hypervisor_set_available_VM_memory sets the total quantity of physical memory
reserved for a VM. This operation does not set an amount of memory major then
the total size of the memory defined at VM image. It is commonly used when IO
operations have been performed.
Moreover, the hypervisor needs to manage directly the VMs memory usage patterns.
Those parameters are collected into memoryCells structure. Each memory cell collects the
virtual machine usage of the physical memory. The model of the basic memory cell allocates
an identifier for VM, the total physical memory defined by VM image, and the amount
of memory available for a VM. But memory cell model can be extended by users in order
perform new memory scheduling policies. Therefore, operations from the memory API that
actuate directly on memory settings of virtual machines use memory cell structures.
The second group has been modeled to obtain memory power consumption, and his-
torical data of energy consumed by this device.
• hypervisor_memory_power performs a request to the energy meter in order to obtain
the power that memory modules are consuming at a concrete instant.
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• hypervisor_memory_energy obtains the total energy wasted at system server by
the physical memory system. This value is obtained from the energy meter, that
maintains the historical data of the energy consumed by memory modules.
Two techniques have been modeled to hypervisor memory management: static memory
and dynamic memory. Both simulation models have been performed using the hypervisor
memory API. They are exhibited at Algorithm 5, and Algorithm 6 respectively.
Modelling static memory management
The static memory model defines an amount of memory for each virtual machine. It ensures
the amount of memory defined by VM image for each VM, but it does not allow to resize
the quantity of memory depending on the requirements of the applications. This entails
the impossibility oversize the quantity of hosted VMs, which is limited by the amount of
physical memory of the server. Therefore, when a server is full, if hypervisor try to allocate
new VMs, this process fails returning an out of memory error. There is no possibility to
resize the VMs memory allocation. The only solution to reduce the existing VM memory
allocation, consists in edit the memory features of each VM, save its state, and reboot the
server.
The simulation model of hypervisor memory static management is exhibited at Algo-
rithm 5. It has been divided into three main functionalities depending on requirements of
incoming requests: to set a new VM at system (line 6), to erase a VM from the system
(line 19), and finally to perform an I/O operation (line 26). The first one, when a virtual
machine attempts to be linked to the system, the model checks if the physical memory has
enough capacity to allocate the new VM. Therefore, if the VM allocation process begins, an
amount of memory is demanded due to the requirements for virtualising services of the VM
(line 10). As consequence, a new message is sent to the physical memory system in order
to perform the allocation of resources. Besides, memory model sets the operation results
into the incoming message. The message is returned to the demanding entity notifying the
operation finalization status.
The second case, when the arrival message is related to a VM unset operation (see
line 19), the memory model releases the amount of memory that virtual machine is using
from physical system. Afterwards, internal memory structure is erased and initial message
returned to its owner.
Finally, if an I/O operation is requested (see line 26), it could be a memory release
operation or a memory allocate operation. If the operation consists on allocating an amount
of memory, the memory available of the VM is decreased. By contrary, if it is required to
release memory from the physical system, the memory available of the VM is increased
the amount of memory requested by incoming message, before to send it to the physical
resources.
Modelling dynamic memory management
The goal of cloud computing systems is to maximize the physical resources utilization. This
impact directly on the memory system, lowering the margins between available physical
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Algorithm5Hypervisorstaticmemorymodel
Require: Amessagearrival( )
1:Let hypervisor_get_available_physical_memory()
2:Let =32MBperGBofpredefinedmemoryreservationforvirtualizationservices
3: .getVmId()
4: .getOperation()
5: .getOperationSize()
6:if( _ )then
7: if( > )then
8: hypervisor_set_total_VM_memory( , )
9: hypervisor_set_available_VM_memory( , - )
10: alocateanamountofmemoryforvirtualizedresources
11: .setOperation( _ )
12: .setOperationSize( )
13: hypervisor_send_to_memory( )
14: .setResult( _ _ )
15: else
16: .setResult( _ _ )
17: endif
18: hypervisor_return_message( )
19:elseif( _ )then
20: .setOperation( _ )
21: (hypervisor_get_total_VM_memory( )-hypervisor_get_available_VM_memory( ))
22: .setOperationSize( )
23: hypervisor_send_to_memory( )
24: hypervisor_unset_vm( );
25: hypervisor_return_message( )
26:else
27: hypervisor_get_available_VM_memory( )
28: if( _ )then
29: hypervisor_set_available_VM_memory( , - )
30: hypervisor_send_to_memory( )
31: elseif( _ )then
32: if( > )then
33: hypervisor_set_available_VM_memory( , + )
34: hypervisor_send_to_memory( )
35: else
36: .setResult( _ _ )
37: hypervisor_return_message( )
38: endif
39: endif
40:endif
memoryandvirtualizedmemory.Therefore,techniqueslikememoryover-commitmentis
stilafundamentalfeatureofvirtualizedinfrastructures.
DynamicmemorytechniqueletstoVMstoconsumememorydynamicalydepending
onperformingapplications.Theybecomedynamicworkloadswhichrequiretobehan-
dledbythecloudsysteminordertodeliverthebestapplicationperformance.Moreover,
dynamicworkloadscreatestrade-offsbetweenperformance-densityofVMs.Inorderto
improvethistrade-offthedynamicmemorymanagement,alsodefinedasdynamicmem-
oryoptimization,memoryovercommit,ormemorybalooning,isadoptedbyhypervisors.
ThehypervisorautomaticalyadjustthememoryofrunningVMs,maintaininganstatic
memoryrangethatguaranteestheperformance,andalowingahighdensityofVMsper
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server.Thedynamicmemorymanagementtechniquehasbeenmodeledforthehypervisor
memorymanager,asitisexhibitedinAlgorithms6and7.
Algorithm6Hypervisordynamicmemorymodel-setandunsetVMcases
Require: Amessagearrival
1:Let =AnextendedmemoryceltocontrollogicalandphysicalVMdata
2:Let =VectortoalocateVMsmemoryusagedataarealocated
3:Let hypervisor_get_available_physical_memory()
4: .getVmId()
5: .getOperation()
6: .getOperationSize()
7:if( _ )then
8: calculate_logical_minimum( )
9: if( > )then
10: .id
11: .logical_max
12: .logical_min
13: .physical_busy
14: .mem_buffer 0
15: .insert( )
16: alocateanamountofmemoryforvirtualizedresources
17: .setOperation( _ )
18: .setOperationSize( )
19: hypervisor_send_to_memory( )
20: .setResult( _ _ )
21: else
22: .setResult( _ _ )
23: endif
24: hypervisor_return_message( )
25:elseif( _ )then
26: freetheamountofphysicalmemoryusedby
27: .search( )
28: .setOperation( _ )
29: .setOperationSize( .physical_busy)
30: hypervisor_send_to_memory( )
31: .erase( );
32: hypervisor_return_message( )
33:else
34: ..
35:endif
Dependingonthefunctionalities,dynamicmemorymodelhasbeendivideddepending
ontheoperationrequiredbyrequests:theoperationtosetanewVMathypervisorsystem
(Algorithm6,line6),toeraseaVMfromthesystem(Algorithm6,line19),andfinalyto
performanI/Ooperation(referencedatAlgorithm6,line33,butdescribedatAlgorithm
7).Thismodelrequirestoextendthememorycel modeltoalocatetheminimumlogical
memorysizethatthehypervisormustreserveforeachVM,andabuffersizeinorderto
controlapplicationsthatrequestformoreresourcesthantheyhaveassigned.Thememory
buffersizehastobedefinedbyuseratpolicyconfiguration.Alextendedparametersare
shownfromline10toline14whereanewVMissetatsystem.
Inthecasewhereavirtualmachinedislodgedfromaserver,thescheduleroperatesas
thestaticmemorymodel.Itisremarkablethefactthatinthedynamicmodel,hypervisor
calshavebeenunmaskedinordertoclarifythefunctioningoftheextendedmemorycels.
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Algorithm7Hypervisorstaticmemorymodel-I/Ooperationcase
1: .search( )
2:if( _ )then
3: .physical_busy ( .physical_busy- )
4: if( .mem_buffer>0)then
5: ( .mem_buffer- )
6: if <0then
7: .mem_buffer 0
8: else
9: .mem_buffer
10: endif
11: hypervisor_send_to_memory( )
12: endif
13:elseif( _ )then
14: .physical_busy+
15: if( < .logical_min)then
16: .physical_busy
17: hypervisor_send_to_memory( )
18: elseif(( > .logical_min) ( < .logical_max))then
19: if( _ _ _ _ > )then
20: .physical_busy
21: hypervisor_send_to_memory( )
22: else
23: searchOversizedVM( )
24: if( .size()>0)then
25: for( to .size())do
26: FreeVMsmemorybuffersmovingthememorytostoragesystem
27: endfor
28: .physical_busy
29: hypervisor_send_to_memory( )
30: else
31: .setResult( _ _ _ )
32: hypervisor_return_message( )
33: endif
34: endif
35: else
36: if( _ _ _ _ > )then
37: .physical_busy
38: hypervisor_send_to_memory(message)
39: .mem_buffer ( .physical_busy- .logical_max)
40: else
41: .setResult( _ _ _ )
42: hypervisor_return_message( )
43: endif
44: endif
45:endif
TheI/OoperationcasehasbeenmodeledatAlgorithm7.Ithasbeendivideddepend-
ingonrequestedoperation.Ifincomingmessagerequestsforareleasingmemoryoperation
(line2),itisnecessarytoknowiftheVMhasapplicationsusingextramemory.Inorder
totestthis,thememorycelislocatedand,ifmemorybufferisused,itisreleasedfrom
it(line9).Otherwise,thememorytobereleasedispickedupfromlogicalVMmemory.
Finaly,themessageissenttothememorysystemtoperformtheoperationatphysical
memory.
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When the operation from arriving message attempts to allocate an amount of memory
data (line 13), it is necessary to know the state of VM memory. Hence, if it has enough space
at its logical partition, the operation is performed directly. Note that lines 16, 20, 28 and 37
represents same hypervisor allocation operation, hypervisor_get_available_VM_memory.
Moreover, if logical partition is full, it is necessary to know the state of physical memory.
Most remarkable state occurs when physical memory is full and there is not enough
memory to allocate the requested amount (from line 22 to line 34). It is initiated a process
to search over-sized VMs in order to obtain free memory from them, reducing their memory
buffers by moving these amounts to the local storage system.
Finally, when the server has enough physical memory but the VM logical memory is
completely full (line 36), the scheduling model uses dynamically the memory buffer for
executing successfully the operation.
4.2.3 Modelling hypervisor storage management
The hypervisor storage manager virtualises storage resources of cloud computing envi-
ronments, offering transparency to VMs. It provides uniform virtual storage devices and
services required by tenants, improving the availability, speed, and utilization of data. A
key for these improvements consists on enhance multiple disk storage systems management,
including different models, by combining their individual capabilities with extended pro-
visioning, data protection, replication, and performance acceleration services. Therefore,
both transparency and the ability to combine multiple physical disks, enables to the storage
hypervisor the benefit of hardware devices interchangeability. Storage hardware replace-
ment and substitution from underlying architecture may be performed, without altering
or interrupting virtual storage environment services.
The simulation model of hypervisor storage management allow to deploy existent
models of storage which includes direct-attached storage (in short DAS), storage area
network (SAN), network-attached storage (NAS), Unified Storage(SAN and NAS), and
not existent models.
Figure 4.6 shows an overview of the hypervisor storage manager model. It has been
simplified hindering the parameters of the operations in order to simplify the model. The
figure exhibits two major parts described in the following: management/allocation of ten-
ants storage data, and management of incoming messages.
The management of stored data by tenants is defined at Storage Cell. A storage cell
is a structure modeled to control the data set that each VM is using, and to manage the
locations of those data, offering transparency to tenants operations. There is a storage cell
for each VM, and one for the root operative system of the server.
A storage cell manages the connections to local servers and to remote storage servers. If
data from VM are not allocated at local server, the features of the connections are recorded
using remote file storage structures. Abstract_Remote_FS is responsible for managing all
IP connections, allocating pending requests before processing them. It offers the possibility
to control a variable number of IP addresses destinations for storage servers. The quantity
of IPs depends on the cloud model to storage the data.
Moreover, remote storage may divide the tenants data to be allocated at several storage
servers. Therefore it is needed to model join and spread data operations depending on the
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Figure 4.6: The hypervisor storage internals scheme 
remote storage system. The file storage type (FSType) is in charge of these operations. It 
splits incoming data storage requests before sending them to the network. By opposite, it 
collects the corresponding messages from network that represents portions of data, until 
entire data requested by an application will be built. The FSType can be customized by 
users in order to study the different storage models. 
The management of incoming messages is responsibility for the Storage Manager and 
the Storage Scheduler. These elements are linked to the VMs, concretely to the Operative 
System. When an application requests for storage resources, the process is managed by VM 
operative system internals. Besides, the request arrives to the hypervisor storage manager, 
where depending on its location, it may be redirected to local Storage Devices, or it may 
be sent the Network Manager in order to reach a remote storage server. 
Storage Scheduler model prioritizes incoming tenant requests in order to perform diffe-
rent scheduling policies. These policies select which message execute depending on param-
eters like the amount of storage used by a tenant, or the power conswnption of physical 
storage drives. In addition it is also responsible for managing the local storage devices, 
selecting the device where operations will be performed. The hypervisor storage manager 
provides an API to allow users modelling their own scheduling policies. Main operations 
of hypervisor storage API are exhibited at Figure 4. 7. 
int 
int 
int 
int 
int 
double 
double 
void 
void 
hypervisor _getPhysicalDevicesQuanti ty () ; 
hypervisor_localStorageUti l ization (s tring vmID); 
h y pervisor _remoteStorageUtilization ( string vmID); 
hypervisor_getFreeStorage ( int device Index ); 
hypervisor_getTotalSpace ( int devicelndex ); 
h y pervisor_get_storage_power ( int devicelndex); 
h y pervisor_get_storage_energy ( int devicelndex ) ; 
hypervisor _send _request_ toNIC ( message* msg) ; 
h y pervisor_send_request_ t oDisk ( message* msg , in t devicelndex ); 
Figure 4. 7: Hypervisor storage scheduling API 
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Operations from this API can be grouped by three subsets depending if the goal of
the operation is to obtain information from physical features, related to know VM storage
usage, or aimed to operate with network or physical devices.
First subset groups operations to check physical features of storage devices. These
operations are described before:
• hypervisor_getPhysicalDevicesQuantity allows to obtain the number of physical stor-
age devices that comprises the storage system of a server.
• hypervisor_getTotalSpace returns the storage size that a VM has reserved to allocate
tenant data. This quantity is defined by VM image and set into an storage control
structure at Hypervisor Storage Manager.
• hypervisor_getFreeSpace gets the amount of available space at storage system that a
tenant may use.
• hypervisor_storage_power obtains from the energy meter the amount of power that
a storage device is consuming when the operation is performed.
• hypervisor_storage_energy calculates the total amount of energy consumed by a
storage device. This information is obtained from the energy meter.
The second group comprehends operations related to control the data generated by
VMs at cloud storage system. These operations have been modeled to perform operations
such as the usage costs due to the amount of data stored by a tenant, or the performance
of storage system depending of its use. These operations are:
• hypervisor_localStorageUtilization returns the amount of storage space used by VM
to allocate data into the local server.
• hypervisor_remoteStorageUtilization obtains the amount of storage used by a VM to
allocate data into remote servers .
Finally, third set of operations groups the methods provided to redirect IO operations.
The aim of the operations are not related to the physical device operations. They have been
modeled for sending requests to different destinations:
• hypervisor_request_toNIC sends to the network manager a tenant request for per-
forming IO operations into a remote storage server.
• hypervisor_request_toDisk sends the request to a selected physical storage device to
perform IO operations. The index represents the local storage identifier where the
operation will be performed.
The storage scheduler is responsible for managing physical storage devices of the server
where hypervisor is running, and to supplying tenants requirements related to physical
resources. In order to exhibit how a storage scheduler operates, a management strategy for
operations such as a file creation, file writing, and file reading, are exhibited at Algorithm 8,
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Algorithm9,andAlgorithm10respectively.Theseshowaschedulingmodelthatfolowsa
firstcomefirstserve(FCFS)policyontenantrequests.Moreoveralrequestsareperformed
tosamephysicaldeviceuntilitwilnotbeabletoalocatemoredata.Thisschemehas
drawbacksonperformanceandreliabilityofdata,butithasalowerenergyconsumption.
Algorithm8Hypervisorschedulingscheme-filecreationmodel
Require: Thenodehasseveralstoragediskswithoutdistinctionbetweenthem
Ensure: EachVMhasreservedanamountofphysicalstorageatcreationprocessdefinedbyVMimage
1:Let .getVmId()
2:Let .getOperationSize()
3:if( .getOperation() _ )then
4: if( .isLocalStorage())then
5: if(hypervisor_getTotalSpace( ))>(hypervisor_getFreeSpace( )+ )then
6: hypervisor_getPhysicalDevicesQuantity()
7: getStorageCel( )
8: for( 0to[ ].size(), )do
9: if( _ > )then
10: hypervisor_storage_request( , )
11: .file .getFileName()
12: .KB
13: .StorageServers
14: .alocation i
15: .fileControl.insert( )
16: =true
17: endif
18: endfor
19: else
20: .setResult( _ _ )
21: hypervisor_return_message( )
22: endif
23: else
24: userInfo getStorageCel( )
25: hypervisor_getIPs(userInfo, .getFileName())
26: for( 0to .size())do
27: .dup()
28: hypervisor_request_toNIC( )
29: endfor
30: endif
31:endif
Algorithm8showstheschedulingschemeforatenantfilecreation. Whenamessage
arrivesathypervisorstoragemanager,theschedulingmodelhasdifferentflowsdepending
ofitsdestination:localstorage(line4)orremoteservers(line23).Ifthefilecreationwil
beperformedatlocalstorage,theschedulertestifthevirtualmachinehasenoughspace
toalocatethenewfile(line5).Otherwise,thehypervisorreturnstheincomingrequestto
thedemandingapplication,notifyingthatVMhasnotenoughstoragespaceavailableto
performtherequiredoperation(line21).
InthecasethattheVMhasavailablespacetoperformtheoperation,thescheduler
searchesthestoragecelrelatedtotheVMthatisperformingtheapplicationtoalocate
thenewfilestructure(line7).Afilestructurealocatesaldataidentificationforaconcrete
file(linesfrom11to15).Thesestructuresaremanagedbyhypervisorstoragemanager
controlingwherefilestructuresoftenantarelocated.Theschedulingmodelselectsfirst
physicaldevicethathasenoughfreespacetoperformtheapplicationrequest.
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Ifthecreationofthefilewilbeperformedatremoteservers(line23),schedulerlocate
theIPsbelongingtothedataserversthathypervisorselectsforstoringfiles.TheseIPs
areassignedbyCloudManagerScheduler.Thus,dependingonthecloudstoragemodel,
thequantityofdataserversmaybevariable.Finalytheincomingrequestisduplicated
andsenttoeachdataserver(line27).Eachdatastorageserverthatalocatespartialyor
totalyafileneedstocreateanentrytoidentifyit.Thisentryconsistsonfilefeaturessuch
as:tenantowner,VMidentifierfromfilewascreated,anduniquefileidentifier.
Algorithm9Hypervisorschedulingscheme-filewritingmodel
1:if( .Operation _ )then
2: userInfo getStorageCel( .getVmId())
3: userInfo.fileControl.searchFile( .getFileName())
4: .StorageServers
5: if( .size() )then
6: userInfo.split( )
7: splitgeneratesanumRequests
8: for( 0to .size())do
9: hypervisor_request_toNIC( .popMessage())
10: endfor
11: userInfo.pendingMessages .size()
12: else
13: .alocation
14: hypervisor_storage_request( , )
15: endif
16:endif
Algorithm9reflectstheflowofoperationsthatthestorageschedulerperformsfor
awritingoperationrequest. Whenanoperationisidentifiedaswritefileoperation,the
schedulersearchtheinformationrelatedtothefilethatwilbewritten(line3).Ifthe
internalstructureassociatedtothefilecontainsasetofstorageservers,itrepresentsthat
thefilewasalocatedintoremoteservers(line5).Dependingonthenumberofservers
wherethefilewascreated,andtheFSTypemodeldescribedatFigure4.6,thesizethat
wilbewrittenissplitedtobesentbyhypervisortothenetworkinordertoreachthedata
storageservers.
Thestoragecelshaveaparametertocontrolthequantityofpendingrequeststhathas
beensenttotheservers.Thisfeaturealowstowaitfortheresultsoftheoperationsbefore
tonotifytothedemandingapplicationthefinalresultofthewritingprocess.Moreover,
whenthenumberofrequestsgeneratedtowriteafileismajorthanthenumberofservers,
thisschedulerhasbeenmodeledtocontrolnetworkcongestion,avoidingtosendtodata
servermessagesuntilthepreviousonesreachitsdestination.
Finaly,ifthefilewilbewrittenatlocaldevices,thefilestructurefromstoragecel
containstheinformationtolocatephysicaldeviceindexwherethefilewascreated(line13).
Besides,thehypervisorsendstherequesttothecorrespondingphysicaldevice.
Algorithm10describesthemainschemeforafilereadingoperation.Firstly,thefile
informationaboutitslocationisacquiredtoanalyseiffilewascreatedatlocalstorage
devicesorintoaremoteserver(line2).Dependingiffileentryhasstorageserversassociated
toit,theschedulerdistinguishbetweenlocalorremotealocation.
Whenafilehasbeenlocatedatremotestorageservers(line5),itisnecessaryto
requestthedatatotheserverswhereitwassplited-up.Toperformthistask,thescheduler
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Algorithm10Hypervisorschedulingscheme-filereadingmodel
1:if( .Operation _ )then
2: userInfo getStorageCel( .getVmId())
3: userInfo.fileControl.searchFile( .getFileName())
4: .StorageServers
5: if( .size() )then
6: .pendingFileSize .KB
7: joinwaitsuntilalrequeststhatcompletethefilearriveswherenumRequests
8: for( 0to .size()-1)do
9: hypervisor_request_toNIC( .dup())
10: endfor
11: hypervisor_request_toNIC( )
12: else
13: .alocation
14: hypervisor_storage_request( , )
15: endif
16:endif
calculatesthenumberofrequeststoobtainthecompletefile.Thestoragecelalocates
eachincomingmessagesizeassociatedtothefilerequestedatpendingFileSize.Thisalows
tocontrolthecompletionoftheoperation(line6).Finaly,acopyoftheoriginalrequest
issenttoeachdataserver.
Inthecasethatthefilewascreatedatlocalspace(line12),theschedulerobtainsthe
physicalstorageindexwhereitwasstored.Besidesincomingrequestisperformedtothis
deviceforreadingthefile.
4.2.4 Modelinghypervisornetwork management
Networkvirtualizationisacorepartforcloudcomputingenvironments.Acomputernet-
workbeginswithaNICathostserver.Itisconnectedtoalayer2(L2inshort)segment
providingcapabilitiessuchasEthernetand WiFi.L2segmentsinturnareconnectedusing
switches,designingaL2networkwhichmaybeapartofasubnetlayer3(inshortL3)
network.SeveralL3networksarelinkedusingrouters,thatconsistsonthekeyofthe
Internet.Commonly,aITdatacentermayhaveseveralL2andL3networks.
EachnodehasitsownphysicalIPaddress(pIPinshort)alowingtoroutethepackages
fromtenantapplicationstotheNICinordertoreachanotherserver.Inspiteofserver
applicationsknowthepIPaddresses,incloudcomputingenvironmentsthepIPaddresses
arehiddentotenants.ThereforewhenaVMispurchasedbyatenant,avirtualIPaddress
(vIPinshort)isassignedtothisVM,beingdifferenttopIPaddresses.Itentailsthefact
thatroutingpackagesfromseveralVMsalocatedatsameserver,eachonehavingits
ownvIP,maybeacomplicatedtasktobeperformed.Inadditionapplicationsrunningto
differentVMsatsamenodemayprovokecolisionsopeningsameports.Itisneededto
providemechanismstotranslatevirtualIPsandportstophysicalonesandvice-versa.
Thenetworkmanagermodelhasbeendesignedtosolvethisdrawbacks,providingan
internalporttranslationandnetworkaddresstranslationmechanisms.Figure4.8exhibits
theschemeincludingalpartsthatconsistsofthenetworkmanagermodel.
OneofmaintasksthatNetworkManagerperformsistoscheduleincomingmessages
fromtheOperativeSystemofVMstotheNetworkInterfaceCard. Whenatenantapplica-
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Figure 4.8: The hypervisor network internals scheme 
tion performs a network operation, it arrives at Network Manager passing through the OS. 
Besides, OS redirects the request to the network manager, where it is stored at incoming 
queue messages. Thus, enqueued messages are managed using a policy defined by Network 
Scheduler. 
Before a message will be sent to L2 segment, the manager invokes the schedulingM es-
sage operation, responsible for prioritising incoming operations. 
The API provided to schedule tenant messages is exhibited at Figure 4.9. It consists 
of operations related to obtain data from enqueued requests, to route messages, and to 
know energy measurements of NIC. 
int 
message* 
void 
void 
double 
double 
hypervisor_get_pending_requests_size () ; 
hypervisor_get_incoming_request (int index); 
hypervisor_send_request_to_net (message* msg); 
hypervisor _ send_ request_ to_ hypervisor (message* msg) ; 
hypervisor_NIC_power() ; 
hypervisor_NIC_energy (); 
Figure 4.9: Hypervisor network scheduling API 
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• hypervisor_get_pending_requests_size allows to know the quantity of messages en-
queued at pending requests queue of network manager.
• hypervisor_get_incoming_request needs to receive an index that allows to locate a
message at manager queue structure.
• hypervisor_send_request_to_net sends a message to the NIC in order to perform an
operation into another server.
• hypervisor_send_request_to_hypervisor sends a message to the local hypervisor.
This operation is provided for incoming requests from other nodes that aims to reach
the local server.
• hypervisor_NIC_power returns the power consumed by NIC. This operation links
the energy meter to obtain the energy measurements.
• hypervisor_NIC_energy allows to the manager to obtain the energy consumed by
NIC. The energy consumed is obtained from energy meter, which maintains historical
energy data consumed by NIC.
Moreover, main manager responsibility is for controlling and translating both virtual
IP addresses and ports requested by VMs to physical ones, and vice-versa. This IP/Port
translation allows to L2 and L3 layers to route messages, which only have the capability to
manage physical IPs and ports. As it is shown at Figure 4.8, the model has an hierarchical
structure managed by Hypervisor Network Manager, and beginning at LocalNetManager.
The LocalNetManager manages all network operations such as: listen, connect, send a
package through network, and close a connection. In the cases that incoming requests from
local VMs attempt to reach another VMs, it is needed to know the location of the server
where the destination VM is hosted. In order to obtain this information, LocalNetMan-
ager uses the Global Network Manager, that belongs to Cloud Manager, being modeled to
provide the physical IP where a VM is placed.
Furthermore, to solve collisions at ports due to the fact that several applications may
request for using the same port, a Port Addres Translation (PAT in short) technique has
been modeled. It controls the ports that VMs open and release. All information that PAT
generates is supported by User_VirtualPort_Cell structures. Each cell allocates the set of
VMs that a tenant has purchased, the virtual IPs, and the correspondence between each
virtual port that applications request with the physical port that is assigned by PAT.
4.3 Modelling the resource provisioning
As desktop and server processing capacity has consistency increased year after year, vir-
tualization has proved to be a powerful technology to simplify software development and
testing, to enable server consolidation, and to enhance data center agility and business
continuity. As it turns out, fully abstracting the operating system and applications from
the hardware, and encapsulating them into portable virtual machines, has enabled virtual
infrastructures features tolerant configurations on virtual infrastructure 24x7x365, with no
downtime needed for backups or hardware maintenance.
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Most virtualization efforts focus to maximize physical resources usage of data centers
by using different techniques. Virtualization enables existing computer systems, optimizing
data centers by reducing the number of physical machines that are needed to deploy, to
manage, and to maintain applications. Regardless of underlying architectural features,
minimizing capital expenses, operating costs, and energy consumption, it is important,
the reliability, performance, and availability of the computing services required by clients,
being the primary concerns of IT providers. Thus, techniques to balance the interests of
both users and cloud providers are improved by scientific community, like consolidating
multiple virtual servers on specific physical hardware platforms. These techniques allow to
reduce the costs of physical resources, extending its life-time, and reducing energetic costs.
Moreover, it is a hard task to find an optimal equilibrium for both sides. The deployment of
new techniques into real data centers in order to improve the trade-offs performance-energy
and efficiency-costs, may harm the QoS offered to the clients.
These trade-offs can be studied by using simulation techniques, without assuming risks
to deploy new alternatives, neither investing efforts to implement new solutions. Therefore,
the Cloud Manager has been designed for supporting and managing features to perform
these studies. Next the model is presented in detail.
4.3.1 Cloud manager model
The Cloud Manager is composed by a set of components designed to allow the manage-
ment of tenants, physical resources of computing servers/data storage servers, and evaluate
existent and new resources provisioning policies.
The main aim for the Cloud Manager model is for attending the tenants requests.
These requests are focused to purchase virtual resources as virtual machines from data
centers. In order to perform the administration of the physical infrastructures resources,
the Cloud Manager is designed following an hierarchical model in order to divide its main
responsibilities. The global schema is shown at Figure 4.10.
The model has been divided into three parts depending of its responsibility: tenants
management model, responsible for controlling tenants occurrences and its requests; data
center resources management model, in charge of supply information about the features
of devices, energy measurements, and usage of the servers; finally, resources provisioning
model, allowing to schedule physical resources utilization depending of the requirements of
the tenants, the energy consumption values, or the performance of applications.
Tenants management model
Figure 4.11 presents the main schema of tenants management by Cloud Manager. It is
mainly composed by two sub-models: Requests Manager, and Tenant Manager. Only main
operations are shown at figure for shake of clarity.
Tenants have total control to accomplish operations on their purchased VMs. However,
there is a subset of operations that needs to perform processes on the physical layer of
the data centers. These processes are encapsulated as Requests, being the tenants model
designed for its control. The requests are grouped into three types, depending on the
aim of the operation: Cloud Request related for purchasing virtual resources, such as the
creation and release of VMs; Storage Request to perform operations on cloud storage;
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Figure 4.10: Global schema of the Cloud Manager model 
VM 
o .. * 
finally Physical Resources Request to supply administration processes of system, launched 
by tenants-administrators role that aims for using the underlying architecture without 
virtualization. Nevertheless, the requests model is designed to be customized by users, 
supporting the creation of new types of requests, and the modification of the existent ones. 
The Requests Manager model receives requests from tenants. These requests are in-
serted into an internal structure awaiting to be processed. It provides operations to obtain 
and classify the stored requests, in order to ease their selection by resources scheduling 
policy. 
The Tenant Generator is in charge for creating tenants entities, simulating the real 
occurrences into a cloud computing environment. Thus, users may configure the total 
quantity of tenants that will be created, and statistical distributions defining the amount 
of time between tenant creations. 
Once a tenant is created, it is registered by the Tenant Manager. This allows to 
notify the results related to the tenants requests when they are performed. Furthermore, 
if total number of tenants creations is reached during a simulation experiment, the Tenant 
Manager receives this information by the operation generatorFinalization, allowing to the 
Cloud Manager to decide if this condition is enough to finalize the experiment. 
The layout of the Cloud Manager is the Abstract Data Center Manager model ( at Fig-
ure 4.11 Abstract DC Manager). It controls main parts that composes on the underlying 
models. This scheme allows to build on it structures to perform different resources provi-
sioning policies for computing systems, being cloud or cluster systems. Tenant Manager 
and Requests Manager are linked to it in order to be accessible by Cloud Manager. 
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#getNumPendlngRequests() : Int #deleteTenant(uld : Int) : void 
#getRequestsByPosit ion(idx : int) : Request • #getuserByld(uld : int) : AbstractTenant • 
#getRequestsByTenantlD(uld : int) : Request*[) +generatorFinalizatlon() : void 
#eraseRequest(idx : int) : void 
#eraseRequest(req : Request*) : void 
+tenant_send_request(req : Request*) : void 
#return_request(req : Request*) : void l..* 
#block_incoming_requests() : void I Tenant Generator 
#unblock_incoming_requests() : void 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Figure 4.11: Schema of the tenants management model 
Data center resources m anagement model 
The data center resources management model is based on supplying operations to control 
storage, features , and usage of underlying architectural resources that build up the data 
center. Thus, due to the necessity of having physical resources structured to be managed, 
the Machines Map is designed to admit the structure classification of computing and data 
servers. Therefore, servers are grouped as NodeSets inside the MachinesMap by the type 
of node, considering different nodes those built with at least one distinct hardware device. 
This structure allow model heterogeneous and homogeneous data centers. 
Moreover, the data center resources management model are designed sharing its re-
sponsibili ties in two blocks, allowing to perform decisions based on the underlying archi-
tectural features , completing the Abstract DC Manager model. Both entities, Resources 
Manager and Storage Manager, are linked to the Machines Map, as it is presented at Fig-
ure 4.12. Only most important operations of each entity have been showed to simplify the 
scheme. 
The Resources Manager is designed to acquire data from computing nodes and data 
storage servers. Major part of operations aimed to get information from a node are designed 
with a selection parameter (last parameter - storage : boo0, allowing the selection between 
computing and storage servers. Moreover, provided operations are classified depending if 
the characteristic to be obtained is operational or physical. Physical features are extracted 
from nodes hardware subsystems, e.g. , bandwidth of storage devices, speed of processing 
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Figure 4.12: Schema of the data center management model 
units, number of cores that build the CPUs, amount of RAM memory, IP address. By 
contrary, the operational features are related to obtain information from applications and 
VMs, e.g., quantity of VMs allocated into a server, quantity of applications, amount of 
memory busied, performance status of cores. 
The Storage Manager design is focused to support operations related to data storage 
servers. Some of these operations cannot be immediately executed due to the dependency 
of the network system. To control these processes, the Storage Manager has been designed 
for storing main data from requests into its internal structures, until their completion. 
Main operations are the creation of connections between node hosts and a set of target 
storage nodes, the release of storage nodes connections, and the deletion of tenants data 
when they abandon the system. 
R esources provisionin g m o de l 
The resources provisioning model is the core of the cloud management scheme. It selects 
the computing servers to host the VMs, and the data servers to allocate tenant data, 
depending of an user-defined heuristic. Main management responsibilities are spread over 
following blocks: Abstract DC Manager, Allocation Manager, Global Network Manager, 
Cloud Manager, and Resources Provisioning Policy, as it is showed at Figure 4.13. 
The management of tenants, requests, and the underlying architecture is responsibility 
of the Abstract DC Manager. As it is described before, it uses the Requests Manager, 
Tenants Manager, Resources Manager, and Storage Manager to orchestrate requests from 
tenants, communicating the results of the operations to them, and controlling the features 
of the servers that build up the data center. 
The Allocation Manager model is responsible for controlling the emplacement pur-
chased virtual resources by tenants as a set of VMs, in order to deploy their applications. 
It provides structures to manage computing and storage resources each tenants is using, 
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Figure 4.13: Schema of the resources provisioning management model 
allowing to release physical resources when a VMs is halted. 
The Global Network Manager, as it was described at section 4.2.4, has been modeled 
to manage the IP addresses of cloud computing environments. When a request arrives at 
network system from a virtual machine, it contains a virtual IP origin and, most of the 
cases, it is sent towards a virtual IP destination. Due to the fact that L2 and L3 simulation 
environments do not support virtual addresses translation, the model is designed to manage 
tables filled with correspondences between virtual IPs (from VMs) and physical IPs (from 
servers). 
The Cloud Manager entity has the ability for controlling all resources of cloud comput-
ing systems. It inherits all functionalities from Abstract DC Manager, allowing to control 
incoming requests from tenants aimed to obtain resources, and physical resources from 
computing and data storage servers. In addition, the links to Global Network Manager and 
Allocation Manager sets the capability for managing virtual resources. Moreover, Cloud 
Manager model has its own responsibilities, related to virtual machines management pro-
cesses. 
The Resources Provisioning Policy inherits the operations from underlying models 
to control physical resources, tenants, and virtual machines. Due to this fact, only few 
operations are needed to be implemented in order to perform different resources provision-
ing techniques. This model provides to users flexibility for customising existing resource 
provisioning policies or defining new ones. 
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4.3.2 Modelling resources provisioning techniques
Nowadays, main goals of resource provisioning techniques in cloud computing environments
are focused on providing high performance without harming users SLAs, and reaching an
efficient VMs allocation to minimise servers energy consumption. To study the improvement
of both, performance and energy efficiency, it is required the analysis of different allocation
heuristics. Therefore, the Cloud Manager export a set of operations to be completed by the
Resources Provisioning Policy in order to define the resource allocation technique. They
operations are presented at Figure 4.14.
1 Node∗ se l ec tNode ( Request∗ req ) ;
2 vector<Node∗> se l e c tS to rageNodes ( Request∗ st_req ) ;
3 vector<Node∗> remoteShutdown ( Request∗ req ) ;
4 void setupSchedu le r ( ) ;
5 void schedu le ( ) ;
6 void f i n a l i z e S c h e d u l e r ( ) ;
7 void pr intEnergyValues ( ) ;
Figure 4.14: Operations to define the resource provisioning policies
Operations to define a resource provisioning technique are classified as: VMs opera-
tions, scheduling events, and data saving. First group focus operations related to nodes
selection for allocating VMs, remote storage selection, and shutting down a VM. These are
described in detail next:
• selectNode: The operation for selecting a node allows to define which server is se-
lected to host the virtual resources rented by a tenant. The request managed by this
operation contains the type of VM image offered by the IT provider and purchased
by him.
• selectStorageNodes: A set of nodes from data storage servers may be selected to
allocate the resources requested by a tenant. It is possible to return a single data
server or a set of data servers where the VM will be able to store data.
• remoteShutdown: This method is activated before to shutdown a VM. It has to return
the data servers that the VM is using as remote storage, or an empty vector if it only
has local storage. It is resources provisioning responsibility for controlling the servers
where VMs have data allocated.
Second group sets operations that aims to schedule tenant requests. Therefore they
define the start up of the resources provisioning policy, the scheduling of tenant requests,
and the actions to be performed before a simulation experiment ends. Those are described
following:
• setupScheduler: This method allows to initialise internal structures.
• schedule: This method must contain the sequence of tasks to be performed for analyse
the pending tenant requests. The schedule operation is activated periodically by
Cloud Manager in order to select tenants requests to be executed. The time between
scheduling events is customizable by user before to launch a simulation experiment.
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• finalizeScheduler: The operation to finalize the scheduler is activated before to finish
a performing simulation experiment. It allows to storage data and release dynamic
resources used during the simulation. In addition it is possible to extract results from
a simulation experiment after its finalization, exporting data to an external file.
Finally, the third group consists on a single operation to log the energy data measure-
ments. It is described next:
• printEnergyValues: In order to record energy consumption variations of a data cen-
ter, this method is invoked periodically by the Cloud Manager. Print energy values
allows to define the data that will be written into a file in order to obtain energy mea-
surements. Moreover it is possible to customise the data recording, and the period
between measurements by modifying Cloud Manager features.
The first group sets operations that have direct influence on the physical resources:
selectNode and selectStorageNodes. The operational flow of this operations may involve
variations on the energy consumed by the system, the performance of applications, and
QoS of provided to tenants. In this scope, two operations are designed to support the
initialisation and finalisation processes of the resources provisioning model: setupScheduler
and finalizeScheduler. Otherwise, the operations schedule, remoteShutdown, and printEn-
ergyValues included at second and third group, are independent of the physical resources,
focusing the management of user requests (e.g., priorising tenant requests, new models of
requests) and different energy data log models.
Next, models for managing tenant requests, generating an energy data log model, and
two policies for managing physical resources are presented.
Modelling operations for managing user requests
The operations that exhibit the management of user requests into the resources provisioning
model are defined by Algorithms 11 and 12. They present a model for scheduling tenant
requests, and releasing data servers when a VM is shutting down.
Algorithm 11 shows a model for analysing tenant requests. First decision is for blocking
the incoming messages (see line 3) to avoid new messages during the execution of the
operation. Each iteration, the algorithm distinguishes between a storage request (line 5),
a cloud request (line 9), or an unknown operation (line 23) which rises an error.
When a cloud request is analysed, the actions performed are divided depending of the
type of operation requested. If the operation is for starting a VM, the algorithm launch an
operation inherited from the Cloud Manager, request_start_vm at line 11. Moreover, if the
request is for releasing resources (line 12), the operation request_shutdown_vm release the
resources, simplifying the design of the resources policy design. Otherwise, if the incoming
operation is activated due to a tenant decides to left the system (to abandon the system at
line 16), all its purchased resources are released, erasing the data from internal structures
by the Allocation Manager (see line 19).
Finally, incoming requests are enabled at line 32. Once this operation is performed,
all stored requests received at Requests Manager during the recently finished scheduling
process, are prepared to be processed the next activation of schedule operation.
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Algorithm11Resourcesprovisioningpolicy-scheduleoperation
Require: ActivationbyCloudManager
1: 0
2: =getRequestByPosition()
3:block_incoming_requests()
4:while( )do
5: if(isStorageRequest( ))then
6: getNodeByIndex( .getNodeSetId(), .getNodeId(),false)
7: AbstractDCManager:userStorageRequest( , )
8: eraseRequest( )
9: elseifisCloudRequest( )then
10: if( .getOperation() REQUEST_START_VM)then
11: request_start_vm( )
12: elseif( .getOperation() REQUEST_FREE_RESOURCES)then
13: request_shutdown_vm( )
14: eraseRequest( )
15: requestErased true
16: elseif( .getOperation() REQUEST_ABANDON_SYSTEM)then
17: getUserById( .getUid())
18: .deleteAlVMs()
19: deleteUser( .getUid())
20: eraseRequest( )
21: requestErased true
22: endif
23: else
24: Error:Unknownoperation.
25: endif
26: if( )then
27: +1
28: endif
29: requestErased false
30: getRequestByIndex()
31:endwhile
32:unblock_incoming_requests()
Next,amodelfortheremoteShutdownoperationispresentedatAlgorithm12.This
operationfocusesthereleaseofstorageresourcesassociatedtoavirtual machine.In
this model,thestoragereleaseoperationsupportstheCloud Manageroperationsre-
quest_shutdown_vmanddeleteUser.Besides,alresourcesusedbyrequestedvirtualma-
chinesarereleasedtobepurchasedbyothertenants(seelines2and4).Inordertoperform
CloudManagercontroloperations,theoperationmustreturnthenodesthathavereleased
resources(line5).
Algorithm12Resourcesprovisioningpolicy-storagereleaseoperation
Require: ACloudRequest
1:Let[ ]tostoragethenodeswhereatenanthaveremotedata
2:[ ] getStorageNodesOfVM(reqVm.getUid(),reqVm.getPid())
3:if([ ].size() 0)then
4: deleteVMfromStorageNodes(reqVm.getUid(),req.getPid())
5:endif
Output:[ ]
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Generatinganenergydatalog model
TheoperationdescribedatAlgorithm13presentsonemodeltoextracttheenergyvalues
fromthedevicesthatcomposesthedatacenterservers.Themainstrategyistoalocate
theenergyvaluesintovariables.Thisalowtostructurealogfilewiththedataconsidered
necessarybyusersfortheirexperiments.
Algorithm13Resourcesprovisioningpolicy-Printenergyvalues
1:Let getMapSize()
2:Let getStorageMapSize()
3:Let 0
4:Let 0
5: Computenodes
6:for( to )do
7: getSetSize(,false)
8: for( to )do
9: getNodeByIndex(,,false)
10: Getinstantpowermeasurements
11: .getCPUInstantConsumption()
12: .getMemoryInstantConsumption()
13: .getStorageInstantConsumption()
14: .getNICInstantConsumption()
15: .getPSUConsumptionLoss()
16: Getenergyaccumulatedmeasurements
17: .getCPUEnergyConsumed()
18: .getMemoryEnergyConsumed()
19: .getStorageEnergyConsumed()
20: .getNICEnergyConsumed()
21: .getPSUEnergyLoss()
22: Gettotalmeasurementsofthenode
23: .getInstantConsumption()
24: .getEnergyConsumed()
25: Accumulatedataofthetotalservers
26: +
27: +
28: PrintToFile(simTime(),..)
29: endfor
30:endfor
31: StorageNodes
32:for( to )do
33: Analogtothecomputenodes
34:endfor
35: PrintToFile(simTime(),..)
TheoperationPrintEnergyValuesextractsthe measurementsofenergyandpower
consumedbynodesfromtheMachines Map.Asitisshownatalgorithm,thecompute
serversareseparatedfromstoragenodes(line5and31),beinganalogbothschemefor
gettingtheconsumptionvalues.The Machines Mapgroupsthedatacenterserversas
heterogeneoustypes.Duetothisfact,thereisafirstloop(line6)thatalowstoaccessto
eachheterogeneousset.Besides,asecondloop(line8)providetheaccesstoeachindividual
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node. Therefore, if this structure changes, the model presented to access to each node in
order to print energy values, will need to be adapted.
Once the node is accessed, the instant power measurements for each single device
are obtained using internal node operations (from line 11 to 15). The same actions are
performed to obtain the energy data accumulated from the beginning of a simulation
experiment (from line 17 to 21). All these data are provided by the energy managers that
composes on the energy model of the nodes.
Besides, the total power consumption and the energy consumed are extracted from
the node (line 23 and 24). When all required data are stored at variables, it is possible to
print the information to a file. Lines 28 and 35 mask the print format process of the data.
Users may format data to be imported by different software applications, e.g., csv, txt,
gnu.
The operation PrintEnergyValues is activated periodically. The interval between acti-
vations may be configured by users at Cloud Manager parameters.
Modelling first fit resources provisioning model
A resources provisioning model is a bin packing problem where VMs with different re-
quirements must be packed into a finite numbers of servers (bin containers), minimizing
the number of servers used. This is in terms of computational complexity theory a NP-hard
problem.
A provisioning policy can be designed much more effective than first fit resources pro-
visioning model. Despite the fact that this model does not guarantee an optimal solution,
it is a fast model to obtain a solution, allowing to adjust the energy consumed due to each
VM is placed into the first server that the algorithm selects, until each server is not able to
allocate more VMs. Therefore, when a server can not allocate a VM, the next node capable
to provide the purchased requirements is selected.
Following the first fit resources provisioning algorithm is modelled using the iCanCloud
APIs, as it is presented at Algorithm 14.
The algorithm contains two loops (lines 10 and 17) to get a solution. Due to the fact
that servers are ordered as homogeneous sets into the machines map structure, first loop
go through these sets to obtain the features of the set of nodes. Main features searched
are the total physical memory and the amount of computing resources that built in the
servers. Using these data, first fit algorithm can calculate if the type of servers selected have
the capability to allocate a VM, concretely the amount of resources (virtual memory and
computing power) requested by the tenant (line 11. Afterwards, second loop is responsible
for search the first node allocated at structure that is able to host the new VM.
The condition to select a node that has enough resources to allocate the purchased
resources by tenant, is the quantity of VMs running into the system. The VMs allocated
into the chosen server may not exceeded the maximum_number_of_processes_per_node
parameter (line 22). This parameter may be customized by users at Cloud Manager prop-
erties. If the number of VMs allowed into a server is too high, it may harm the performance
of applications running into it. Therefore, if the applications executing in a node reduce
considerably its performance, the cloud provider may violate the SLA agreement purchased
by tenants.
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Algorithm14Firstfitresourcesprovisioningmodel
Require: AcloudrequestwiththerequisitesoftheVMtobelocated
1: Pushinthesetthedifferentheterogeneousnodetypeswhereitispossiblealocatethevm
2:Let getMapSize()
3:Let .getSingleRequestType()
4:Let .getMemorySize()
5:Let .getNumCores()
6:Let toalocateselectedtypeofnodesthatwilbeselectedasresult
7:Let toalocateselectednodeasresultoftheprovisioningpolicy
8:Let _ _ _ _ _ todefinethemaximumnumberofVMspermitted
inaNode
9: Gettheserversets
10:for( to )do
11: if((getMemorySize(,false) ) (getNumCores(,false) ))then
12: .push_back(i);
13: endif
14:endfor
15: Selectthefirstset
16: false
17:for( to .size(), )do
18: getSetSize( [i],false)
19: for( to , )do
20: getNodeByIndex( [i],j)
21: .getNumOfLinkedVMs()
22: if( _ _ _ _ _ )then
23: true
24: endif
25: endfor
26:endfor
Output:
Oncethenodeisfound,thethefirstfitalgorithmfinish.Therefore,inordertobreak
theloopsflow,thevariablefoundissetastrue(line23).
Modelingbestfitresourcesprovisioning model
Thebestfitresourcesprovisioningmodelisapolicydesignedtolocatetenantspurchased
resources(VMs)moreeffectivethanfirstfit.Thecomputationalcomplexityofbestfitis
thesamethanworstcaseoffirstfitalgorithm(O(n)).However,thebestfitalgorithm
preservestheperformanceofapplications,obtainingabetteremplacementfortheVMs.
TheaimofbestfitalgorithmistofindtheserverwiththeminornumberofVMs
running,distincttozero,inordertoplaceanewone.Thealgorithmbehaviorforalow
numberofVMsissimilartothefirstfit. Moreover,bestfitalgorithmimprovesfirstfit
whentenantsdecidetofinaliseVMs,beingitsresourcesreleasedfromthesystem.This
factproducefreeresourcesintounknownserverstobestfit.Bycontrarytofistfitpolicy
wherefirstserverwithenoughresourcestoalocateanewVMisselected,bestfitpolicy
analysesalserverstoalocatenewVMs,alowingtomaintainthesameamountofpur-
chasedresourcesintoeachnode.Thisfact,improvestheperformanceoftheapplications,
minimizingtheenergyconsumptionoftheservers.
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ThemodelforbestfitprovisioningschedulerispresentedatAlgorithm15.
Algorithm15Bestfitresourcesprovisioningmodel
Require: AcloudrequestwiththerequisitesoftheVMtobelocated
1: Pushinthesetthedifferentheterogeneousnodetypeswhereitispossiblealocatethevm
2:Let getMapSize()
3:Let .getSingleRequestType()
4:Let .getMemorySize()
5:Let .getNumCores()
6:Let toalocateselectedtypeofnodesthatwilbeselectedasresult
7:Let toalocatethetemporalnodeselection
8:Let toalocatetheselectednodeasresultoftheprovisioningpolicy
9:Let _ _ _ _ _ todefinetheupperamountofVMsinaNode
10: Gettheserversets
11:for( to )do
12: if((getMemorySize(,false) ) (getNumCores(,false) ))then
13: .push_back(i);
14: endif
15:endfor
16: Selectthebestset
17: NULL
18:for( to .size())do
19: getSetSize( [i],false)
20: for( to )do
21: getNodeByIndex( [i],j)
22: .getNumOfLinkedVMs()
23: if( _ _ _ _ _ )then
24: if( NULL)then
25:
26: elseif( .getState() OFF)then
27:
28: elseif( 0)then
29: if( .getNumOfLinkedVMs() )then
30:
31: endif
32: endif
33: endif
34: endfor
35:endfor
Output:
FirststepofthealgorithmchoosetheserverssetswheretheVMmayfit(line11).
Theconditionforselectingthetypeofnodeisthequantityofcoresandtheamountof
memorythatbuilt-intheservertype(line24).Oncetheserverssetarepickedupintothe
structure,thepolicyispreparedforsearchtheconcreteservertoalocatetheresources
requestedbytenant.
Thesecondpartofthealgorithm,analysesalservers(lines18and20)savingthenode
thatfitsbetterwithrequestedresourcesas (line17).Firstlyitisnecessarytoknow
iftheserverhasreacheditsupperlimittoalocateVMs.Ifitmayserveenoughvirtual
resourcesand hasnotbeeninitializedyet,thisserveristhebestchoice(line24).
Moreover,once hasbeeninitialised,itisimportanttodistinguishbetweenonstate
andoffstatenodes.Therefore,thesecondcondition(line26)hasbeendesignedtoselecta
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nodethatwilnotbefulandneitheratoffstate.Thiscasemaybepossiblewhen
isinitialisedwithanoffserver,avoidingthepossibilitytoselectasresultanodewithless
processesrunningthantheothersduetothenodeisoff.Finaly,thethirdconditionis
basedonanalyseifthenumberofprocessesofthenodeisminorthantheprocessesofbest
nodeselecteduntilthatmoment(line29).
4.4 Summary
Thischapterpresentsthesimulationmodelsforvirtualisingcloudcomputingenvironments.
Thedesignofthismodelexhibitsthehypervisormodel,themanagementoftenantrequests,
networkaddressesmanagement,andphysicalresourceshostage.
Thenewcontributionspresentedinthischapterarethemodelsofthevirtualization
layerofacloudcomputingenvironment.Thiscontributionsaregroupedinboth:thehy-
pervisormodel,andresourcesprovisioningmodel.Thehypervisormodelhasbeendesigned
providingflexibilitytousers,inordertoimprovingexistenthypervisorschedulingpolicies
ofeachhardwaresubsystem.Inaddition,realschedulingpoliciesformanagingCPUand
Memoryresourcesweremodeledusingthehypervisor’sAPIsoftheiCanCloudsimulation
platform.Theresourcesprovisionigmodel,hasbeenpresentedjointlytotheCloudMan-
agermodel.Theymanagetheamountofresourcesofthetheserversthatbuildupthe
modelsofdatacenters.Thesearebeexhibitedindetail,showingalfunctionalblockswith
mainAPIstomanagethem.
ThecontentsofthischaptercompletetheentiremodeloftheiCanCloudsimulation
platform,havingalthenecessarypartstosimulatecloudcomputingsystems.Afterthe
simulationplatformhasbeendesigned,modeled,anddeveloped,itisnecessarytotestal
systemsforvalidatingitscorrectness.
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Chapter 5
Evaluation
This chapter presents a set of experiments targeted to achieve two different objectives.
Initially, several experiments have been conducted in order to check the accuracy of the
proposed simulation platform. The main objective of these experiments is to show the
level of accuracy obtained from simulation, by comparing the results obtained from the
real scenario with the results obtained from iCanCloud.
Next, several performance and energy consumption experiments have been performed.
These experiments aim to present the main capabilities of iCanCloud. In order to validate
the models of iCanCloud, the simulation platform has been evaluated by modelling real
applications, and performing simulations-real executions-mathematical model results com-
parisons. Besides, the energy models has been validated by comparing simulation results
and real traces obtained from mechanized nodes.
The level of flexibility of iCanCloud has been tested by executing different workloads
in different data centre scenarios, analysing both the overall system performance and its
energetic consumption, in order to exhibit the ability to foresee the behaviour of a real
system.
Finally scalability experiments have been performed to test the memory and comput-
ing requirements of iCanCloud platform when large simulation models are executed.
5.1 Evaluation of the iCanCloud simulator
After a simulator has been developed, implemented, and debugged, it must be tested for
correctness and accuracy. However, determining that a simulator is absolutely valid over
the complete domain of its whole intended field of applicability is a very hard and time-
consuming task. Thus, the level of accuracy of a given simulator can’t be calculated for
the entire domain this simulator is targeted using a single value, because this accuracy
depends directly of the system to be modeled.
Validating a model means “substantiation that a computerized model within its do-
main of applicability possesses a satisfactory range of accuracy consistent with the intended
application of the model” [143].
In this section a validation process has been conducted to demonstrate the applica-
bility and usefulness of the iCanCloud simulator. This process consists of two parts. First
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partcomparestheresultsobtainedfromavalidatedmathematicalmodelofthePhobos
application[144],withresultsfromtheanalogousmodelusingiCanCloud.Thismodel
consistsofthesimulationoftheapplication,andthecorrespondinghardwareenvironment
wherethatapplicationhasbeenexecuted.Secondpartcomparestheresultsobtainedfrom
executingthePhobosapplicationintheAmazonEC2system,withthoseresultsobtained
fromsimulatingthesameexecutionsusingiCanCloud.
TheapplicationchosenforthisvalidationcalculatesthetrajectoriesofPhobos,the
Martianmoon,inthecontextoftheFinnish-Russian-Spanish Missionto Marsthatwas
launchedin2011[145],whichwasportedtotheAmazonEC2publiccloudinfrastruc-
ture[144].Pertainingtotheparametersweepexecutionprofile,theresultingapplication
dividestheoveraltracingintervalinsubintervalsthatarecalculatedbythesubsequent
tasksinthecloud–thusthetracingintervalofataskisnotrelatedtoitsexecutiontime.
Thetracingintervalprocessedbyeachtaskisthesameandthesystemperformsdynamic
schedulingwhereacontinuouspolingoffreecoresguaranteesaconstantresourceuse.
Aswasexplainedbefore,thechosencloudinfrastructureisAmazonEC2,whichhas
becomethedefactostandardpubliccloudinfrastructureformanyscientificapplications.
ThebaremetalinfrastructureprovidingtheservicesislocatedintwolocationsinUSA,one
inAsiaandanotheroneinEurope.Theusersmaychoosefromawiderangeofmachine
imagesthatcanbebootedinoneoftheofferedinstancetypes.Dependingthechosen
instancetype,thenumberofCPUcorenumber,corespeed,memoryandarchitecture
differ,asshowninTable5.1.ThespeedperCPUcoreis measuredinEC2Compute
Units,beingeachC.U.equivalenttoa1.0-1.2GHz2007Opteronor2007Xeonprocessor.
Nevertheless,accessingtoanalmostinfinitecomputinginfrastructurehasitsprice,which
dependsontheinstantiatedVMtypeperhour.
ThepaperwhichdescribestheportingofthePhobostracingapplication[144]intro-
ducedandvalidatedanexecutionmodel,alongwithastudyofthebestinfrastructuresetup
bymeansofinstancetypesandnumber.Inordertodealwiththecomplexityleveladded
byaninfrastructurefolowingapay-as-you-gobasis,ametricnamedCostperPerformance
( )wasalsoprovided:
(5.1)
where isthetaskexecutiontime,thevaluesofand correspondtothewholetracing
intervalandthetracingintervalpertask,thatis,thegrainoftheapplication.Ontheother
hand, and arethenumberofVirtualMachinesandnumberofcoresperVirtual
Machine,asshowninTable5.1alongwiththemachine’susagepriceperhour( ).This
way,thebestinfrastructuresetupwouldbethatwhichproducedthelowestC/Pvalue.
Figures5.1,5.2,5.3,5.4,and5.5presentresultsobtainedfromexecutingthemodel
ofPhobosapplicationalongwiththeresultsofthesameapplicationimplementedon
iCanCloud.EachfigurerepresentstheC/Pmetricfortheexperiments,wherethesmal,
large,extralarge,highCPUmediumandhighCPUextralargeinstancetypesprovided
byAmazonareused,andnumberofVMsandtracingintervalsarevaried.
Mainly,themostrelevantdifferencebetweentheiCanCloudandthemathematical
modelisthevariationsobtainedwhenthenumberofVMsincreases.Inthoseresults
obtainedusingiCanCloud,wecanseethatinsomecases,usingthesamesizeforthe
interval(inyears)andincreasingthenumberofVMs,causesanincreaseintheC/P
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Table 5.1: Characteristics of the different machine types offered by Amazon EC2. C.U.
corresponds to EC2 Compute Units per core, the equivalent to a 1.0-1.2 GHz 2007 Opteron
or 2007 Xeon processor.
Machine Type Cores C.U. Memory Platform
Standard On-Demand Instances
Small (Default) 1 1 1.7GB 32bit
Large 2 2 7.5GB 64bit
Extra Large 4 2 15GB 64bit
High CPU On-Demand Instances
Medium 2 2.5 1.7GB 32bit
Extra Large 8 2.5 7GB 64bit
metric, which does not happen in experiments using the mathematical model of Amazon.
It is mainly caused because the cost of the each VM is measured in completed hours,
whereof an hour cannot be split in fractions. Then, increasing the number of VMs provides
the same execution time, which produces a increasing of the cost for this configuration.
Logically, the greater number of VMs used, the greater cost of the system. This effect
only appears when the number of VMs gets higher. When the number of VMs is low, the
performance gain when more VMs are used justifies the increase in the cost. Moreover,
the mathematical model does not represent the time spent on performing I/O operations,
instead iCanCloud.
The best results are obtained in those tests that use small and high CPU medium
instances of VMs (see figures 5.1 and 5.5). In those cases, the cost of increasing the number
of VMs for reducing the execution time and then using less complete hours for the execution
is similar to the cost of using less VMs that requires more complete hours to execute the
testbed. It can be shown by comparing the simulations and the model, whereof both result
shows practically the same shape.
Otherwise, figures 5.2, 5.3 and 5.5 show a more noticeable difference between the
simulation and the model. This difference can be appreciated in those charts is because
the C/P metric values are low, and then the differences between the simulation and the
model are shown as peaks. Those peaks basically represent the maximum value of C/P,
which means that the time required for executing this testbed consumes a little portion of
the last hour of the total execution time. Thus, it means that using more VMs the testbed
can be executed without requiring that portion of hour, and then there is no need of paying
for an entire hour, obtaining a considerable drop in the C/P value.
We can conclude that both iCanCloud simulations and the mathematical model show
the same tendency in the trade-offs between cost and performance. However, simulations
show a more realistic behavior due to more details of the system are modeled. The main ad-
vantage of simulations versus the mathematical model is accuracy, and the main drawback
is obviously the execution time. iCanCloud requires more physical resources to be executed
in a computer due to the detailed model of simulations, than mathematical model to be
performed.
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Figure 5.6 shows a dispersion chart that compares the results of executing the Phobos 
application in the Amazon EC2 system, against the analogous model using iCanCloud. In 
those tests both different interval years and a different number of VMs have been used. 
Results obtained from those tests executed in Amazon EC2 are represented using hollow 
forms. Otherwise, iCanCloud results are shown using filled forms. 
Initially, Phobos application has been launched using 0,5 interval years (represented as 
squares). This chart shows that both the results executed in the real environment and the 
results obtained using iCanCloud follows the same tendency. However, those experiments 
that obtains lower C/ P values fits better with the simulation. 
Those experiments that use 1 interval year are represented as triangles. In those cases, 
the C/ P value obtained is greater than using a 2 interval year. This is due to the behavior of 
the Phobos application with different interval years. This asymmetry was already observed 
during its first porting onto the cloud [144). 
In general, in those tests that obtain the lower values of the C/ P metric, iCanCloud 
obtains practically the same results. Otherwise, when the C/ P value increases, there is a 
slightly difference between the real system and the simulation. Finally, all results obtained 
both from the Amazon EC2 and iCanCloud follows a saw-tooth waveform, which can be 
also appreciated in the previous charts shown in figures 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5 . 
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5.2 Validation of the energy model of iCanCloud simulation
platform
After the simulation framework has been evaluated, this section exhibits the validation of
the energy model of iCanCloud simulation platform. The process for validating the energy
model involves generating test cases, simulating those tests, and comparing simulation
results to a known reference. In order to obtain the accuracy of the power usage, we present
a methodology which we have followed for validating the scope of the energy models of the
proposed framework, and how simulation results match tests run on bare metal.
5.2.1 Bare metal power measurement methodology
In order to run tests on bare metal and compare results to simulated results, a method for
measuring power consumption is required. There are several ways of measuring the power
consumption of a single system. These approaches are described next, ordered from less
intrusive methods to more intrusive methods.
The first method for estimating power usage consists in using mathematical power
models which describe how a system or its components consume power based on resource
utilization. It has the advantage of being totally unobtrusive, and scaling to an arbitrary
number of nodes is easy. However, power models do not provide the precision of hardware
devices, and parameters can vary across different hardware devices [146].
The second method consists in using a power meter which measures the power con-
sumption of the whole system. One popular device is Watts Up Pro [147]. This device
is essentially a power outlet in which a system can be plugged in, and provides several
interfaces for reading power consumption in real time, typically with a frequency of 1-4Hz.
These devices are ideal for measuring the aggregated power consumption of a node, but do
not provide power consumption for individual components. In fact, estimating the exact
amount of power consumed by a single component is not only difficult due to the fact that
only the aggregated power is measured, but the inefficiency of the power supply unit (PSU)
needs to be taken into account. This inefficiency is attributable to the AC to DC conver-
sion which is performed by the PSU. While a hardware device is required for measuring
power consumption, making this method impractical for medium and large-scale systems,
no hardware or software modifications are required for the measured system.
A third approach for measuring power consumption consists in instrumenting a system
with multimeters for measuring voltage and currents of the individual power supply cables,
which connect hard disks and motherboard with the power supply unit (PSU). In contrast
with the previous approach, the energy which is lost in AC to DC conversion in the PSU is
not measured, and the currents which flow through individual cables can be measured inde-
pendently and matched to the power consumption of individual components. In addition,
the sampling rate is much higher, meaning high precision can be achieved. The drawback
of this approach is the fact that system instrumentation is highly intrusive, expensive to
scale, and impractical for more than a few systems.
In this work we have chosen to combine the second and the third method for validating
our framework, namely power meters and multimeters, which we use for obtaining precise
measurements of the test cases described in Section 5.2.3.
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5 .2.2 Hardware setup 
In order to obtain detailed power measurements, we have instTmnented several systems 
with power meters and multimeters which are directly attached to the motherboard. Our 
setup is depicted in figure 5. 7 and described in more detail next. 
l ,~! 
mqLrg' -~ --~ (I 
Data acquisition device 
Power Meter 
• ............... . 
SUT 
Figure 5.7: Hardware set-up for running the validation expe1iments 
For ea.ch experiment, we used a system which is instrumented and used to run test 
cases and benchmarks, and another system which collects the data obtained from our power 
measurement devices. This second system is required in order to eliminate potential mea-
surement overheads when storing and processing the acquired power measurement data. 
Our power measurement devices consist of a Watts Up! Pro power meter, and a National 
Instruments cDAQ-9174 which is attached to the power connectors of the motherboard. 
These devices a.re connected to a separate system which is only used for collecting, storing 
and processing the data using NI La.bView. 
5.2.3 Power measurement test cases 
In order to measure power usage of individual components, we developed a series of in-
dependent test cases which stressed a single component. These experiments target CPU, 
main memo1y, network, and hard disk. In order to measure the CPU power consump-
tion, a program which runs an infinite loop achieves peak level ut ilization of a single core. 
By spawning multiple threads, more than one core can be put at peak level utilization. 
Moreover, a fraction of peak level utilization can be achieved by interleaving computation 
with increasingly large intervals of CPU idle time. As a result, it is possible to set CP U 
utilization to 0%, 25%, 50%, etc. and up to 100%. We ran this benchmark, varying CPU 
utilization from idle to peak load, while acquiring data from our NI device at a sampling 
rate of 5 Khz (every 200 µ,s). The same benchmark was modelled and ran in the simulator. 
The comparative result is depicted in F igure 5.8(a.). 
The memory, however, is more complex, since we observed that the opera.ting system 
and other programs running in the background impacted its power usage significantly. For 
that reason, we ran no opera.ting system and booted memtest directly. We ran mem01y test 
1, which writes and then reads eve1y address. The same mem01y accesses were performed 
in the simulator, and the resulting power consumption estimation is depicted in Figure 
5.8(b ). 
In order to test the network, we ran three different tests. First, we left the network card 
off by unplugging the network cable. Second, we plugged it in but ran no communication 
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Figure 5.8: Validation experiments to measure individual components
tests (idle state). Third, we ran iperf, a network bandwidth benchmark. Figure 5.8(c)
demonstrates several power consumption states.
For testing the disk, we ran sequential reads/writes, varying block size and total I/O
size. Figure 5.8(d) shows the results of the validation process for I/O experiments.
The analysis of the results obtained is performed using estimators of the accuracy
and the comparison trend. The main estimator is the average accuracy of each test with
different parameters. Another significant method to estimate the results is to check the
comparison trend of those tests. This comparison trend is the one that results from com-
paring the real and the simulated results of one test when certain parameters are varied.
Each parameter value incorporates a pair of real/simulated values that is treated as a point
into the comparison trend line. The more the trends line mimics the chart of the identity
function graph (Y = X), the more accurate the simulation is. In this validation process
the Pearson coefficient has been used. Basically, this coefficient measures the level of linear
dependency between real and simulated results, which indicates the straightness of the
trends line. The nearer this coefficient is to 1, the better the correlation between the real
and the simulated results.
The results of the average accuracy values are collected in Table 5.2. This table shows
that in most cases the accuracy of the simulator is greater than 85%. The cases where
we obtain a poor accuracy is when the hardware components are in its idle (or stand-
by) states. This is caused because our model uses the energetic values obtained from the
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System Device state Accuracy (in %) Pearson Coefficient
CPU
Idle 65.19%
0.9874
25% 95.23%
50% 89.09%
75% 95.56%
100% 99.9%
Memory
Idle 85.83%
0.981Read 91.82%
Write 91.91%
Network
I/O 97.72%
0.991Active 93.44%
Off 81.01%
Disk
I/O 75.3%
0.9635Active 85.11%
Stand-by 85.28%
Table 5.2: Accuracy estimators of the validation process
device’s data sheet to calculate the energy consumed by such device. Generally, these
values are lower than consumption obtained in practice. Moreover, due to these values
are low, small variations causes greater percentages in the accuracy. However, in the tests
that require a variation in the energy consumed by the device, simulation results show a
good approximation to the real consumption. Finally, all the tests executed show the same
tendency both in the real system and in the simulated environment (see Pearson coefficient
in Table 5.2).
Next, a set of performance experiments were executed to analyse the aggregated energy
consumption of a computing node. In order to perform this task, the BIPS3D application
has been executed using a different number of processes. The BIPS3D application has been
modelled using SIMCAN in the past, where the generated models were used to study the
performance of BIPS3D in distributed systems using different architectural configurations
[138]. The energy consumed of these experiments has been measured using the Watts Up!
Pro power meter in three different computing nodes. The main features of each computing
node are described below:
• Computing node with a Core2-Duo CPU, 4 GB of RAM memory and a Gigabit
Ethernet network.
• Computing node with a Quad-Core CPU, 2 GB of RAM memory and a Gigabit
Ethernet network.
• Computing node with a AMD Opteron 12-Core CPU, 64 GB of RAM memory and
a Gigabit Ethernet network.
Figure 5.9 shows a comparison of the energy consumption between the execution of
BIPS3D in both real and simulated environments. Each experiment was executed using 2,
4, 8 and 16 processes. The main objective of this experiment is to measure the tendency
of energy consumption when different hardware configurations are used. This chart shows
that increasing the number of processes has an insignificant impact on the overall energy
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Figure 5.9: Real vs. Simulation - Energy consumption of BIPS3D 
consumption in the Core2-Duo CPU. On the contrary, in the Quad-Core and 12-Core CPU, 
increasing the number of processes raises the energy consumed as well. This is mainly 
caused by the idle cores and the p-states of the CPU. The execution in the 12-cores CPU 
shows a considerable energy consumption, being in some cases four times greater than 
the other CPUs. However, simulation results reflect the same conclusions than results 
obtained from the real executions. In fact, the tendency of the obtained results when 
different hardware configurations are used is the same. 
5 .3 P erformance and energy consumpt ion experiments 
In this section, a set of experiments have been executed with the purpose of demonstrating 
the feasibility of the framework to calculate the estimated energy consumption in different 
simulated cloud environments. These experiments have been performed using iCanCloud 
simulation platform. In order to perform this task, different cloud environments and appli-
cations have been modelled. Section 5.3.1 provides a description of the cloud environments 
used in these experiments. Section 5.3.2 contains a description of the applications executed 
in each modelled environment. Finally, Section 5.3.3 shows the evaluation results and an 
analysis of the obtained results. 
5.3.1 D escription of cloud environment models 
The experiments described in this section have been performed using two different cloud 
environments. A detailed description of each environment is provided in Table 5.3. 
First, a data centre has been modelled. Usually, data centres are designed for contin-
uous use, where a large set of Virtual Machines are hosted by executing servers. The data 
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Datacenter configuration
Total number of computing nodes 1024
CPU cores per node 12
CPU core speed 20000 MIPS
Disks per node 1
Disk model ST1000DM003 - 1TB
Memory per node 64GB DDR3
Rated output power of PSU 1000W
Network Ethernet 1 Gbps / 10 Gbps
Scientific Cloud configuration
Total number of computing nodes 128
CPU cores per node 2 and 4
CPU core speed 12000, 14000 MIPS
Disks per node 1
Disk model Western Digital WD2500JB - 250 GB
Memory per node 2GB DDR2 and 4GB DDR3
Rated output power of PSU 350W
Network Ethernet 1 Gbps
Table 5.3: Configuration of experiments using different cloud environments
centre used in these experiments consists of 1024 computing nodes, where each node has
a 12-Core CPU with 64 GB of RAM memory. The virtual machines deployed consists of 1
CPU, 2GB of RAM memory, and 1GB of storage.
Second, a scientific cloud has been modelled. This kind of cloud environment is mostly
used to execute scientific applications, generally in universities and research labs. This
scientific cloud consists of 128 nodes, which are divided into 64 nodes with a QuadCore
CPU and 2 GB of RAM memory, and others 64 nodes with a Core2Duo CPU and 4 GB
of RAM memory.
5.3.2 Description of application models
This section provides a description of the applications executed in the previously described
environments. For those experiments performed on the data centre, a web server has been
modelled. A web server application is a client-server system. Typically, the web server sup-
ports thousands of clients requesting services at the same time. Therefore, the web server,
handles requests by different users simultaneously. These requests have to be processed or
serviced before another message can be attended. In order to manage the simultaneous re-
quests, the web server enqueue the petitions to process them in order of arrival. Generally,
a web server supports an upper bound on the number of hits per day that can be service.
In this experiment we use an interval of [9000-10000] requests per hour. As an example,
Web servers as wikipedia supports a number of hits per hour nearly to 10,000 [148].
For those experiments executed in the scientific cloud environment, the BIPS3D ap-
plication has been used [138].
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5.3.3 Evaluation
We studied the energy consumption of two different cloud environments, a data centre and
a scientific cloud, using iCanCloud. In each cloud environment, different applications have
been modelled to study the energetic impact. First, web servers has been modelled to be
executed in the data centre. Second, a High Performance Application, called BIPS3D, has
been executed in the scientific cloud environment. The experiment focuses the analysis of
the energy consumption variability by simulating different physical resources management
strategies. To study the entire scope of usage variations of the physical resources, several
workloads are modelled to require a specific percentage of resources: 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%
and 100%. Moreover, two different strategies to manage the servers of the data centre has
been studied in order to adjust the energy consumed by the entire system. First, strategy
consists on maintain the resources that are not used in idle state. This is, the resources
are connected but no Virtual Machine are executed on them. It allow to use faster the
resources when they are needed but, it produces a major energy consumed. Second, the
unused resources have been in stand-by. This is, the resources are connected but suspended
and waiting to be activated. This mode consumes less energy than idle state, but requires
more time when a server is selected to host a VM performing the transition to idle state.
Power consumption results of the data centre environment
% of workload State of unused nodes Max (kW) Min (kW) Average (kWh) Std. deviation
20% Idle 93.669 73.764 90.064 7.134Stand-by 60.896 40.963 57.223 7.181
40% Idle 144.481 92.652 115.578 9.989Stand-by 96.094 68.073 90.961 10.101
60% Idle 136.994 106.184 131.479 10.987Stand-by 120.594 89.784 114.949 11.114
80% Idle 151.573 118.734 145.695 11.711Stand-by 143.333 110.494 137.317 11.846
100% Idle 165.682 131.891 157.694 4.814Stand-by 163.724 131.11 158.384 4.487
Power consumption results of the scientific cloud environment
% of workload State of unused nodes Max (kW) Min (kW) Average (kWh) Std. deviation
20% Idle 12.965 12.015 12.198 0.352Stand-by 4.934 1.874 4.164 0.361
40% Idle 14.338 12.015 12.721 0.084Stand-by 9.329 3.394 7.876 0.682
60% Idle 14.708 12.015 12.534 0.998Stand-by 13.584 4.914 11.403 1.022
80% Idle 14.919 12.015 12.578 1.164Stand-by 14.213 5.434 12.606 1.153
100% Idle 15.119 12.015 12.614 1.151Stand-by 15.119 6.434 12.753 1.176
Table 5.4: Energy consumption results
Table 5.4 shows the results obtained for both environments. This table shows the min-
imum, maximum, average and standard deviation values of power and energy consumption
for each experiment, extracted using the samples obtained from the simulation of one entire
day of real execution (24 hours) at a rate of 1Hz.
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These results show a significant difference of energy consumption when unused re-
sources are in stand-by instead of in idle state. The main reason of this difference in the
energy consumption is the that the components in idle state consume more energy that
components in stand-by. However, this difference is practically insignificant for those work-
loads of 100%, where all the resources of the cloud are active. In these cases, there is no
difference for maintaining in stand-by or idle the unused resources.
When the percentage of active resources increases, the energy consumption increases
as well. However, this difference does not grow proportionally. The main reason of this
is the energy consumed by the unused resources, which have more impact on the overall
system consumption when less active resources are used. The standard deviation obtained
for each workload, when different strategies are used (idle and stand-by) is practically the
same, which reflects that the behaviour of active resources are identical for both strategies.
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Figure 5.10: Energy consumption of data centre using 20% of resources
In general, the data centre maintaining 100% of resources active, consumes an average
of 157.694 kWh when unused resources are in idle state, and 158.384 kWh when unused
resources are in stand-by. Note that the difference of consumption is practically insignifi-
cant. On the contrary, maintaining 20% of resources active, the energy consumption when
unused resources are idle is 90.064 kWh, versus 57.223 kWh when unused resources are
in stand-by. In this case, using different strategies produces a difference of energy worthy
of consideration. The same occurs in the scientific cloud environment. In this case, the
energy consumption by maintaining 20% of resources active when unused resources are
in idle and stand-by state is 12.198 kWh and 4.164 kWh respectively. On the contrary,
the consumption when 100% of resources are active is practically the same for idle and
stand-by strategies, being 12.614 kWh and 12.753 kWh respectively.
To properly dimension the power supply system of the cloud, at least the maximum
power estimated must be provided to avoid system power failures.
Due to the fact that resources are rarely operating under peak load, different resource
provisioning strategies can have a great impact on energy consumption. We performed
a series of experiments simulating different scenarios, which show a great difference in
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Figure 5.11: Energy consumption of Scientific Cloud using 20% of resources
energy consumption depending on the selected strategy. Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11 show
the average of energy consumption during 24 hours for the Datacenter and Scientific Cloud
respectively. In these charts, 20% of resources were active, while the rest of resources could
be in idle or stand-by. These figures depict the difference in power consumption using
different strategies in each cloud environment.
5.4 Measuring the scalability of iCanCloud
This section presents the scalability experiments performed on the iCanCloud simulation
platform. These experiments focus cloud computing simulation environments by increasing
the size of the problem. The aim of those tests exhibits that iCanCloud is able to simulate
large cloud computing systems, performing the simulations in a reasonable time frame.
Therefore, in order to reach this objective, the amount of memory and the execution time
needed for performing the experiments has been measured.
In order to highlight iCanCloud’s scalability, two different tests has been performed:
the first one, focusing on resources consumed by the experiment due to the environment
modelled; the second one, a comparison of iCanCloud with a mature cloud simulator,
CloudSim. Results obtained from the experiments have been divided in two different sec-
tions, depending on the test performed: the scalability of large size cloud computing archi-
tectures, and the comparison with CloudSim.
5.4.1 Scalability of large size cloud computing architectures
We studied the scalability of two different large scale scenarios. These scenarios consists
on two data centres. First data centre contains a total of 30720 nodes. The second one has
the double size than first scenario, setting up 61440 nodes (see table 5.5).
In order to manage and configure the simulations, the nodes have been grouped by
racks. Each rack groups a set of board nodes that, with identical purpose than racks, sets
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Environment modelconfiguration Job modelconfiguration
Racks:480and960 VMperuser:1
Boardsperrack:8 VMcores:1
Computingnodesperboard:8 VMmemory:1024MB
Totalnumberofcomputingnodes:30720and61440 VMdisk:10GB
CPU:XeonE52650L-V312cores Job Websize:2.1Mb
CPUcorespeed:113401MIPS JobProcessing:10000MIs
Memory:32GBDDR3 JobHitsperhour: 9000
Disk:Maxtor3TB JobUptimelimit:24hours
Network:Ethernet10Gbps # Webservers:1
RatedoutputpowerofPSU:1000W
Hypervisor:Xen
Table5.5:Environmentconfigurationofcloudmodelexperimentsforanalysingscalability
andmanagesagroupofnodes,interconnectingthembyaswitch.Inaddition,racksarecon-
nectedtoanetworkofswitches.Besides,tenantsbehaviourmodelisdefinedbypurchasing
virtualmachineinstancestodeploythewebserverapplicationmodel(seesection5.3.2).
Theexperimentsimulatethebehaviourofthecloudduring24hours.Theconfigurationof
theseexperimentsisdescribedintable5.5
TheselectionofthenumberofnodesfortheexperimentsisbasedontheTop500[149]
list.Thisliststartedin1993,andincludesthemostpowerfulsupercomputersintheworld.
Itclassifiesinasimplerankingsystemthesupercomputersbyusingparameters,such
asteraflops/s,thepowerconsumption,andthenumberofcores.Inordertoanalysethe
capacitytosimulatelargedatacentres,thecomputingnodesoftheexperimentshavebeen
modeledwith12coresCPUs,reachingthetotalnumbercoresofthedatacentrethe
quantityof368640and737280,andcomposingonthedatacentremodelswith480and
960racksrespectively.Thissimulatednumberofcorescoversalcurrentsupercomputers
rankfromthethird.
Inordertotestthebehaviourofthesystem,differentworkloadshavebeenmodeled.
Thesefocusesvariationsofthenumberoftenantsrequestingforresourcesatthecloud
system.Ishasbeenmodeledas:8000,16000,32000,and64000tenantsrequestingfora
virtualmachinetoalocateawebserver.
Theseexperimentshavebeenexecutedatseveralnodesfromacluster,usingalcores
ofeachnode,whichcontainstwoCPUwith8coresand64GBofRAMmemory.
Figures5.12(a)and5.12(b)showtheamountofmemoryrequiredfortheexperiments,
tosimulateacloudcomputingenvironmentwithadatacentreof30720computingnodes,
and61440computingnodes.
Firstchart5.12(a)showsthatthememoryrequiredfortheexecutionsincreaseswhen
thenumberofjobsincreasesaswel.EachjobisdefinedasatenantpurchasingaVM,and
launchingawebserverapplication.Butamajornumberofjobsdoesnothaveasignificant
impactonthememory.Thesamegoeswiththesecondexperiment,asitisexhibitedat
secondchart5.12(b).ThenumberofobjectsdeployedbyiCanCloudwhentheworkloadis
increased,doesnothaveasimpactastheunderlyingarchitecturesimulated.Thedifference
betweensimulate8000tenantsand64000tenantsislessthanthe25%ofthemaximum
amountofmemoryrequiredfortheexperiments.
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(a)30720Nodes (b)61440Nodes
Figure5.12:Memoryusageforsimulatinglargecloudenvironmentsexperiments
InspiteofthememoryrequirementsfordeployingsimulationmodelsofVMs,tenants,
andapplications,thesimulationofanentirenode,duetoaltheinternalcomponents
modeled,hasthemostdirectimpactontheamountofmemoryrequiredforexecuting
simulations.Thisisreflecteddirectlyonthecomparisonbetweenfirstandsecondchart,
wherethevariationsonthenumberofjobsdonothaveasimpact,astheincreaseofthe
sizeofthedatacentrehasonthememorysystem.
Theamountoftimeneededtoperformtheexecutionofthescalabilityexperiments,
isshowedatFigure5.13(a)andFigure5.13(b).Eachtimerepresentedatthechartscan
bedividedastheamountconsumedbythesetupphase(SUP),andtheexecutionofthe
experiment.Thisphase,inheritedfromOMNeT++,isinvokedwhenthesimulationstarts.
Itconsistsonbuildingthemodel,insertingtheinitialeventstothesetoffutureevents
inadatastructure(FutureEventSet),andcreatingaltheobjectsdefinedinitialyto
bealocatedinmemory.Therefore,inalsimulationexperiments,altheelementsthat
definethedatacentreanditsmanagement(hardware-softwareofnodes,networkelements,
linksbetweenelements,andmanagers),butthetenants,VMs,andjobs,arecreatedatthe
beginningofthesimulation.
Dependingonthesizeoftheenvironmenttobesimulated,theamountoftimerequired
toexecuteSUPisdifferent.iCanCloudneeds 4hourstosetuptheenvironmentfora
datacentreof30720nodes,and 11hourstosetupthedatacentreof61440nodes.The
setuptimeisthesameforalexperimentswithidenticalnumberofnodes.Thisisdueto
theVMs,tenants,andapplicationsmodels,arecreateddynamicalyatruntime.SUPtime
isrepresentedatthechartsasaredarrow.
Thetotaltimerequiredforexecutingtheconfigurationsincreaseswhenthenumberof
jobsisgrowsaswel.Thedifferencebetweentheamountoftimeneededforexecuting8K
and16Kjobsisnotassignificant,astoexecute32Kand64Kconfigurations,thatgrows
considerablyasitisdepictedatthechart.Thisgrowthisduetothenumberofactivenodes
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Figure 5.13: Execution time for simulating large cloud environments experiments 
that allocates the VMs. When nodes are active, the energy management, hypervisor, and 
network internals, are active. This entails that many structures are generating events, in 
order to attend the incoming basic subsystems requests from web servers. This is the main 
reason for the growth of execution time, as it is exhibited in both charts, Figure 5.13(a) 
and F igure 5.13(b), where the number of active nodes increases when the number of jobs 
is major. 
The comparison between the time required for simulating the experiments, shows 
that clearly the time required for simulating 61440 is higher than 30720. In spite of the 
number of jobs is the same, and also the number of active nodes, the nodes in state off and 
stand-by state also requires time to be simulated. Those nodes are simulating the energy 
consumption, and generating events associated to this calculations. These are the main 
difference between both experiments, producing higher execution times for 61440 nodes 
than 304 70 nodes. 
The amount of time required to perform these experiments exhibits the same tendency 
that the memory usage. However, the time required to execute the simulations grows, when 
the number of jobs and the size of the data centre is increased. 
5.4.2 Comparison with CloudSim 
In order to assess the performance of iCanCloud, this experiment has been conducted 
using it and CloudSim with the purpose to compare both simulation tools. We have chosen 
CloudSim for this comparison because it is a mature simulation tool which has already 
been used in a number of research works. 
Jobs are modeled in CloudSim by configuring three parameters: (1) input size, (2) 
processing length, measured in Millions of Instructions (MI), and (3) output size. Input 
and output sizes refer to the size of input and output files of the job, and is a way to 
infer the time it takes to execute this job in a cloud resource (whose computing power 
is measured in Millions of Instructions Per Second - MIPS) . Similarly, a new application 
model has been developed in iCanCloud to execute the same functionality that those jobs 
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do in CloudSirn. Thus, the configuration of jobs used in the experiments described in this 
section is performed equally in both simulation platforms. 
Those experiments use jobs whose input size is 5 MB, output size is 30 MB, and 
processing length is 1,200,000 ML Also, cloudlets always utilize all the available CPU 
capacity. This experiments use VMs having 9,500 MIPS, which simulate a standard small 
instance type provided by Amazon EC2. The energy models has been disabled for both 
simulation platforms. Those experiments have been executed using an ASUS computer, 
model u33J Bamboo, which contains a CPU core i3 and 8 GB of RAM memory. 
Figure 5.14 shows the comparison of performance between CloudSim and iCanCloud. 
Cha.rt 5.14(a) shows the execution time of each experiment, where x-axis shows the number 
of jobs executed in each experiment, y-axis shows the number of VMs and its type, and 
z.-axis shows the time required to execute ea.ch experiment (measured in seconds) using a 
log-scale. 
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Figure 5.14: Performance experiments: iCanCloud versus CloudSim 
This chart shows that increasing the number of jobs require more execution time in 
both simulators, which is obvious. Otherwise, increasing the number of VMs has a different 
impact in ea.ch simulator. In iCanCloud, when more than 2500 VMs a.re used, the number 
of jobs has not a considerable impact on the execution time. Note that those experiments 
executed in iCanCloud have a uniform-like shape. That means that almost CPU power con-
sumed by the simulator is processed for managing VMs. Instead, CloudSim's performance 
depends directly on both parameters (number of VM and number of jobs). In fact , when 
the value of one of those parameters increases, execution time increases as well. However, 
besides some experiments where the number of jobs is less or equal to 50000, iCanCloud is 
faster than CloudSim. Otherwise, in all tests that use 250K jobs iCanCloud is faster. That 
means that iCanCloud provides better scalability than CloudSirn. 
Chart 5.14(b) shows the memory consumption of each experiment. In this chart can 
be appreciated that iCanCloud requires more memory than CloudSim. This is caused 
because iCanCloud uses a higher level of detail to model each VM instance. As opposed to 
iCanCloud, which simulates low level details of the cloud system being simulated, CloudSim 
does not provide in-depth simulation details. Up to 1000 VMs, the amount of memory 
required by both simulators is similar. But using more than 1000 VMs, the amount of 
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memory required by iCanCloud grows much faster than CloudSim.
In general, iCanCloud is faster in large scale experiments and provides better scala-
bility, but require more memory than CloudSim.
5.5 Summary
This chapter presents a set of experiments aimed to test the accuracy of the proposed
simulation platform. The models for simulating a flexible and scalable simulation platform
have been validated, evaluating the simulation platform and the energy model separately.
We present the methodologies which we have followed for validating the framework
and the accuracy of the results. The evaluation of the simulator, which has been carried
out by conducting a set of experiments on the simulator and comparing them with actual
results using instance types provided by Amazon, exhibited that performed tests using
iCanCloud obtains practically the same results than real experiments.
Moreover the energy model validation process consisted on performing several exper-
iments using iCanCloud, measuring the energy consumed by individual components of a
computing node (CPU, Memory, Network and Disk). Afterwards, the aggregated energy
consumption of a complete computing node was calculated by executing the BIPS3D ap-
plication.
The usefulness of the energy models included into iCanCloud has been demonstrated
by modelling two different cloud systems and applications. First, a large data centre that
holds VMs that executes web servers have been modelled. Second, a Scientific Cloud envi-
ronment for executing HPC applications have been simulated. The energy of these systems
has been calculated by using different strategies for the unused resources by maintaining
these resources in idle and stand-by state.
Finally, scalability experiments are focused on obtaining both the amount of time and
memory usage for performing a concrete simulation, depending on the size of the cloud
computing environment to be modelled, and the availability of resources to execute the
simulations.
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Conclusions and future work
In this thesis we have proposed different strategies for modelling and simulating energy-
aware cloud systems. In order to show both the soundness and the applicability of these
techniques, different cloud architectures have been simulated for analysing the impact of
different workloads on the overall system energy consumption. Hence, the main conclusion
obtained from the results obtained from this thesis is that the objectives described in
Section 1.3 have been successfully accomplished.
A detailed description of the main contributions of this thesis is presented in this
section. Next, some direction of future work, that are currently challenging topics in the
scope of this thesis, are described. Finally, the publications resulted from this thesis are
shown.
6.1 Main contributions
The main contributions of this thesis can be categorised in three different groups. First, the
design and implementation of a simulation platform for modelling and simulating energy
aware cloud systems. Second, strategies for simulating and modelling realistic workloads in
cloud environments. Finally, optimisation of the underlying architecture in cloud systems
in order to balance the trade-offs between performance and energy consumption.
6.1.1 A simulation platform aimed to model and simulate energy aware
cloud systems
The corresponding contributions of this group, which cover objectives 1 and 2 , are
following described:
• A new simulation platform aimed to model both actual and non-existent
cloud systems. Since currently there exist a lack of tools that provides enough
flexibility, in order to model a wide range of posible cloud configurations, and high
level of detail, for modelling the energetic consumption of those hardware devices
that conforms the underlying architecture of the cloud, we consider that using the
proposed simulation platform fits better with the objectives of this thesis than the
current simulators focusing on cloud systems.
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• The data center model that supports the underlying architecture of the simulated
clouds can be fully customised by using a collection of hardware devices. In
order to provide a high level of flexibility, these models can be combined for building
a wide range of cloud architectures.
• The virtualisation layer has been fully modelled and customised over the
data center model to support different cloud scenarios. This layer includes different
models of virtual machines and a customisable hypervisor for accordingly managing
the requests for each virtualised physical resource, such as CPUs, disks and memories.
• The energetic consumption of each hardware device that conforms the ar-
chitecture of the cloud system has been fully modelled. Furthermore, new models of
energetic consumption can be added in order to widen the spectrum of configurations
modelled by using the proposed simulation framework.
• The model of a cloud manager has been designed in order to easily include new
algorithms for mapping VMs in the available physical machines that support
the cloud. These algorithms may be aimed to saving energy consumption, improving
performance and balancing the overall system performance and the required amount
of energy for supporting the cloud.
• Finally, a GUI has been developed in order to make easier the process of mod-
elling complete cloud systems.
6.1.2 Simulating and modelling realistic workloads
The corresponding contributions of this group, which cover objective 3 , are following
described:
• Models for executing different workloads, representing a large number of
users in cloud systems. These workloads are defined by the number of tenants
that interacts with the cloud and the applications executed by these users. Further-
more, the behaviour of these tenants can be also defined. Basically, this behaviour
is modelled by configuring how these tenants arrives to the system and how they
request VMs, it being modelled by using different statistical functions.
6.1.3 System optimisation to obtain a good compromise between the
overall system performance and energetic consumption
The corresponding contributions of this group which cover the objective 3 are following
described:
• A thorough set of experiments has been conducted, by using different workloads
over different cloud architectures, in order to obtain the usage costs to perform
applications. Moreover, the analysis of the impact of energy consumed by
physical resources using different system configurations in a cloud computing
environment, has been studied.
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6.2 Futurework
Althoughtheobjectivesofthisthesishavebeensuccessfulyfulfiled,currentlythereare
somepossibledirectionsthatmustbeexploredinordertocontinuethisresearch.Someof
theseworksare:
•Designingandsimulatingbigdatamodelsfocusingoncloudbasedscenarios.Since
bigdataiscurrentlyahotandchalengingtopic,usingthestrategiesprovidedinthis
thesistorepresentbigdatamodelsisasoundandimportantmotivation.
•Includingnewschedulingalgorithmsforhypervisors.Thisalowstoanalyseand
comparethetrade-offsbetweenenergyconsumptionandperformanceofdifferent
hardwaredevicesvirtualisedinthesamephysicalmachine.
•Providingnewalgorithms,focusingonenergysaving,formappingVMsinphysical
machines.Thisworkistargetedtosavingenergyincloudsystemswithoutmodifying
thehardwarepartofthecloud.Hence,theideaistooptimisetheresourcesusedto
executethesamenumberofVMsbyusinglessenergy.
•Representingdifferentworkloads,basedonrealtraces,gatheredfromactualcloud
systems.Themainobjectiveofthisworkisaimedtoreproducethesamebehaviour
ofactualsystems,byusingdifferentcloudarchitecturesandstrategies,inorderto
obtainacompromisebetweenperformanceandenergysaving.
•Evolvethesimulationplatforminordertosimulatemulticloudarchitectures.The
mainaimofthisworkistoperformnewmodelsaddingtoiCanCloudthecapability
tosimulatemulti-cloudenvironments.Theschedulingpoliciesinordertoimprove
clientsbenefits,ITsandendusers,byusingdifferentcloudenvironmentsisahot
topicthatpresentanewchalengetobesolved.
6.3 Publicationsrelatedwiththisthesis
Thisthesishasresultedinthefolowingpublications:
•Journals:
G.G.Castañé,A.Núñez,P.Llopis,andJ.Carretero,“E-mc:Aformalframe-
workforenergymodelingincloudcomputing”,SimulationModelingPracticeand
Theory,vol.39,pp.56-75,2013.
A.Núñez,J.L.Vázquez-Poletti,A.C.Caminero,G.G.Castañé,J.Carretero,
andI.M.Llorente,“iCanCloud:AFlexibleandScalableCloudInfrastructureSimu-
lator”,JournalofGridComputing,vol.10,no.1,pp.185-209,2012.
•Conferences:
G.G.Castañé,A.Núñez,andJ.Carretero,“iCanCloud:ABriefArchitecture
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